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ABSTRACT
Head or Foot, Right or Left: Analyzing the Positions of Isis and Nephthys on
Coffins and Sarcophagi from the Old Kingdom (2663-2160 BC) through
Ptolemaic-Roman Periods (332BC-395 AD)
Kenaya Necole Camacho
The American University in Cairo
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Salima Ikram
Isis and Nephthys, two iconic sister goddesses of ancient Egypt are well known for their
presence in funerary scenes. In representations of the goddesses as a pair on coffins and
sarcophagi dating from the Old Kingdom through the Ptolemaic-Roman Period, there is
an alternating dominance between which goddess is placed on the headboard and
footboard as well as who is placed on right and left proper of vignettes on these objects.
This dissertation will examine what influences the positioning, dominance and
orientation of Isis and Nephthys, on coffins and sarcophagi to determine how these
positions affect our knowledge of female deities, their alternative positioning in art, and
the religious ideals of the divine during a particular time period.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
1.1 – Introduction to the Study
Most of what is known as ancient Egyptian art that survives is religious and
funerary, which was highly stylized, symbolic, and above all, functional. The canonical
Egyptian image is an intricate affair and tends to be governed by various conventions,
social realities, and iconography that all work together to achieve the purpose of the
image, be it appeasing the gods, attaining eternal life, or invoking protection. Each scene
is its own “pictorial narrative,” which is organized hierarchically through the use of
different figures, registers, and images (Davis 1992: 4, 234). One key point necessary to
understand when parsing the different scenes and the role each image plays within it is
the relative positioning of figures, as their arrangements are indicators of their importance
and the function they play in ‘activating’ the object upon which the figures are put. This
relative positioning is the focus of this dissertation using images of the two iconic sister
goddesses of ancient Egypt: Isis and Nephthys on coffins and sarcophagi.
These goddesses are pre-eminent for their role in mortuary beliefs and are
featured prominently in funerary scenes, coffins and sarcophagi. Examining their
positioning is valuable because it sheds light on the importance of different female deities
in Egyptian art, and provides insight into the various roles the same deity might play,
depending on where they are placed relative to one another and to other figures within a
scene or on an object. This dissertation will explore the placement of the goddesses Isis
and Nephthys on coffins and sarcophagi from the Old Kingdom (3rd to 8th Dynasties,
2663 to 2160 BC) through the Ptolemaic-Roman Period (332 BC to AD 395), in order to
establish what positioning, dominance, and orientation might reveal about the relative
importance of these divinities.
Isis and Nephthys are often depicted in a variety of poses in Egyptian art, but the
following four positions will be focused on within this dissertation, which analyzed 295
coffins and sarcophagi:
1. Isis on the head/headboard with Nephthys on the foot/footboard of a coffin or
sarcophagus reflecting Pyramid Text (PT) Utterances 4 and 5 or Coffin Text (CT)
Spells 229 and 236 (See descriptions below in Chapter 2). This arrangement of
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the sisters occurs on objects throughout pharaonic Egypt. For example, see the
sarcophagus of Kamwese (New Kingdom, BKM: 37.15E) (Figure 1).
2. Nephthys on the head/headboard with Isis on the foot/footboard of a coffin or
sarcophagus based on PT 4 and 5 or CT 229 and 236. This arrangement of the
goddesses occurs on objects throughout pharaonic Egypt. For example, see the
sarcophagus of Ramesses II (New Kingdom, TMP: Images 15538 and 15543)
(Figure 2).
3. Isis on right proper facing left looking towards Nephthys who is positioned on left
proper within a vignette/scene from The Book of the Dead (BD). This includes
vignettes for Spells 1, 16, 17, 151, and 182. (Isis ! "Nephthys). The
arrangement of the goddesses occurs on objects from the New Kingdom through
Ptolemaic-Roman Period. For example, see the anthropoid coffin of Itineb (Late
Period, BM: EA6693) (Figure 3).
4. Nephthys on right proper facing left looking towards Isis who is placed on left
proper of a vignette/scene from the BD (Nephthys ! " Isis). This includes
vignettes for Spells 1, 16, 17, 151, and 182. This arrangement of the sisters occurs
on objects from the New Kingdom through Ptolemaic-Roman Period. For
example, see the anthropoid coffin of Itineb (Late Period, BM: EA6693) (Figure
4).
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Figure 1: Isis on headboard of sarcophagus / Nephthys on footboard of sarcophagus
Sarcophagus of Kamwese, New Kingdom
Photo Courtesy of The Brooklyn Museum: 37.15E

Figure 2: Nephthys on headboard of sarcophagus / Isis on footboard of sarcophagus
Sarcophagus of Ramesses II, New Kingdom
Photo Courtesy of The Theban Mapping Project: Images 15538 and 15543
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Figure 3: Isis on right proper looking towards Nephthys on left proper
Anthropoid Coffin of Itineb, Late Period
Photo Courtesy of The British Museum: EA6693

Figure 4: Nephthys on right proper looking towards Isis on left proper
Anthropoid Coffin of Itineb, Late Period
Photo Courtesy of The British Museum: EA6693
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Questions this dissertation hopes to explore are manifold. The first is to see what
determines and affects the dominance and positioning of Isis and Nephthys on the
head/headboard or foot/footboard of coffins and sarcophagi. This will be achieved by
examining the frequency with which each goddess appears on the headboard or footboard
and if they switch positions. If so, what are the reasons for this- is it dependent on the
rank of the container’s owner or is it associated with religious trends that are particular to
a period or region.
The second question is to see what determines and affects the dominance and
positioning of Isis and Nephthys on right or left proper of two-dimensional funerary
depictions (i.e. vignettes or scenes). This will be explored by examining the frequency
with which each goddess appears on right or left proper and if they switch positions. If
so, what are the reasons for this occurrence and does it have to do with the hierarchical
status of the owner or is it associated with religious trends particular to a period or region.
1.2 – Dominance and Positioning of the Goddesses
Dominance, and its role in the Egyptian canon of art are understood best with
regards to men and women, as discussed by Gay Robins in her seminal article, “Some
Principles of Compositional Dominance and Gender Hierarchy in Egyptian Art” (1994a).
Robins establishes a set of ideals that have been used to understand the meaning behind
the placement of figures in various scenes. In most contexts, the male takes precedence
over the female and is placed in the dominant position. Thus, in two-dimensional scenes
featuring standing people, the person located in the forward (front) position is dominant,
while the person in the rear is subordinate. In depictions of sitting figures, the male is
typically placed in the dominant position while the woman, through the use of
overlapping knees, gives a sense of her placement behind the man. When there are
multiple males in a scene, their hierarchy is usually determined by their relative status,
which might be linked to their age.
It is known in the Egyptian hierarchy of beings that deities rank above humans
and the dead rank above the living, as they are semi-divine (Robins 1994a: 33). Thus, the
right proper side of a piece is reserved for deities and the dead, while the left side was
reserved for the deceased individual. There is also a sense of hierarchy that plays into the
location of deities located on right proper-the male deity occupies the forward position
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with the female deity on the rear, irrespective of where they are shown (Robins 1994a:
36) on either right or left proper.
According to Robins (1994a: 33), the right (proper) side of the human body of a
figure in two-dimensional art, positioned on the viewer’s left side is considered dominant.
Perhaps right was dominant over left, because most of the population was right-handed
(Fischer 1984a: 187; Robins 1994a: 33), which might also explain the dominant
orientation of Egyptian writing. For example, generally a scribe would hold the brush in
his right hand and start writing on a piece of papyrus from the right side, moving toward
the left (Fischer 1977b: 6-7). The preeminence of the right side was considered to be
more prestigious than the left, which was considered to be subaltern and unlucky because
it was associated with the deceased (Sethe 1922: 199-203). The superiority of right-sided
dominance is best demonstrated by two words used to express rightward orientation:
wnmy (right-hand, right, right side of; lit. ‘eating hand’) (Faulkner 1962: 62; Erman and
Grapow 1953: 322, 1) and imy-wrt (lit. ‘that which is in the greater’) (Erman and Grapow
1953: 73, 6), i.e. the most important (Reeves 1999: 251). Another example can be
attested by the New Kingdom title, ṯȜj ḫw ḥr jmnt nsw “fanbearer on the right of the
king” (Engelbach 1938: 296; Fischer 1977a: 82). Given the dual symbolic nature of right
and left, these positions give specific, underlying meanings to the placement of
iconographic elements placed on either side.
A.L. Frothingham (1917a) provides some of the earliest scholarship associating
Isis and Nephthys with particular directions. He proposed that orientation and direction of
the world played a dominant role in ancient religions, and that it determined the
placement of everything that was in front or behind, and to the right or the left. The
theory of world orientation determined the direction in which artists made their figures
move and face as well as their grouping and interrelation. According to Frothingham
(1917a: 57-60), in all ancient religions the east was regarded as the source of life and
luck, while the west was linked with the dead and deities of the underworld. Although
this direction was highly favored, it seemed to have been a “secondary” direction in
respect to the “primary” orientations, which were to the south or north. Orientation was
important and essential to most ancient societies because their rituals and divinations
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needed to include the use of cardinal directions in order to correctly interpret the will of
the gods.
Frothingham (1917a: 60) asserts that ancient societies believed the world also had
a right side and a left side. He classified the ancient Egyptian society as oriented towards
the south because cultic activities and ceremonies took place toward this direction
(Frothingham 1917d: 420) (e.g. The Opening of the Mouth ceremony),1 and that the left
side i.e. the east, was considered lucky. He validated his conclusion based on a letter
correspondence with James H. Breasted in 1915. Breasted stated that, “The situation with
regard to the right and left in Egypt is dependent on the Egyptian’s orientation. He (in
reference to any person) faced south, hence left was the east, the residence of the leading
sun-gods; and the right was the west the kingdom of death” (Frothingham 1917a: 63-64).
Based on this communication, Frothingham (1917a: 64) further endorsed his conclusion
by giving examples that exhibited the societies orientation toward the south with the
lucky left side. His associations include the movement of the sun-boat, which travels
from left to right, often with the sun disk at the prow, noting that one must be aware that
the movement of the sun goes from left to right when one is facing south. Another
example he gives is in regards to the sunrise scene in the Papyrus of Ani (New Kingdom,
BM: EA10470) that correlates to BD 16. In this vignette the sun disk is upheld by the two
arms of the ankh, which is resting on a tyt sign. It is adored by six baboons of the dawn,
and below them flanking the ankh and tyt image are Isis and Nephthys who kneel in
adoration. Isis kneels on the left (right proper), representing the dawn while Nephthys is
kneeling on the right (left proper), representing the sunset. Both are respectively placed in
front of the mountains of the east and west (Frothingham 1917a: 64). As a result,
Frothingham inadvertently ascribed cardinal direction associations to the sisters, i.e. Isis
with the east and Nephthys with the west, as well as to either the left or right side
respectively.

1

Refer to the ceremony in the tomb of Rekhmire (TT 100, New Kingdom). In the lowest
register on the north chapel wall is Episode 1 (A description of the positioning of the
statue and the supply of clothing), which states: N rdi ḥr ḫȜst nt ša r.f ḥr rs ḥȜyw m tȜ
hrw N mnḫt ḥȜ.f mnḫt. Translation: N is placed on a layer of sand with his face to the
south, unclothed, on the ground, by day N – clothing behind him: clothing. After the
statue is set up in the south, the rest of the ceremony continues (Otto 1960).
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These arguments by Frothingham and Robins at first sight appear to be opposite
of each other, but are not. The difference is that Frothingham does not take into account
right or left proper from the view of the scene itself but uses the terms right and left based
on the position of the viewer. Therefore, what he refers to as being on the left (and lucky)
is technically right proper, which Robins argues as the dominant side. Current scholarship
has not included any discussion over the placement of one female figure relative to
another in Egyptian art, and certainly nothing about the hierarchy of placement between
female deities. Due to this fact, rules regarding male deities in Egyptian art may be
applied to female deities until further studies can discuss their positioning.
1.3 – Alignment and Orientation
Placement of sarcophagi and coffins in tombs were based on either cardinal
directions or symbolic location depending on the actual physical location and orientation
of the tomb. Cardinal orientation, referring to each “true” cardinal direction (north, south,
east and west) was essential as the ancient Egyptians used these directions to orient
temples, burial chambers, coffins and sarcophagi. Cardinal directions were ascribed
based on the course of the Nile from Upper Egypt (South) to Lower Egypt (North). South
was their primary cardinal direction, rather than the North, like most modern-day western
civilizations (Posener 1965: 72-74; Černy 1973: 30-32). Consequently, East and West
were identified as the Left and Right banks, respectively (Shaltout 2005: 12, n. 22).
These directions also play a role in dictating where things are placed on
sarcophagi and coffins, as they are “models” or recreations of the universe for the
deceased (Willems 1988: 141). Cardinal directions can be associated with the following
parts of a sarcophagus or coffin: In the Middle Kingdom the mummy laid on its left side,
and looked out the udjat eyes located on the long (left) side (toward the north) of the
coffin; this symbolized east. The other long side of the coffin was associated with west.
The head panel or short end of the coffin or sarcophagus corresponds to the north and the
foot-end/panel is representative of the south (Kees 1956: 284-286; Willems 1988: 140).
Beginning in the New Kingdom and thereafter the lid which the mummy looks towards
while lying on its back, is associated with the east, while the west became associated with
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the interior surface of the coffin base.2 The cardinal associations given to the head and
foot panels in the Middle Kingdom stayed consistent throughout subsequent periods.
Locational symbolism, an alternative to cardinal direction associations, involves
two separate aspects: absolute position and relative placement. Absolute position is the
actual location of an object or structure while relative placement refers to the placement
of an object or individual elements relative to some other feature (e.g. iconography), area,
or direction (Wilkinson 1994b: 60). Both relative and absolute positioning should be
taken into consideration when examining coffins and sarcophagi in order to understand
the motifs present, their locations, and the roles that their locations might play in
determining the positions of Isis and Nephthys within a scene or on the head/footboard of
a coffin or sarcophagus. This type of symbolism is useful because it allows one to
understand the compilation of all the iconographic elements in a piece and how they
relate to each other especially between the tomb and sarcophagus or coffin. Because
locational symbolism is based on the placement of iconographic elements, it became a
sort of grammar that reiterated and established “directions” to situate the cosmos within a
space. Although the author is aware of locational symbolism, it is a variable that cannot
be addressed in this dissertation because a majority of the coffins and sarcophagi in the
data set were not found in situ, therefore making it impossible to determine what
iconographical aspects were relative to one another (i.e. between the tomb walls and
coffin/sarcophagus itself).
A useful example in understanding Locational Symbolism is to look at the
University of Arizona’s Motif Alignment Project on royal burials from the New Kingdom
in the Valley of the Kings, headed by Richard Wilkinson. The purpose of the project was
to research the orientation and alignment of the tombs as well as the iconography within.
It was thought that the religious changes occurring throughout the country during this
time were reflected and conveyed by royal tomb structure and decoration; of particular
interest was conducting a survey of motifs illustrating the development of post-Amarna
solar images and their increased importance throughout the Ramesside period (Kroenke
2

One thing to note is that there are some anthropoid coffins, notably Yuya and Thuyu
(18th Dynasty, KV 46) that have udjat eyes on the left side of their anthropoid cases on
the trough. This maybe archaizing back to the Middle Kingdom, as they were both found
lying on their backs.
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2013: 27). Based on the project’s findings, it noted that there were two distinctive types
of configuration in the orientation of sarcophagi and architectural elements with respect
to cardinal directions (external alignment) and to each other (internal alignment), based
on the arrangement of key texts and images on the tomb walls (Wilkinson 1994a,
Wilkinson 1995, Kroenke 2013: 27).
Positioning of a coffin or sarcophagus can also be placed “symbolically” in a
particular direction. Symbolic location/orientation refers to how various symbols are used
to provide an orientation for an object in a location that is different from its physical
location (Raven 2005: 39). For example, the position of the head of a coffin could be
facing “east” as indicated by other images and symbols in the burial chamber, but might
be “falsely” claiming this orientation if the “true” cardinal direction as established by a
compass is north. Sometimes the Egyptians utilized “symbolic” approximations of
cardinal directions instead of their “true” alignments based on the observation of sunrise
and sunset or the flow of the Nile River (Wilkinson 1994a: 80). For example, at Asyut,
the transposition of east and west stems from the fact that the site was not “ideal” in
orientation (Bleiberg 2004: 119). The site is not ideal because it is not in a typical eastern
location; the town of Asyut is located south of the Nile River between the towns of El
Masrah and Menqabad. The tombs of the town are in the mountains located farther south,
facing the river, and their entrances are located at the north end rather than the east,
which would be standard (e.g. the Memphite necropolis) (Bleiberg 2004: 119).
The rising and setting of the sun was another important ideal in Egyptian religion
affecting the placement of temples, tombs, coffins and sarcophagi. The east (sunrise) was
considered to be the area in which the living resided whereas the west (sunset) was
inhabited by the deceased and home of the underworld. In Middle Egyptian, the Ȝḫt
hieroglyph

which could be translated as “horizon,” “mountain of light” or

“mountain with the rising sun” was composed of the two peaks of the ḏw glyph with a
solar disk appearing between them on the horizon from which the sun emerged or
disappeared, and was also associated with rebirth and resurrection (Faulkner 1962: 5;
Betrò 1996: 161). The hieroglyph ḏw

is depicted as two rounded peaks or hills

with a valley or strip of earth between them, representing the mountain ranges that rose
on either side of the Nile Valley; there was the eastern peak referred to as bȜẖw and the
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western peak called mȜnw, which served as the supports for heaven (Faulkner 1962: 5,
78, 103; Belmonte and Shaltout 2009).
A double lion deity Aker, who also was referred to as Ruti “two lions,” was
occasionally portrayed protecting both sides of the horizon and represented the concept of
sf “yesterday” and dwaw “tomorrow,” a reference to the cyclical nature of the sun
(Faulkner 1962: 224, 310; Goelet 1994) (Figure 5). When the lions are depicted one can
see that they mirror the shape of the mountain glyph, with a circular space between them
representing the sun in the image of the horizon.

Figure 5: Depiction of the double lion deity Aker
Hieroglyphic funerary papyrus of Ani, New Kingdom
Photo Courtesy of The British Museum: EA10470

Other allusions of the Ȝḫt are frequently found in Egyptian art and architecture including
pylons. Pylons are a gateway composed of two massive inclined blocked walls, and the
separation between the walls serves as a gateway into a temple or other place of religious
significance (Arnold 2003). Symbolism with the sun is apparent because of the pylon’s
orientation parallel to the horizon (e.g. Pylon at the temple of Luxor, which was built on
an east-west axis). When the sun rises and sets, the sun shines through the space between
the stone walls creating the appearance of the sun shining through a mountain pass,
alluding to the Ȝḫt glyph (De Cenival 1964: 89-90).
Isis and Nephthys were considered as a duality and also associated with the
cyclical nature of the sun. For example, at the temple of Horus at Edfu on New Year’s
there was a ritual of “Uniting with the Sun Disk,” which was celebrated on the roof
(Lorton 1999: 189). Under one of the small windows on the roof, is an inscription that
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records a hymn describing the rising of the sun: “The Sun Disk shining on the eastern
side, Earth’s Consort clear of clouds, Horus-of-the-East glows, shining in the sky, having
entered the window of the Great Place (i.e. the temple)…Divider-of-sides, having divided
the skies, his brightness illuminates the House of Horus (i.e. the temple) As He-who-isin-the-sky shines on the arms of the Two Sisters…” (Lorton 1999: 189). The reference to
the Two Sisters is Isis and Nephthys as well as an allusion to the pylon of the temple,
which is envisioned as the goddesses (Bonnet 1952: 520). The pylon at the eastern end of
the temple (which is the entrance) with its two towers and lintel over the doorway
according to Lorton (1999: 189) is imaged as the two goddesses with their arms
outstretched.
The sisters are also associated with directional terms- Isis is attributed the left and
Nephthys the right (Thomas 1956: 75-76, n.1), and in terms of cardinal directions, Isis is
associated with the east and south (Thomas 1956: 76, n.1; Assmann 1969: 341; Willems
1988: 141; Wilkinson 1994a: 83, Wilkinson 1995: 76; Raven 2005: 4, 43), while
Nephthys is attributed the west and north (Thomas 1956: 76, n.1; Assmann 1969: 341;
Willems 1988: 141; Wilkinson 1994a: 83; Wilkinson 1995: 76; Raven 2005: 41, 43).
These associations of Isis with the south and east are representative of where new life
comes from (e.g. the rising of the sun and the inundation), as opposed to Nephthys,
whose associations with the north and west are representative of where the sun set
(Frothingham 1917a: 64) and the Nile ends.
This information will be useful to determine if geographic, class (royal/non-royal)
and religious changes influence the positioning of Isis and Nephthys, providing insight as
to whether or not there are recognizable trends, in the placement of each sister. If a
preference is identified, hopefully this study can be of use to determine if other coffins
and sarcophagi not included in this data set confirm the patterns established in this study.
1.4 – Organization of Dissertation
This dissertation is divided into six chapters. After Chapter 1: Introduction,
which dealt with the topic of this dissertation, is Chapter 2: Methodology and Evidence.
It will discuss the primary sources used to collect data, an overview of the variables as
well as the methods used in this dissertation to analyze the data. Chapter 3: The
Multifaceted Goddesses Isis and Nephthys will focus on tracing the appearance of the
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goddesses through the funerary corpuses of the PT, CT and BD. This chapter will also
look at the roles of Isis and Nephthys in ancient Egyptian mythology, as well as
describing their individual characteristics. Chapter 4: Coffins and Sarcophagi will
provide a brief history of these burial containers. Chapter 5: Analysis of Data - Results
and Discussion will provide an analysis of the results and general conclusions along with
tables and charts. This dissertation will end with Chapter 6: Conclusions.
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Chapter 2 – Methodology
2.1 – Methods
For this dissertation, the author chose to look at coffins and sarcophagi from the
Old Kingdom through Ptolemaic-Roman Period (For full list, see Appendix 1). The total
number of coffins and sarcophagi looked at in this data set is 295. Out of these, one
object dates to the Old Kingdom, none from the First Intermediate Period, 45 from the
Middle Kingdom, two from the Second Intermediate Period, 52 from the New Kingdom,
115 from the Third Intermediate Period, 59 from the Late Period, and 21 from the
Ptolemaic-Roman Period. The total number of images within the data set is 425. This
number is higher than the number of coffins and sarcophagi because some objects have
multiple representations of the sisters on it.
Collecting the data set was done in two different ways. First, information was
derived from actual observation of the coffins/sarcophagi in the Cairo Museum and
Musée du Louvre. Both museums contained large collections of coffins and sarcophagi
from all periods of pharaonic history, which was essential for this study and easily
accessible to the author during the collection process.
The second method of data collection was looking at publications (both online
and print). Coffins and sarcophagi in these publications were studied to determine if they
had any images of Isis and Nephthys and were examined by time period in order to
determine the earliest date of appearance of the goddesses, in either hieroglyphic text or
image. Relative positions of the goddesses were documented within vignettes/scenes, or
as single figures (occurring either on the head or footboard of the coffin or sarcophagus)
in Appendix 1. Having collected over 400 images of the goddesses in various positions,
the author felt that this would provide a statistically valid data set allowing one to see
possible trends and preferences for Isis and Nephthys on coffins and sarcophagi.
2.2 – Location of Data
The objects in this data set come from a variety of locations including, Abu Yasin,
Akhmim, Asasif, Asyut, Beni Hasan, Biban el-Molouk, Cemetery west of Gournet
Mourai, Deir el-Bahari, Deir el-Bersha, Deir el-Medina, Dra ‘Abu el-Naga, Gebelein,
Gournah, Kharga, Khokha, Medamud, Meir, Nag’ el-Hasaya, NRT III (Tanis), Nuri
(Nubia), Qantara, San el-Hagar (Tanis), Saqqara, Sheikh Abd el-Qurna, Thebes, Tuna
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(Tanis Superior), TT 1, Tuna el-Gebel, provenance unknown and the Valley of the Kings
(KV 8, 14, 16, 20, 23, 34, 35, 36, 43, 46, 47 and 62) (Figure 6). Coffins and sarcophagi
labeled as coming from an “unknown” area have no secure provenance.
Once all the data was collected and evaluated, it turned out that the materials
collected were primarily from the Theban area (over 50% of the data) although some
objects came from Lower Egypt. Thus, there is an imbalance of geographical
representations of the goddesses in this data set.
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Figure 6: Map with sites/areas coffins and sarcophagi come from, based on this dissertations
data; Map Made by Author.
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2.3 – Variables
Positioning of the Sisters on Coffins and Sarcophagi: Head and Footboards
Isis and Nephthys are frequently positioned on the head and footboards of coffins
and sarcophagi and can be represented hieroglyphically by name or depicted pictorially in
anthropoid form. The sisters make their first appearance on these receptacles beginning in
the Old Kingdom, but only as hieroglyphic names, not as figural representations. The
earliest attestation of Nephthys and Isis on the headboards and footboards respectively,
can be found hieroglyphically on the sarcophagus of King Teti of the Old Kingdom
(Dynasty 6). Teti’s sarcophagus, which was oriented with his head towards the south, is
the first to be inscribed with Pyramid Text utterances (Lekov 2004: 33-37). These spells
are located on the interior of the sarcophagus trough and include PT 4 and 5 respectively
(Faulkner 1969: 1).
On the northern side of the sarcophagus (Footboard):
ḏd mdw in Nwt Ttj rdi.n(.j) n.k snt.k ȝst
nḏr.s im.k dj.s n.k ib.k n ḏt.k
“Recitation (words) spoken by Nut: Teti, I have given to you your sister Isis, that
she may lay (take) hold of you and give to you your heart for your body.”
On the southern side of the sarcophagus (Headboard):
ḏd mdw in Nwt Ttj rdi.n(.j) n.k snt.k Nbt-Hwt
nḏr.s im.k dj.s n.k ib.k n ḏt.k
“Recitation (words) spoken by Nut: Teti, I have given to you your sister
Nephthys, that she may lay (take) hold of you and give to you your heart for your
body.”
These utterances refer to Isis and Nephthys aiding in the “giving of the heart” ceremony,
which occurs during the embalming process when a new stone heart was given to the
corpse and can be referenced in PT 512 (§1162: My father has remade his heart, the other
having been removed for him because it was objected to his ascending to the sky when he
had waded in the waters of the Winding Waterway.) (Faukner 1969: 188)3, which later
became part of the liturgy in CT 1-26, BD 26 and heart amulets of the Old Kingdom (e.g.
MFA: 26.3.132 and MFA 11.846) (Sethe 1934: 238-239; Faulkner 1969: 188-189;
Faulkner 1973: 1-17; Lekov 2004: 33, 36; Faulkner 2010: 52-53).

3

In Faulkner (1969: 189) for this Utterance, also refer to Note 1, which states that §1162
refers to the removal of the heart from the corpse and its replacement by a substitute.
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In succeeding periods, coffins and sarcophagi frequently place Nephthys on the
headboard and Isis on the footboard (hieroglyphically or pictorially), emulating their
positions on Teti’s sarcophagus (Shaw and Nicholson 1995: 201; Wilkinson 1995: 81-82;
Raven: 2005: 52), as seen on the coffin of Hekaib-Hapy (Middle Kingdom, MMA:
32.3.427a,b) (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Nephthys on headboard of coffin / Isis on footboard of coffin
Coffin of Hekaib-Hapy, Middle Kingdom
Photo Courtesy of The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York: 32.3.427a,b

Although Isis and Nephthys appear for the first time on Teti’s sarcophagus on the
foot and headboards respectively, there are also examples where the goddesses reverse
positions, as is seen on the coffin of Entemaemsaf (Middle Kingdom, MMA:
32.3.428a,b) (Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Isis on headboard of coffin / Nephthys on footboard of coffin
Coffin of Entemaemsaf, Middle Kingdom
Photo Courtesy of The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York: 32.3.428a,b

There are two CT spells that definitively assign each sister with a specific end of the
coffin/sarcophagus, which could result in the arrangement of the sisters as seen on Figure
8. CT 229 and 236 also known as “hymns to the coffin sides” are specifically attributed
to the side of the coffin on which it occurs, also identifying it as a goddess who performs
certain rituals for the deceased (Münster 1968: 24-31; Willems 1996: 55). CT 229
associates Isis with the headboard, while CT 236 associates Nephthys with the footboard:
•

Coffin Text Spell 229 (CT III, 294a-298d) Addressed to Isis on Headboard:
(294a) “Greetings to you, you who are at the head of the Great One, (b)
mistress of brow and neck, (c) at whom Re rejoices when he sees her (d) on
the roads which are in the Sacred Land, (e) relative of Osiris in the Place of
Embalming, (f) who mourns the Bull of the West, (g) and intertwines the arms
over the One who is Tired of Heart inside the secrecy <of the Place of
embalming, (295a) who assembles the ba and has the shade rebuilt, (b) who
gives breath to>…(297g) Hail to you, mistress of the (coffin) end, (h) who
lifts up the head of Osiris, (i) who mourns in face of him inside the Place of
Embalming in this name of yours of ‘Dam which is at the head, (j) may you
place for me my head on my neck, (k) may you gather together the life of my
throat. (l) I am in the Following of Osiris among the blessed ones, the owners
of offerings. (298a) That I have come is, after I have been equipped with my
magic. (b) I have not died, (c) and the breath is not held back from my nose.
(d) (For) I am an owner of offerings!” (Willems 1996: 403-404).
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•

Coffin Text Spell 236 (CT III, 302f-306d) Addressed to Nephthys on
Footboard: (302f) Greetings to you, Lady of the end, (g) (at) [see]ing whom
Re rejoices, (303a) dam of the limpness of Him who is [ti]red of heart, (b) on
[which] Osiris has trodden, (c) who makes for him the paces of the walk, (d)
at the moment of his [interme]nt (e) in this your name of “She who is under
the feet.” (f) May you give to me my feet that I may walk on [the]m, (g) may
you join together for me what is in the movement of my legs…. (Willems
1996: 409-410).

Positioning of the Sisters on Coffins and Sarcophagi in Vignettes/Scenes: Right Proper
Versus Left Proper
The use of the BD vignettes were important because of the power inherent in each
image; each vignette could stand in the place of the written texts themselves, representing
the whole spell pictorially (Taylor 2010: 33). The signs themselves, not only the context
of what they represented were magic and infused with the power of the gods. On coffins
and sarcophagi, starting in the New Kingdom (18th Dynasty, 1549 BC), Isis and Nephthys
appear in a variety of vignettes copied from the BD (1, 16, 17, 151, 182) (Figures 9-14).
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•

BD Spell 1 (Figure 9; From the Papyrus of the Book of the Dead of Kerasher
(BM: EA9995): This vignette depicts Isis (right proper) and Nephthys (left
proper) flanking the mummy deceased which lies on a boat-shaped bier. In
another scene of the same spell, Isis (right proper) and Nephthys (left proper) are
kneeling with one hand raised in front of their face indicating their mourning
state, as they flank the mummy lying on a lion-form bed while Anubis attends the
mummy (Faulkner 2010: 25). This is the first of the spells of going out into the
day, the praises of and recitations for going to and fro in the realm of the dead (the
West). This spell is also to be spoken on the day of burial.

Figure 9: Book of the Dead Spell 1Vignette
Hieratic funerary papyrus of Kerasher, Ptolemaic-Roman
Photo Courtesy of The British Museum: EA9995
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•

BD Spell 16 (Figures 10 and 11; From the Papyri of the Book of the Dead of
Ani (BM: EA10470) and Hunefer (BM: EA9901): It must first be noted that
vignette associated with “Spell 16” was incorrectly termed, as this spell does
not exist, and was originally meant to accompany Spell 15. The number was
originally allotted to a vignette of the ‘Rising of the Sun,’ which was intended
to be an illustration to accompany a sun-hymn. This vignette should be
attributed to Spell 15 of the BD (Faulkner 2010: 43-44). The vignette from
Ani depicts an ankh sign with hands holding up the sun that is placed on a
djed pillar. Flanking the djed pillar are Isis (right proper) and Nephthys (left
proper). They are both kneeling on nebu signs. There are also dancing
baboons adoring the sun. In the vignette from Hunefer, there is an animated
djed pillar representing Osiris, who carries the crook and flail. Isis (right
proper) and Nephthys (left proper) are standing and flank the pillar with arms
raised in adoration of it. Above them is the newly risen sun-god as a falcon
wearing a sun disc and adored by dancing baboons (Faulkner 2010: 7).

Figure 10: Book of the Dead Spell 16 Vignette
Hieroglyphic funerary papyrus of Ani, New Kingdom
Photo Courtesy of The British Museum: EA10470
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Figure 11: Book of the Dead Spell 16 Vignette
Hieroglyphic funerary papyrus of Hunefer, New Kingdom
Photo Courtesy of The British Museum: EA9901
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•

BD Spell 17 (Figure 12; From the Papyrus of Book of the Dead of Ani (BM:
EA10470)): This vignette depicts Isis and Nephthys as kites that flank the
mummy on a bier. Isis is depicted on right proper while Nephthys is depicted
on left proper. The spell itself consists of a statement regarding the doctrine
regarding the sun-god, later becoming a spell on behalf of the deceased
(Faulkner 2010: 44).

Figure 12: Book of the Dead Spell 17 Vignette
Hieroglyphic funerary papyrus of Ani, New Kingdom
Photo Courtesy of The British Museum: EA10470
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•

BD Spell 151 (Figure 13; From the Papyrus of Book of the Dead of Nakht
(BM: EA10471)): This vignette is one of the most frequently depicted images
on coffins of the New Kingdom, Third Intermediate Period, Late Period and
Ptolemaic-Roman Period. The vignette depicts a plan of the burial chamber as
an elaborate booth. In the center of the depiction stands Anubis who attends
the mummy, which lies on a lion-form bed. Flanking the bed are Isis and
Nephthys who are kneeling with their hands placed on a shen sign in front of
each of them. The sisters place their hands on a shen sign because it
references the cartouche symbol which represents eternity of the kings name;
in essence the sisters are protecting the deceased king for eternity as well by
placing their hands on these signs, protecting him in the front and back. Isis is
on right proper while Nephthys is on left proper. At each corner squats one of
the Four Sons of Horus. Surrounding the mummy are other signs of protection
including a djed pillar, an image of Thoth and Anubis as a jackal. The spell is
known as the “Spell for the head of mystery” (Faulkner 2010: 145) and
emphasizes the power of the mask to restore the ability of sight to the
deceased.

Figure 13: Book of the Dead Spell 151 Vignette
Hieroglyphic funerary papyrus of Nakht, New Kingdom
Photo Courtesy of The British Museum: EA10471
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•

BD Spell 182 (Figure 14; From the Papyrus of Book of the Dead of
Muthetepti (BM: EA10010)); This vignette is similar to the vignette
associated with Book of the Dead Spell 151. The difference in this depiction is
that Isis and Nephthys stand flanking the mummy that lies on the lion-form
bed. Behind Isis stands two of the Four Sons of Hors (Hapy and Duamutef)
while the other two sons (Imesty and Qebehsenuef stand behind Nephthys. In
this vignette Nephthys stands on right proper while Isis is on left proper.
Above and below the depictions of the sisters sit or stand protective deities
(Faulkner 2010: 178). The subject of the spell itself is the magical protection
and rebirth of Osiris on behalf of the god Thoth, with whom the deceased
identifies himself.

Figure 14: Book of the Dead Spell 182 Vignette
Hieroglyphic funerary papyrus of Muthetepti, Third Intermediate Period
Photo Courtesy of The British Museum: EA10010
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It must also be noted that there are different pictorial variations of vignettes as
seen in the Papyrus of the BD of Nedjmet (BM: EA10541, Third Intermediate Period)
(Figure 15) and Papyrus London (BM: EA10554, Third Intermediate Period) (Figure 16).
In Figures 15 and 16, which are vignettes for BD 16, they have similar themes, but
different depictions i.e. in Figure 15 there are baboons worshipping the sun whereas in
Figure 16 ba birds adore the sun.

Figure 15: Book of the Dead Spell 16 Vignette
Hieroglyphic funerary papyrus of Nedjmet, Third Intermediate Period
Photo Courtesy of The British Museum: EA10541
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Figure 16: Book of the Dead Spell 15/16 Vignette
Papyrus London, Third Intermediate Period
Photo Courtesy of The British Museum: EA10010

Although the goddesses appear on either end of the coffin or sarcophagus most of
the time, they can also be found together on the same short end of the object. For
example, both sisters can appear together on the feet of a coffin or sarcophagus (on top of
the feet) (e.g. CM: CG6004), they can both be on the footboard (lid or trough) of coffins
or sarcophagi (e.g. TMP Image: 16143) and the sisters can also be on the same
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head/headboard of an object (e.g. CM: CG61031). Isis and Nephthys can also be depicted
in a variety of poses including: kneeling (both knees on the ground) (e.g. MFA: 23.729),
squatting (one knee raised) (e.g. RMO: AMM 16), standing (e.g. MCCM: 1999.1.17 AC) or sitting (e.g. MMA: 26.3.4a,b). Also, the appearance of the sisters can vary from
human form (e.g. MET: CGT10108), avian form (e.g. LM: D8) or serpent form (CM:
CG61030).
To summarize, the following position variables (Appendix 1) will be analyzed to
determine if there are any patterns of specific placement for Isis and Nephthys on the
head/foot or right or left proper within vignettes/scenes on a coffin or sarcophagus.
1)

Based on Book of the Dead vignettes (1, 16, 17, 151, 182) that occur on
coffins and sarcophagi, positions of Isis and Nephthys will be plotted
indicating Isis on Right Proper/Nephthys on Left Proper or the reverse
Nephthys on Right Proper/Isis on Left Proper

2)

Based on PT 4 and 5 and CT 229 and 236, the positions of the sisters will be
plotted indicating Isis on foot/footboard / Nephthys on head/headboard or the
reverse Nephthys on foot/footboard / Isis on head/headboard of a coffin or
sarcophagus

3)

Both sisters on feet of coffin or sarcophagus (on top of the feet)

4)

Both sisters on footboard of coffin or sarcophagus

5)

Both sisters on head of coffin or sarcophagus

6)

Both sisters sitting in adoration as mourners

7)

Both sisters kneeling (both knees on the ground) in adoration as mourners

8)

Both sisters squatting (one knee raised) in adoration as mourners

9)

Both sisters standing in adoration

10) Only hieroglyphic representations of the sisters
11) Both sisters in human form
12) Both sisters depicted as serpents
13) Both sisters depicted in avian form (Kites, Screechers, etc.)
14) Whether or not a coffin or sarcophagus is royal or non-royal
Information was also recorded on the museum accession number, time period, dynasty,
provenance, a brief description of each object, and reference.
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2.4 – Classifications
The following classifications will be used throughout this thesis to indicate the
positions of the sisters on these coffins and sarcophagi. Each of the figures accompanying
the classifications gives a sense of the placement of the sisters on these objects.
•

Isis depicted pictorially or hieroglyphically (i.e. written name), on the footboard of a
coffin (lid or trough) (IoF) (Figure 17)

•

Isis depicted pictorially or hieroglyphically, on the footboard of a sarcophagus (lid or
trough) (IoF) (Figure 18)

•

Isis depicted pictorially or hieroglyphically, on the headboard of a coffin (lid or
trough) (IoH) (Figure 19)

•

Isis depicted pictorially or hieroglyphically, on the headboard of a sarcophagus (lid or
trough) (IoH) (Figure 20)

•

Isis represented with her hieroglyphic name on a footboard (IoF) (Figure 21)

•

Isis represented with her hieroglyphic name on a headboard (IoH) (Figure 22)

•

Nephthys depicted pictorially or hieroglyphically, on the footboard of a coffin (lid or
trough) (NoF) (Figure 23)

•

Nephthys depicted pictorially or hieroglyphically, on the footboard of a sarcophagus
(lid or trough) (NoF) (Figure 24)

•

Nephthys depicted pictorially or hieroglyphically, on the headboard of a coffin (lid or
trough) (NoH) (Figure 25)

•

Nephthys depicted pictorially or hieroglyphically, on the headboard of a sarcophagus
(lid or trough) (NoH) (Figure 26)

•

Nephthys represented with her hieroglyphic name on a footboard (NoF) (Figure 27)

•

Nephthys represented with her hieroglyphic name on a headboard (NoH) (Figure 28)

•

Isis on footboard and Nephthys on headboard (IF/NH) (Figure 29)

•

Nephthys on footboard and Isis on headboard (NF/IH) (Figure 30)

•

Isis on right proper, Nephthys on left proper of vignette scenes (IR/NL) (Figure 31)

•

Nephthys on right proper, Isis on left proper of vignette scenes (NR/IL) (Figure 32)

•

Example indicating vignettes evaluated in dissertation occur on coffins with
depictions of Isis and Nephthys (Figure 33)
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Figure 17: IoF on coffin lid, IoF on coffin trough
Image Made by Author

Figure 18: IoF on sarcophagus lid, IoF on sarcophagus trough
Image Made by Author
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Figure 19: IoH on coffin lid, IoH on coffin trough
Image Made by Author

Figure 20: IoH on sarcophagus lid, IoH on sarcophagus trough
Image Made by Author
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IoF / IoH represented hieroglyphically on footboard and headboard
Figure 21: Top – Interior of the exterior coffin trough footboard of Sopi, Photo Taken by Author
at the Musée du Louvre: LM: E10779A.
Figure 22*: Bottom – Coffin trough exterior of the headboard of Khnumnakht, Photo Courtesy of
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York: MMA: 15.2.2
(*Figure of woman not identified as Isis).
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Figure 23: NoF on coffin lid, NoF on coffin trough
Image Made by Author

Figure 24: NoF on sarcophagus lid, NoF on sarcophagus trough
Image Made by Author
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Figure 25: NoH on coffin lid, NoH on coffin trough
Image Made by Author

Figure 26: NoH on sarcophagus lid, NoH on sarcophagus trough
Image Made by Author
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NoF / NoH represented hieroglyphically on footboard and headboard
Figure 27: Top – Coffin trough exterior of the footboard of Khnumnakht, Photo Courtesy of The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York: MMA: 15.2.2.
Figure 28: Bottom – Interior of the exterior coffin trough footboard of Sopi, Photo Taken by
Author at the Musée du Louvre: LM: E10779A.
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Figure 29: IF/NH – Isis on footboard and Nephthys on headboard (sarcophagus trough example)
Image Made by Author

Figure 30: NF/IH – Nephthys on footboard and Isis on headboard (sarcophagus trough example)
Image Made by Author
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Figure 31: IR/NL – Isis on right proper, Nephthys on left proper of vignette
Book of the Dead Spell 151 Vignette, Third Intermediate Period
Hieroglyphic funerary papyrus of the Chantress of Muthetepti,
Photo Courtesy of The British Museum: EA10010
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Figure 32: NR/IL – Nephthys on right proper, Isis on left proper of vignette
Book of the Dead Spell 16/15 Vignette
Hieroglyphic funerary papyrus of Anhai, New Kingdom
Photo Courtesy of The British Museum: EA10472
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Figure 33: Example indicating where vignettes evaluated in dissertation occur on coffins with
depictions of Isis and Nephthys; Image Made by Author
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Chapter 3: The Multifaceted Goddesses Isis and Nephthys
3.1 – Where Do They Come From? The Appearance of Isis and Nephthys
The origins of Isis and Nephthys begin in the Old Kingdom. Their names first
appear in Utterances 4 and 5 of the PT in the Pyramid of King Unas at Saqqara, from the
end of the Fifth Dynasty (c. 2345 BC) (Faulkner 1969: 1; Plutarch, Griffiths trans. 1980:
196; Altenmüller 1999: 12). The PT belonged only to those of royal status, and are
composed of “Utterances” or “Spells,” that are concerned with beliefs of the afterlife in
the celestial realm. Most of the texts relate to protecting the remains of the deceased, reanimating their body after death, and helping them to ascend to the heavens. These texts
are also concerned with the deceased’s relationship to the god Osiris and the Sun god Re
(Allen 2005: 7). The PT constitutes the oldest body of Egyptian religious writings, and
are found in at least ten tombs of kings and queens at Saqqara (Wilkinson 2003: 6; Allen
2005: 1). Though none of the tombs include the same set of texts, the themes and general
purpose remain the same (Forman 1996: 52, 63).
Coffin Texts are an evolution of the PT and are the first of their kind to be used in
elite burials. It is an important literary corpus of ancient Egyptian religious texts that
combines the royal PT with new utterances or spells that appear for the first time in the
Middle Kingdom on coffins of wealthy Egyptians (Faulkner 1973: Preface). Most of
these new spells emphasized the subterranean elements and the Duat (underworld), which
was ruled by Osiris, god of the Afterlife (see below). The Duat or route to it is described
as having various traps, threatening beings and snares, with which the deceased must
contend. CT protected and aided the deceased against these dangers, throughout his/her
journey into the next life (Hornung 1999).
In the New Kingdom both the CT and PT were further combined into another set
of texts that comprises the BD. The corpus of the BD was used for both royal and nonroyal persons. It is a funerary text composition, accompanied by vignettes, that was
written on papyrus scrolls and tomb walls. These texts helped the deceased pass through
the dangers of the Underworld and attain an afterlife of bliss in the Field of Reeds, which
is considered to be the Egyptian heaven (Faulkner 2010: 11). The BD chapters
incorporate at least three separate traditions: traces of belief in an astral afterlife (taken
from the PT), spells describing the sun god as supreme (taken from the PT), and spells in
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which Osiris is all-important (taken from the CT) (Faulkner 2010: 12). The BD is
important because it capitalizes on all of the preceding religious funerary materials,
making it the ultimate set of spells to help one reach the hereafter.
3.2 – The Roles of Isis and Nephthys in Ancient Egyptian Myths
Isis and Nephthys are key figures in several Egyptian myths. These myths
expressed the workings of the world, and the part the gods played in it. The goddesses are
featured in three main myth cycles: the Heliopolitan Creation Myth, the Osiris Myth and
the Affair Myth between Nephthys and Osiris. All of these myths provide clues to Isis’
and Nephthys’ individual characteristics, dual natures and their involvement in ancient
Egyptian cosmogony and ideology.
The Heliopolitan Creation Myth is one of the earliest Egyptian myths, with Atum
creating the world (Faulkner 1969: 246, Utterance 600, PT §1655a-b). The modern name
of this story comes from the chief center of Egyptian sun worship called Heliopolis (in
Greek) and Iwnw in Egyptian (Lesko 1991: 90). There are multiple versions of this myth
because it constantly evolved throughout dynastic Egypt. This myth exists as an altered
version of PT §1655a-b in CT Spell 1130 (Faulkner 1978) along with other versions
including Papyrus Brooklyn 47.218.84 (Late Period) (McClain 2001: 2) and in the Book
of Knowing the Manifestations of Ra and of Overthrowing the Serpent Apophis, a text of
the late New Kingdom in origin, found in the fourth-century B.C. manuscript Papyrus
Bremner-Rhind (BM: 10188) (Faulkner 1937: 166).
The myth begins with a declaration that the earth was a primeval mound known as
the Benben that emerged from Nun, the personification of waret (Najovits 2003: 104),
the watery realm of chaos. The god Atum surged out of Nun atop the Benben and it is
from here that he masturbates and ejaculates from his body, creating his son and daughter
Shu and Tefnut. Shu and Tefnut give birth to Geb and Nut who then bore Osiris, Isis,
Nephthys and Seth (PT 600; Sethe 1908: 1652-1659; Sethe 1910: 372-377; Lesko 1991:
92). In addition to this creation myth, there are other Egyptian creation myths (e.g.
Memphite and Hermopolitan), but do not discuss anything about Isis and Nephthys.
Another myth the sisters play a key role in is the Osiris Myth, which relates the
murder of Osiris by his brother Seth, and how Isis and Nephthys come to Osiris’ aid in an
attempt to bring him back to life. This myth also provides an understanding as to how
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Osiris became the lord of the Underworld and why Horus seeks revenge against Seth.
Plutarch’s De Iside et Osiride (Griffiths trans. 1970), provides the most complete version
of this myth. There are problems with this version because it is late, being produced after
the end of pharaonic history (30 BC), and is not the original Egyptian version.
Plutarch’s book narrates the Osiris Myth in Chapters 12 to 20, although there are
other occasional references to it in Chapters 31 and 36. At the beginning of the story he
describes the creation of the epagomenal days, which are the days that celebrate the
birthdays of the gods. Osiris was born on the first day, making him the eldest, Aroueris,
whom some call Apollo and the elder Horus, was born on the second day. Typhon
(known as Seth to the ancient Egyptians) was born on the third day, while Isis and
Nephthys were born on the fourth and fifth days respectively, making Nephthys the
youngest of the siblings. Nephthys and Seth as well as Isis and Osiris were married to
each other respectively, even before they were born as they were united in the darkness in
the womb. Seth was extremely jealous of Osiris’ abilities and power, and devised a plan
to kill him by trapping and sealing him in a box made to the specifications that fit only
his body. One day at a feast, Seth brought the box and showed it to all the guests telling
them that whoever could lie down and fit perfectly in the box would have it as a gift. All
of the guests tried to fit, and since none of them could, Osiris went to lie down in it. As
soon as Seth saw that Osiris fit perfectly in the box (essentially, the first coffin), the lid
was shut on him, secured with bolts from the outside, and taken to the Tanitic mouth of
the Nile River to float away. When Isis heard what had happened to Osiris, she cut off
one of her locks and put on a mourning garment. She wandered the world in a state of
distress looking for the box that had become Osiris’s coffin and learned that it had floated
to Byblos. The box came ashore near a tree, which grew around it, hiding the box within
itself. Isis went to Byblos where she made friends with the maids of the Queen and
eventually became the nursemaid to the crown prince. Isis was able to help the child
achieve immortality and by doing this Isis asked for the pillar back, which was given to
her. She immediately exposed the box from the tree growth and set sail with it back to
Egypt, hiding the box there, in some marshes. One night while Seth was hunting he came
across the box and recognized the body inside. He then cut the body into fourteen pieces
and scattered them all over Egypt. When Isis learned of this, she and her sister Nephthys
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boarded a papyrus boat and searched the marshes, for the pieces of Osiris. As the pieces
were found, Isis held a burial ceremony for each part, and made a phallus for Osiris since
a fish ate his original member. Once all the pieces were put together and Isis and
Nephthys mourned over his body, Osiris came back to life and this is when Isis magically
conceived Horus. After this, Osiris went to the Underworld, becoming King of the realm
and it was from there he prepared his son Horus for battle to get revenge against his uncle
Seth (Plutarch, Griffiths trans. 1970: 135-151).
There are details in this myth that were reminiscent of ancient Egyptian sources
even if they do not contain the complete story. For example, when Isis found Osiris after
he was put in the chest and thrown in the sea to drown was described on the Shabaka
Stone (BM: EA498, Third Intermediate Period) (Junker 1941: 36-38). Unfortunately,
much of the text is badly damaged but it is likely that those sections as well as the
sections that were lost, described the mourning of Osiris by the sisters and the conception
of Horus by Isis (Junker 1941: 36-38). Another source is from a sarcophagus text that
talks about Isis and the deceased person acting as Osiris: ḫw.s tw imi.k mḥw “she protects
you, may you not drown” (Rowe 1938: 182).
The PT includes different variations of the story, in what is probably this myth’s
earliest, but fragmentary version (Kees 1952: 123-140). For example, in the PT but
excluded from Plutarch’s version, is when Seth attacks Osiris in the land of Geḥestey and
felled him to the ground on the bank of Nedyet. In this version both Isis and Nephthys
were searching for Osiris. They found him lying on his side and bewailed him (Faulkner
1969: PT §972a-b; PT §1008c; PT §1256a-b; PT §1280c-d; PT §1281a-1282a; PT
§1339a; PT §1500a; PT §1977b; PT §2144a-b).
A version of this myth appears in earlier short stories such as The Contendings of
Horus and Seth (Papyrus Chester Beatty I (dating to the 20th Dynasty, reign of Ramesses
V); Broze 1996; Simpson 2003: 91-103), which details the struggle for kingship between
these two deities. There are many similarities between this story and the Osiris Myth but
it must be noted that the stories need to be distinguished from each other as they deal
with two different themes (death of Osiris vs. Osiris’s revenge by Horus) (Plutarch,
Griffiths trans. 1970: 34).
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Isis and Nephthys are featured in another myth that relates the love affair between
Nephthys and Osiris. This myth also appears in Plutarch’s De Iside et Osiride, but
because it is completely different in theme, deserves to be evaluated separately. The myth
seems to find little to no basis in indigenous Egyptian sources and is thought to have
come from a Demotic source, but with no clear antecedents (Plutarch Griffiths trans.
1970: 52). The love affair that occurs between Nephthys and Osiris is briefly mentioned
in Plutarch’s Chapter 14 in addition to Chapters 38, 44, and 59.
At the beginning of the story, Isis finds out that Osiris had been intimate with
their sister Nephthys, mistaking her for Isis. Proof of the affair comes from the garland of
melilot (Melilotus, a type of garden weed), which Osiris had left with Nephthys
accidentally. Nephthys became pregnant and gave birth, but fearing Typhon’s (Seth’s)
reaction to her adulterous child, she abandoned the baby. It is assumed that Nephthys
arranged to leave the child in the desert so that Isis would be able to find him. Isis found
the child with the help of a pack of dogs and reared the child as her own naming him
Anubis. Anubis became Isis’s guard and attendant; his role was to keep watch over the
gods as dogs do over men, acted as the god of mummification and was “lord of the
sacred” land neb-ta-djeser, signifying his supremacy over the desert areas where the
necropoleis were located (Wilkinson 2003: 187). Based on Plutarch’s myth it is believed
that whenever the Nile is overflowing and approaches the outlying regions that this is the
union of Osiris and Nephthys, which is revealed by the sprouting plants including
melilot, which was left behind by Osiris and became an indicator to Seth that wrongdoing
had occurred in his marriage.
3.3 – Extrapolating the Roles of Isis and Nephthys From their Associated Myths
In the Heliopolitan Creation Myth, the sisters are female counterparts to their
brothers Osiris and Seth. They provide a type of balance in the cosmos as do the rest of
the other male/female pairs that are represented (i.e. Shu/Tefnut and Geb/Nut).
Isis and Nephthys appear to be an inseparable pair that plays a significant role in
the resurrection of Osiris, in the Osiris and Isis myth (Tobin 2010: 96). Throughout the
myth both sisters mourn over their brother Osiris’ dead body, which is an integral part of
burial rituals (Faulkner 1969: PT §1280-1281). The sisters find the dead king and protect
him (Faulkner 1969: PT §584a), either in human or avian forms (Faulkner 1969: 200,
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n.1), and prevent Osiris’ body from decaying (Faulkner 1969: PT §1255-1258). Isis and
Nephthys were depicted as kites because of the loud shrieking noises the birds make
which makes reference to the loud wails of lamenting by the sisters, aiding in Osiris’s
resurrection. Isis and Nephthys cleanse the body of Osiris, gather all of his parts that were
cut up by Seth and raise him from the dead (Faulkner 1969: PT §1981). The goddesses
make sure that Osiris is healthy (Faulkner 1969: PT §610c), nurse him (Faulkner 1969:
PT §371c) and are the means by which Osiris is able to ascend back into the sky
(Faulkner 1969: PT §379c; Tobin 2010: 96).
The function of Isis and Nephthys mourning over the body of Osiris (apart from
being a reflection of the ritual mourning that occurred at the time of death) (Tobin 2010:
97) is a central function of the sisters in this myth. Osiris is the prototype of the
ceremonially embalmed person and Isis and Nephthys help perform funerary rites for him
(Plutarch Griffiths trans. 1970: 35). A vivid impression of special rites for Osiris, in
which the roles of Isis and Nephthys are developed in a sequence of chanted dramatic
monologues or duets, is conveyed by three Ptolemaic texts called The Songs of Isis and
Nephthys (Faulkner 1936: 121-140), The Lamentations of Isis and Nephthys (Faulkner
1934: 337-348) and The Horus-watches (Studendenwachen) (Junker 1910). The scene of
the sisters mourning over Osiris’ body often depicted on coffins and sarcophagi and
frequently replicated as an illustration for BD Chapters 151 and 182.
In the love affair between Nephthys and Osiris, the myth reveals the intricate and
complex association between all four siblings (Isis, Osiris, Nephthys and Seth). The
layers of symbolism and complexity within this myth make it difficult to understand the
nature of each character involved, especially because there is not a specific Egyptian
source recording this myth in full, to compare to Plutarch’s version. Despite this, there
are some sources that relate to certain parts of Plutarch’s myth. Chapter 183 of the BD,
records a quarrel that occurs between Isis and Nephthys (Faulkner 2010), which could
pertain to Isis finding out about her sister sleeping with her husband. Despite the fact that
the Egyptian sources upon which Plutarch based his narrative are unknown, its essence
and content are hinted at in a few primary sources. A second primary source that provides
evidence of this myth is the Great Magical Papyrus of Paris also known as Papyri
Graecae Magicae (PGM). There is a line spoken by Isis which states “I have discovered
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a secret: Yes, Nephthys is having intercourse with Osiris” (PGM 4.100-4.1002) relates to
a scene in Plutarch’s story when Isis claims to know Osiris had an affair with Nephthys.
Another source that could aid in the credibility of this myth’s creation in Egyptian
ideology can be found in the temple of Dendera (Ptolemaic-Roman site) (Chassinat 1952:
13; Vandier 1961: 151, n.94, 155, n.130; Quaegebeur 1977: 119-121). Isis was most
likely linked to being Anubis’s mother through her association with the cow goddess
Hesat, who was considered to be the mother of Anubis in earlier material (Quaegebeur
1977: 122-123). Also, Papyrus Jumilhac (LM: 17110) is an important Ptolemaic-Roman
source (Vandier 1961: 25-54) that refers to Anubis as the son of Isis, “As for Horus the
child, who is in this place, he is Anubis, son of Osiris, when he was a revered child in the
arms of his mother Isis” (Papyrus Jumilhac VI 3-16; Vandier 1961: 117, pl. VI).
3.4 – Attributes of Isis and Nephthys
Isis
Isis’s name in Egyptian is ȝst

and is commonly translated as “throne” or

“seat” (Sethe 1930; Anthes 1958: 197; Münster 1968: 190; Griffiths 1980: 95; Troy
1986: 37). Although these are the most common translations of ȝst, there has been much
discussion regarding the true meaning of Isis’s name. Kurt Sethe (1930) was amongst the
first scholars who proposed that Isis’s name is an appellative meaning “seat” or “throne.”
He based this on PT 511 (§1153-1155), where he considered the “Great Throne” to be a
reference to Isis. Other scholars including Münster (1968), Griffiths (1980), Kuhlmann
(1977 and 1987) and Troy (1986) also support Sethe’s theory that Isis’s name was a
personification of the royal throne. Lana Troy (1986: 37) asserts that Isis’s name
represents royalty considering that the st –throne in her name is a common element used
in the name of Osiris, possibly further solidifying their association as husband and wife.
Troy also believes that Isis’s name in conjunction with Nephthys’s name refers to the two
thrones of kingship (that of Osiris and Horus respectively), indicating that there is
complementarity (1986: 38) amongst this tetrad of deities, an observation first made by
Bruyère (1930). Anthes (1965: 28) believed that Nephthys was a night version of the
throne of Isis and hence was complimentary to the day throne that Isis represented. Osing
(1974) and Altenmüller (1999), amongst others, disagree with Sethe’s ideas on Isis’s
name. Osing (1974: 91-107) suggests that Isis’s name originally meant “The one of high
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power, who has powerful influence.” He stresses that over time her name become more
associated with her attributes, rather than the actual meaning of the glyphs that are used
in her name. Alternatively, Altenmüller (1999: 5-8) has a different meaning of Isis’s
name based on her functions. He believed that the origins of her name meant “The one of
the headrest.” This appellation was in regards to Isis being a mourner at the head of the
bed where the deceased (i.e. Osiris) was placed. Altenmüller’s meaning of Isis’s name is
also interesting because she is placed dominantly more often at the foot of
coffins/sarcophagi and not the head. His interpretation has more to do with the function
of Isis rather than the writing of her name, which is focused on by the other scholars.
The epithets most commonly associated with Isis include the following: (wrt)
mwt-nṯr “The great, Mother of the god” wrt-ḥkȝw “Great of magic,” nj-‘ḥ‘-ḥr-nst-m-ḫmt.s
“Without whose consent no king ascends the throne,” snt nṯr “Sister of the god,” and
mr(t) nṯr “ Beloved of the god” (Budde 2011: 1, 3). Isis was also given epithets that
specifically related to mortuary functions. These include: “Mistress of the West,”
“Mistress of the Embalming House,” “Mistress of the House of Life,” and nbt tȝ-ḏsrt
“Lady of the Necropolis” which were all commonly used in the New Kingdom, and tied
her to the care of the dead (Piankoff 1957: 106; Münster 1968: 205). In relation to her
sister Nephthys, the sisters shared the epithets the “Two Mourners,” “Two Kites” and
“Two Sisters” (Willems 1988: 135; Altenmüller 1999: 10; Lévai 2007: 48).
The iconography of Isis is quite diverse. She is most easily recognized in her
anthropomorphic form wearing a long tight-fitted dress, with her hieroglyphic name as
her headdress. The throne sign in her name, which acts as her crown, is one of the most
easily identifiable and distinctive features of her iconography. Isis was portrayed also in
avian form such as a kite or vulture (as the goddess Nekhbet, in vulture form) (Radwan
2003) or in reptilian form (as a snake, which is least common except in the PtolemaicRoman Period). Isis was also depicted with winged arms on coffins and sarcophagi, as
seen on the sarcophagus trough of Djedhor (LM: D9, Late Period) (Figure 34).
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Figure 34: Isis with winged arms
Sarcophagus trough of Djedhor, Late Period
Photo Taken by Author at the Musée du Louvre: LM: D9

The most common avian forms of Isis are the screecher (Falco sp.), kite (Milvus
migrans), kestrel (Falco tinnunculus), and swallow (Hirundo rustica and H.r. savignii)
(Houlihan 1986: 46; Ikram 2012: 41; McKnight 2012: 105; Scalf 2012: 34). In the Old
Kingdom, Isis is represented as a kestrel along with Nephthys and referred to as a ḏrt
bird, a screecher (ḥȝ.t) (Bleeker 1958: 3-4; Faulkner 1969: PT §535, §1256, §1280; Allen
2005: 102) or a kite (Faulkner 1969: PT §1255). As mentioned above, the association of
the sisters with the kestrel and screecher is probably because of the loud noises they
make, which would have aided in waking up and resurrecting Osiris, as well as the birds
presence in and around dead and dying creatures. Isis’s depiction in her avian form was
typically in connection with her mourning the death of her husband/brother Osiris (e.g
CM: CG6189, CM: CG29310, CM: JE27301, and LM: D8).
When she is represented as a reptile, she is shown as a cobra, like Nephthys, but
this is uncommon, with only six such representations on coffins known to the author:
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CM: CG6008A (21st Dynasty), CM: CG61030 (21st Dynasty), CM: CG29310 (After 332
BC), CM: CG41001 bis (25th Dynasty), and CM: CG41055 (26th Dynasty).
Nephthys
Her name in Egyptian is Nbt-Ḥwt

and is often translated as “Lady (or

Mistress) of the House (Mansion) (Throne)” (Westendorf 1966: 136; Barta 1973: 132;
Troy 1986: 37; Wilkinson 2003: 159; Lévai 2007: 21-42). Nephthys’s name includes the
ḥwt throne, which is associated with Horus (Kuhlmann 1977; Troy 1986: 37) and can
also be seen in Hathor’s name Ḥwt-Ḥr. The ḥwt throne according to Troy (1986: 37-38)
was a complement to the ȝst throne in Isis’s name further solidifying their dual and
complementary roles in support of the king. In addition to these meanings Altenmüller
(1999: 10-11) suggests that the ḥwt-glyph in her name actually refers to the place of
embalming, and is an indication of her role in preparation and preservation of the dead. In
opposition of this theory, Hornung (1992: 186) believes that her name refers to another
holy place. Over time when, Nephthys’s name changed in composition (i.e. the glyphs
used to write her name) from

to

, the meaning of her name also changed. For

example, in the Late Period Nephthys’s name became

in which the ḥwt-glyph

resembles the ȝst-glyph found in Isis’s name. A possible reading of the glyphs is Nbt-ḥtm
“Lady of Destruction” (Lévai 2007: 37-38) and can be found on a Late Period coffin
from the Fayum (Petrie 1889: Pl. 5, 4), as well as a funerary stele from Abydos (Abdalla
1992: #131, pl. 50).
Nephthys has a variety of epithets including Nb(t)-ḥḏt-ḥḳȝ(t)-mḥ, “Lady of the
White Crown, Ruler of the Red Crown” (Blackman 1915: 12). In the funerary realm, one
of Nephthys’s most prominent epithets was snt nṯr “Sister of the god,” which indicated
her relationship with her brother Osiris. She was also attributed the epithet of ḥry(t)-ib pr‘nḫ ḥnwt pr-nfr “Who dwells in the House of life, Mistress of the Embalming House,”
which can be seen on some Theban coffins (e.g. CM: CG61030). Her epithets not only
refer to her royal power but also her close association with her sister; she is closely tied to
Isis and they act together in many of PT as if their names were one (Faulkner 1969: PT
§610, PT §630 and PT §1004; Lévai 2007: 19).
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In Egyptian art, Nephthys is most easily recognized in her anthropoid form,
crowned by her name-symbol, although she can also be portrayed in reptilian form as a
cobra, or in avian form as a kite. In her human form, Nephthys is often shown wearing a
tight-fitting dress that extends from the top of her breasts to her ankles.
When represented in her avian form, Nephthys was depicted as a variety of birds
including the falcon, kestrel, kite and swallow, as was the case with Isis (Scalf 2012: 34).
Her most common avian depiction was that of a kite (Houlihan 1986: 36-38, 45-46), and
a kestrel, known as a ḏrt bird in Egyptian (Plutarch Griffiths trans. 1970: 195). The
kestrel is assumed to be one of Nephthys’s earliest animal forms; she and Isis were
shown thus in the Old Kingdom (Griffiths 1980: 195). This form of these goddesses
usually appears in funerary contexts, at the head and foot of the coffin of the deceased,
usually marked with the hieroglyphic names of the sisters (Lesko 1999: 160, 164, Fig.
27). Nephthys was also referred to as a kite in the PT (Faulkner 1969: PT §1255-1256).
Like Isis, Nephthys could also be depicted with winged arms on coffins and sarcophagi
as seen on the sarcophagus tough of Djedhor (LM: D9, Late Period) (Figure 35).
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Figure 35: Nephthys with winged arms
Sarcophagus trough of Djedhor, Late Period
Photo Taken by Author at the Musée du Louvre: LM: D9

In addition, Nephthys was identified as a cobra or another type of serpent. For
example, in the temple of Dendera, Nephthys has been depicted with a human body and
head of a serpent that spits flames, associating her with the protection of the king
(Chassinat 1935: Plate CCLXIX).
3.5 – Associations of Isis and Nephthys With Other Deities
Isis and Osiris
Isis is the sister-wife of Osiris, one of his chief mourners, and the mother of his
son Horus. To an extent this relationship defined her persona in the realm of the Egyptian
pantheon. The loyalty and grief Isis gave to her deceased husband, together with his role
as the king of the Underworld made them important deities in the funerary cult.
Isis and Horus
Another important relationship Isis has is that with her son Horus. Once Isis
conceived Horus, she had to flee from Seth and gave birth to Horus in Chemmis (modern
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day Akhmim) (Sander-Hansen 1956: 60-76; Wilkinson 2003: 146). After Horus’s birth,
various dangers threatened the young god including Seth trying to take the throne from
him, but despite this Isis steadfastly cared for her son (Wilkinson 2003: 146). Isis
nurtured and protected Horus until he was old enough to avenge his father’s death and
gain his inheritance as king of all of Egypt. She is the paradigmatic mother whose son
represents the pharaoh and the success of right and legitimacy over brute strength.
Nephthys and Seth
The union of Nephthys and Seth was never as popular as that of Isis and Osiris.
Plutarch states that Nephthys and Seth are married, but that their marriage of is often
thought of as a sham (Plutarch Griffiths trans. 1970: 447; Bonnet 1971: 519; Te Velde
1977: 29; Goedicke 1990: 42). This is evidenced in PT (§1273b) in which Nephthys is
called “a substitute woman without a vulva.” Nephthys was perceived as barren (Griffiths
1970: 447; Te Velde 1977: 29; Goedicke: 42) in conjunction with Seth’s association of
being a desert deity (Wilkinson 2003: 197). However, despite these claims Nephthys
gave birth to Anubis after her affair with Osiris. Lévai (2007: 71-114) believes that
Nephthys and Seth were possibly “married” but is based purely on an assumption, and
desire for parallelism, as their siblings were husband and wife.
Isis and Nephthys Associated with The Four Sons of Horus
Isis and Nephthys also are associated with the Four Sons of Horus, the gods
associated with the canopic jars from the Old Kingdom onward (Dassow 1998: 168;
Ikram and Dodson 1998; Wilkinson 2003: 88). The earliest reference to these gods,
although their origin remains unclear (Sethe 1934: 217-220), is in PT §1278-1279
(Faulkner 1969) where they are described as assisting the deceased ascend to the sky. Isis
and Nephthys along with two other goddesses Neith and Selket guarded these jars. Most
often the associations between the funerary goddesses and the sons are as follows (Table
1), although there can be some variation as to whom each goddess protects (Ikram and
Dodson 1998: 278; Raven 2005: 42-46; Wilkinson 2003: 88).
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Son of Horus

Goddess
Protecting Son

Organ
Protected

Appearance of
the Son

Cardinal
Orientation

Imesty
Hapy
Duamutef
Qebesenuef

Isis
Nephthys
Neith
Selket

Liver
Lungs
Stomach
Intestines

Human
Baboon
Jackal
Falcon

South
North
East
West

Table 1: The Four Sons of Horus and Their Associations4

The pairing of each funerary goddess with a particular son may have been based on
symbolic completeness of each group of four (Wilkinson 2003: 88). This is because the
number four frequently signified the four cardinal directions and the concept of
completeness is representative of the totality encompassed by the four points (Wilkinson
2003: 75).
As yet, no precise reason is known as to why these four goddesses were chosen to
protect these jars (Raven 2005: 44), but it may have something to do with their cardinal
associations. In CT Spells 157-158, the gods Imesti and Hapi are called the “Souls of Pe”
while the gods Duamutef and Qebesenuef are referred to as “Souls of Nekhen” (Faulkner
1973). This attribution of the gods to the prehistoric capitals of Lower and Upper Egypt
respectively corresponds with their position near the head end (=North) and foot-end
(=South) of the coffin (Willems 1988: 140). Hence, Hapy and Nephthys were associated
with head end (Nephthys is associated with North and the Lower Egyptian nome 13 Heqat), while Isis and Imesty were associated with the foot-end (Isis is associated with South
and Upper Egyptian nome Ta-Khenit), a pairing that stayed consistent over time
(Gauthier 1925; Montet 1957-1961; Brugsch 1974; Raven 2005: 45).
Isis and Nephthys Associated with Nekhbet and Wadjet
A second set of deities that Isis and Nephthys share an affiliation with is Nekhbet
and Wadjet. Nekhbet and Wadjet are closely associated with the vulture and cobra, the
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This is the most accepted version of the associations between the goddesses and Four
Sons. However, there are other interpretations as to the particular son a goddess protects.
In Raven (2005: 45), he states that the sons Neith and Selket protect may interchange
between Duamutef and Qebensenuef, but the pairing of Isis with Imesty and Nephthys
with Hapy is constant. Also, in Ikram and Dodson (1998: 274) other goddesses (e.g.
Renenutet and Sendjet) occasionally replaced the usual ones (Neith and Selket) in
protecting Duamutef and Qebensenuef.
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White and Red Crowns, and are the personifications of Upper and Lower Egypt
respectively (Russmann 1997: 271; Hasanien 1998: 1). Isis and Nephthys to some extent,
beginning in the New Kingdom, assimilated the iconography of Nekhbet and Wadjet, by
being portrayed as the vulture and cobra respectively as well as wearing the White Crown
(Isis) and Red Crown (Nephthys) (e.g. Pectoral of Tutankhamun, New Kingdom CM:
JE61946) (Figure 36) (Münster 1968: 113-114).

Figure 36: Tutankhamun Pectoral, New Kingdom
Cairo Museum: JE61946; Photo Courtesy of Egypt Memory ©

At times Nekhbet and Wadjet were depicted as two cobras, while simultaneously,
being identified as Isis and Nephthys, meaning that one cobra was labeled both Isis and
Nekhbet and the other was Nephthys and Wadjet. This can be seen on Ramesses III’s
sarcophagus lid (FM: E.1.1823) (Figure 37) where the serpent goddesses Nekhbet and
Wadjet are flanking the mummified figure of the king (Radwan 2003: 218) together with
Isis and Nephthys.
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Figure 37: Ramesses III Coffin Lid
Lid of Rameses III Sarcophagus, New Kingdom
Photo Courtesy of The Fitzwilliam Museum, University of Cambridge: E.1.1823; Ikram and
Dodson 1998: Pg. 263

Nekhbet and Wadjet are also associated with the same cardinal directions as Isis
and Nephthys. Nekhbet is associated with the south (like Isis) while Wadjet is paired with
the north (like Nephthys) (Radwan 2003: 270). The goddesses Nekhbet and Wadjet are
frequently represented on the nemes headdress of the king; notably, the vulture (Isis) is
located on right proper and the cobra (Nephthys) is located on left proper (Russman
1997: 272).
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Isis and Nephthys Associated with Hathor and Neith
According to Altenmüller (1999: 12), the origins of Isis and Nephthys are closely
tied to funeral rituals, especially embalming rituals. For example, they were seen as
lamenting women near the coffin as well as appearing when the coffin was being
transported to the burial chamber (Altenmüller 1999: 12). Altenmüller also suggests that
Isis and Nephthys started not as primary, but secondary deities. Initially at the beginning
of the 5th Dynasty (before the mentioning of Isis and Nephthys in the PT of King Unas),
the ḏrtj mourners (women who mourn the deceased as their body is taken to the burial
chamber during funeral processions (e.g. Tomb of Mereruka (LS10), Saqqara)) were
labeled as “Isis” and “Nephthys,” which was during a time when the sisters were not yet
in the rank of “independent goddesses” (Altenmüller 1999: 13). Before this, Altenmüller
suggests that Isis and Nephthys were priestesses of the goddesses Hathor and Neith
respectively. It is not until after the deification of “Isis” and “Nephthys” when they
become independent (Altenmüller 1999: 13) and have full-fledged roles as goddesses in
the Egyptian pantheon taking on a more active role in aiding the deceased through the
Underworld.
Altenmüller (1999: 13-15) believes that Isis was a priestess of Hathor, the
goddess of love and magic in the Old Kingdom. Examples referencing the role of Isis as a
possible priestess of Hathor can be found in a papyrus-hunting scene from the tomb of
Niankhkhnum and Khnumhotep in Saqqara (5th Dynasty, around the pyramid complex of
Unas) (Moussa and Altenmüller 1977; Porter and Moss 1981: 641) and the false door of
Kednes (CM: JE 49693) in Giza (6th Dynasty) (Altenmüller 1999: 18-24). In some of the
tombs of the Old Kingdom (e.g. Mehu and Mereruka (LS10, Saqqara)) there are a few
inscriptions attesting to the earliest sacred tasks performed by Hathor that eventually
become a sacramental relationship between her and Isis (Altenmüller 1999: 13-15). For
example, in the tomb of Mehu and Mereruka, these inscriptions occur in the “bed
scenes,” which were associated with embalming. Hathor plays a peripheral role in these
scenes; she is the deity to which the grave lord lying on his deathbed shall be led, and
with whom he hoped by posthumous association a resurrection possible, in the son
(Altenmüller 1999: 14). This scene itself has a parallel later on with Isis and Osiris’s
posthumous conception of Horus. Isis’s identity later in Egyptian history shows that she
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is the deity who more than any other represents the power to transcend mortality, as
represented by her successful conception of Horus by Osiris after he was resurrected.
Altenmüller (1999: 14) concludes that Isis was an early ritual figure and that her
prominence and growth as a goddess grew once she became deified. She assimilated the
functions that were originally associated with Hathor and became an independent deity of
the funerary realm, who took over embalming rituals along with her sister Nephthys.
From the New Kingdom onward, Isis is sometimes syncretized with Hathor, causing
confusion. Sometimes she is depicted wearing similar regalia to that of Hathor, including
horns and a solar disk (Lesko 1999: 178; Wilkinson 2003: 148), only differentiated from
Hathor by the hieroglyphic name above her head.
Nephthys was identified with Neith (Altenmüller 1999: 15-16), the goddess of
war. According to Altenmüller (1999: 15-16), this association came about because in the
Old Kingdom it was believed that she was her priestess. Examples referencing the role of
Nephthys as a possible priestess of Neith are similar to the ones for Isis and can be found
in the tomb of Niankhkhnum and Khnumhotep (Moussa and Altenmüller 1977) and on
the false door of Kednes (CM: JE 49693, Old Kingdom). Neith was associated with the
funerary realm since the Old Kingdom, particularly with embalming as is shown by her
epithet “Mistress of the Embalming House” (Altenmüller 1999: 15). During the Old
Kingdom at Saïs (Lower Egypt), Neith was a patron goddess of the site and associated
with performing funeral rituals there. Unfortunately, the importance of the funeral rituals
performed by Neith at Saïs is not fully clarified in the context of the funeral depictions of
the Old Kingdom, but it is clear that the embalming facility was located there
(Altenmüller 1999: 15-16). Altenmüller (1999: 15-16) believes that Nephthys is the
priestess of Neith because of the fact that she eventually becomes associated with the
embalming facility, similarly to Neith becoming her equivalent in the religious sphere.
The association of Neith and Nephthys continued through the Ptolemaic-Roman
Period. In some of the PT (Faulkner 1969: PT §153; PT §1521), Neith is mentioned in
lieu of Nephthys (i.e. some PT utterances alternate between Nephthys and Neith), hinting
at their similarities as goddesses, while Isis remained unchanged as the other goddess
involved in the Utterances. Plutarch also associates Nephthys with the Greek goddess
Nike, an extension to her association with Neith, because both were goddesses of victory
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and war. Although Nike is associated with Neith because of their warlike natures,
Nephthys hardly expresses this quality in the many myths she is most commonly
associated (i.e. the Osiris Myth). Once Isis and Nephthys detach from their original
sacramental equivalents of Hathor and Neith, they win their own religious identities and
develop prominently within the funerary realm.
3.6 – The Sisters
Both goddesses are important figures in key myths associated with kingship and
resurrection, and thus are amongst the most important ancient Egyptian female deities.
Isis and Nephthys are often described as a feminine duality, and the roles they play imply
that they too have an internal relation, which reflects a pattern of complementarity (Troy
1986: 37). Because the sisters were often doing the same thing (i.e. mourning the
deceased) they can be thought of as reflections of one another and essentially the same
person because of their similar natures. The sisters’ dualities have been exhibited
extensively throughout this chapter; they represent the archetypal image of the mourner
in Egyptian funerary art (Wilkinson 2003: 147), have pivotal roles in various Egyptian
myths, and their associations with various deities influences what is known about their
identities.
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Chapter 4 - Coffins and Sarcophagi
4.1 – Definitions of Coffin and Sarcophagus
Coffins and sarcophagi were standard objects used to bury and protect the dead in
ancient Egypt. The design and origin of the coffin is rooted in the myth of Osiris, and the
chest Seth used to trap Osiris served as the prototype for coffins (Plutarch, Griffiths trans.
1970: 137-139; Ikram 2003: 108). In this dissertation the coffin that is indicative of the
powers of rebirth and resurrection, will be defined as the container(s) nearest the fullyadorned body, distinguishing it from a sarcophagus, which is the outermost container
(Garstang 1907; Taylor 1989; Ikram and Dodson 1998: 193). Ancient Egyptian coffins
evolved over time, maintaining two basic forms: rectangular (qersu) and anthropoid
(suhet), as seen in the coffins of Khnumnakht (qersu, Middle Kingdom, MMA: 15.2.2)
(Figure 38) and Seshepenmehyt (suhet, Late Period, BM: EA22814) (Figure 39).

Figure 38: Rectangular (qersu) coffin of Khnumnakht, Middle Kingdom
Photo Courtesy of The Metropolitan Museum of Art: 15.22.2
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Figure 39: Anthropoid (suhet) coffin of Seshepenmehyt, Late Period
Photo Courtesy of The British Museum: EA22814

The rectangular (qersu) coffin was typically made out of wood while the
inner/anthropoid coffin (suhet) could have been made of stone, wood, clay, gold or
cartonnage (which had a separate lid and trough rather than being sealed by a sheath)
(Ikram and Dodson 1998: 193, Ikram 2003: 109). The outer sarcophagus is made of wood
or stone and is most frequently rectangular, although in royal contexts might take the
form of a cartouche (Ikram and Dodson 1998: 244). In Egyptian, neb ankh “lord of life”
is the term used for sarcophagus, representative of the powers that were ascribed to it
through texts and iconography (Ikram 2003: 109).
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4.2 – A Brief History of Coffins and Sarcophagi in Ancient Egypt
Coffins and sarcophagi are decorated with funerary texts and images to aid one in
reaching the afterlife safely and varied from period to period. In the early Old Kingdom
there were a variety of coffin types including “short coffins” that were used for
contracted burials and full length rectangular coffins that came later in the period (Ikram
and Dodson 1998: 195-196). Starting in the 5th and 6th Dynasties coffins started to be
decorated with a single line of offering text running round the top part of the box.
Eventually a pair of udjat eyes were added to the left side of the box, making it possible
for the mummy to ‘look out’ reflecting the fact that the body laid on its left side (Ikram
and Dodson 198: 196; Taylor 1989). Around the 6th Dynasty, the interior of the coffin
started to acquire ornamental texts, as it was plain previous to this period, and the outside
was sometimes decorated with a false door. The sarcophagus first made its appearance in
the 3rd Dynasty and was used for both royalty and high officials (Ikram 2003: 111).
Materials used to make sarcophagi varied from Egyptian alabaster, granite to limestone.
Like the coffins of the period, sarcophagi were also rectangular in shape although there
are some examples, which are not rectangular but oval (i.e. Sarcophagus found in
Zawiyet el-Aryan) (Ikram and Dodson 1998: 246; Ikram 2003: 111). Sarcophagi had
limited decorations including a palace-façade motif, domed lids, and sometimes a single
line of text that was inscribed on the upper part of the trough (Ikram 2003: 111).
Both coffins and sarcophagi were considered to be “the mother” of the deceased
(Sethe 1903: 204-205; Schott 1965: 81-87). This conception is reminiscent of PT
Utterance 364, where the body of the deceased has been given to Nut in her name of
‘Sarcophagus.’ (Faulkner 1969: 118-119). Hence, Nut is a manifestation of the
sarcophagus (particularly the lid) and is embracing and protecting Osiris’ body/the
deceased within, recalling the position of Osiris in his mother’s womb (Schott 1965: 8187). The goddesses Isis and Nephthys were probably added to complement Nut and aid
her in the protection of the deceased. By placing Isis and Nephthys at the ends of the
coffin or sarcophagus, all three divinities complemented each other in protecting and
preserving the body of the deceased as well as aided in his/hers celestial rebirth and
introduction to heaven (Willems 1988: 134-135).
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While this mythical background may explain the presence of Isis and Nephthys in
their respective positions, there is also a ritual background that further validates the
positions of the sisters on the ends of coffins and sarcophagi as they were considered
manifestations of the short ends of these objects (Münster 1968: 24-31, Barguet 1971:
21). The arrangement and positions of Isis and Nephthys in the “Giving of the Heart”
spell can also be found in other ceremonies including an act in Papyrus Westcar (also
called P. Berlin 3033, X, 7-8; 14-15; 22) where Isis is standing in front with Nephthys
behind the mother helping her birth future kings. Another variant of this idea in relation
to coffins and sarcophagi was to have Isis positioned at the feet of the coffin/sarcophagus
to “look up” at the deceased while Nephthys protects his head (Roth 1992: 127), as
evidenced by PT 505 (§1089), and PT 690 (§2099)) which both mention Isis before you
(i.e. feet) and Nephthys behind you (i.e. the head).
During the Middle Kingdom, both royal and elite persons were placed in a
rectangular coffin, anthropoid coffin, or sarcophagus for interment in their tomb.
Decorations on many coffins of this period included various PT and CT invocations that
were to be read from head to foot (Garstang 1907: 166). An image of the sacred udjat
eyes was placed on the northern end of the eastern face of the coffin. The head of the
burial lay generally toward the north, with its face toward the east, looking out through
the udjat eyes. An image of a false door underneath the sacred eyes was also depicted on
the coffin so the deceased could receive offerings from the living (Ikram 2003: 111).
On the head and footboards (exterior or interior) of coffins and sarcophagi, short
prayers were usually dedicated to Isis and Nephthys, who were considered guardians of
the dead (Garstang 1907: 167). This reference may explain the presence of Isis and
Nephthys on the head and footboards because of their association with Osiris since they
resemble care and protection for the god/the body of the deceased within a coffin or
sarcophagus. The deceased thought of themselves as “Osiris,” which gave them the
opportunity to be brought back to life, like Osiris was by Isis and Nephthys (Altenmüller
1999: 11-12). Therefore, putting images of Isis and Nephthys on either the head or foot of
the coffin or sarcophagus indicated that they were protected when going into the
Underworld. The sisters were represented hieroglyphically, with their names written in
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the horizontal or vertical lines of prayers or depicted in anthropoid form, with their names
above their heads (Willems 1996: 89-92).
Throughout the Second Intermediate Period anthropoid coffins were widely used
by both royal and non-royal persons. They are especially noted for their feather
decorations (rishi), which made the coffin appear to be protected by the wings of a giant
bird (Ikram and Dodson 1998: 204; Ikram 2003: 114; Miniaci 2011: 23). The rishi
feather decoration can be found as wings starting from the shoulders of the coffin, going
down the front of the torso and legs, reaching the feet, and can even be found on the
headdress of the deceased (Ikram 1998: 204; Miniaci 2011: 23). One must also note that
there is the true rishi form, which refers to the coffins’ surface being representative of the
body as a winged being, versus later designs of the rishi style that superimposed
protective winged (feathered) deities over the coffin surface (Ikram and Dodson 1998:
204). This decoration might allude to the deceased being in the form of Osiris who is
protected by the wings of Isis and Nephthys in their avian form as kites on the sides of
the coffin (Ikram 2003: 114), or the deceased in his ba form.
Starting in the New Kingdom, new mediums of sarcophagi and coffins appear
including clay and stone, in addition to the styles and models from previous periods. It
was also during this time that both royal and non-royal persons began to have a nest of
coffins (usually two or three) that surrounded the body (Ikram 2003: 117) (e.g. Royal –
Tutankhamun (18th Dynasty, Outer Coffin in KV 62, CM: CG60670, CG60671) (Figure
40) and Non-Royal – Henutmehyt (19th Dynasty, BM: EA48001) (Figure 41)).
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Figure 40: Coffin nest of Tutankhamun, New Kingdom
Outer Coffin in KV 62, Middle and Inner coffins in Cairo Museum: CG60670, CG60671
Photo Courtesy of Ikram and Dodson 1998: Pg. 215.
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Figure 41: Coffin nest of Henutmehyt, New Kingdom
Photo Taken by Author at The British Museum: EA48001

The imagery and funerary texts that appear on coffins and sarcophagi at this time
become more complex. On coffins, one begins to see the use of different texts from the
BD along with vignettes (depictions of the text in image form) accompanying the text.
These vignettes occur in a variety of places on the coffin including the upper chest,
shoulders, stomach, sides of body, legs, and top of the feet, which is where Isis and
Nephthys are frequently depicted (see Figure 33). The vignettes in which the sisters
appear opposite of each other, were created for the Book of the Dead Spells 1, 15, 16, 17,
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151 and 182. Coffins were widely used by both royal and non-royal persons, unlike
sarcophagi, which became less popular amongst non-royal individuals (Ikram 2003: 120)
(e.g. CM: CG61001, CM: CG61017, MMA: 12.181.300a,b). Sarcophagi continued to be
used by royal individuals, and their form eventually evolved from being a rectangular box
to a cartouche-shaped container (for example the sarcophagus of Amenhotep III (New
Kingdom) (Figure 42) (Ikram 2003: 120).

Figure 42: Cartouche shaped sarcophagus of Amenhotep III, KV 22, New Kingdom;
Photo Taken by Author

The decorations on both forms for royal persons included texts on the exterior and
interior, as well as depictions of Nephthys and Isis on the foot and headboards
respectively, which were placed in these positions to protect the deceased (Ikram 2003:
120).
In the Third Intermediate Period, non-royal individuals favored the use of coffin
nests frequently eschewing sarcophagi, while royalty continued to use both (e.g. CM:
CG6001, CM: CG6043, CM: CG61025, MFA: 23.729 etc.). The decrease in the use of
sarcophagi might be because it was hard to obtain suitable stone due to political
instability (Ikram and Dodson 1998: 238, 244). Funerary texts from the Book of the Dead
along with its accompanying vignettes, adorned coffins of both royal and non-royal
individuals. Throughout this period there was an evolution in coffins and sarcophagi.
Coffins used by both royal and non-royal persons, were placed on pedestals with a pillar
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on the back as seen on the anthropoid coffin of Meret-it-es (NAMA: 2007.12.1.A-C)
(Figure 43), while other rectangular coffins had vaulted lids with four upstanding posts at
their corners, and some sarcophagi used by royal individuals had arched tops with posts
in each corner (Ikram 2003: 123-125). Throughout this period Isis and Nephthys
continued to appear on the head and footboards of coffins and sarcophagi as well as in
various BD vignettes.

Figure 43: Coffin of Meret-it-es on pedestal with back pillar
Ptolemaic Roman Period, Photo Courtesy of The Nelson Atkins Museum of Art:
2007.12.1.A-C

In the Late Period, as in the New Kingdom and Third Intermediate Periods, funerary texts
including The Book of the Dead, The Amduat, Book of the Heavenly Cow and The Book
of Caverns, continued to decorate the interior and exterior of the coffins and sarcophagi
(Hornung 1999). In the Ptolemaic-Roman Period the use of coffins and sarcophagi were
not being used as much and began to disappear (Ikram 2003: 125). Instead of these
receptacles being used to store the body, the mummy started to be covered in a
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cartonnage body casing sometimes accompanied by a mummy mask or mummy portrait.
Head covers and bed coffins were also used throughout the Roman Period (Ikram and
Dodson 1998: 187-191, 241-242, 273-274). Decorations on these objects consisted of a
mix of classical and Egyptian motifs, expressing the religious synthesis that occurred
throughout the period (Ikram 2003: 125).
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Chapter 5: Analysis of Data – Results and Discussion
5.1 – Results
A total of 295 coffins and sarcophagi were analyzed that are adorned with a total
of 425 images of Isis and Nephthys on the headboard/footboard of the object or on either
right or left proper of a vignette/scene (Appendix 1). Out of these, one sarcophagus dates
to the Old Kingdom, none from the First Intermediate Period, 45 from the Middle
Kingdom, two from the Second Intermediate Period, 52 from the New Kingdom, 115
from the Third Intermediate Period, 59 from the Late Period, and 21 from the PtolemaicRoman Period. It must be remembered that an object can have multiple vignettes on it as
well as Isis and Nephthys placed on either end (e.g. CM: CG6011, BM: EA29776, LM:
N2626 etc.), which accounts for some periods to have a higher number of representations
than objects.
Time Period
Total of Royal Coffins
Total of Non-Royal Coffins
Total Number of Royal Sarcophagi
Total Number of Non-Royal Sarcophagi
Total Number of Royal Mummy Boards
Total Number of Non-Royal Mummy Boards
Total Number of Royal Cartonnage
Total Number of Non-Royal Cartonnage
Total Number of Objects in Each Period
Total Number of Representations in Each Period*

OK FIP MK SIP NK TIP LP PR
0
0
2
0
16 14
0
0
0
0
14
1
12 69 27 8
1
0
0
0
17
4
0
0
0
0
29
1
7
11 31 9
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
4
1
0
45
2
52 115 59 21
1
0
53
2
69 189 74 37

Table 2: Total Number of Each Object Analyzed During a Particular Period
* Amount of total representations comes from Appendix 1

Table 3 (below), represents the various positions of Isis and Nephthys that can
occur in each period. For example, in the Third Intermediate Period there were 69
different objects belonging to non-royal persons that depicted Isis on right proper with
Nephthys on left proper. These variables will be further explored in the discussion
(Section 5.2).
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Time Period
Isis on Footboard / Nephthys on Headboard (Royal)
Isis on Footboard / Nephthys on Headboard (Non-Royal)
Nephthys on Footboard / Isis on Headboard (Royal)
Nephthys on Footboard / Isis on Headboard (Non-Royal)
Isis on Right Proper / Nephthys on Left Proper (Royal)
Isis on Right Proper / Nephthys on Left Proper (Non-Royal)
Nephthys on Right Proper / Isis on Left Proper (Royal)
Nephthys on Right Proper / Isis on Left Proper (Non-Royal)
Only Isis Depicted on Foot (Royal)
Only Isis Depicted on Foot (Non-Royal)
Only Nephthys Depicted on Foot (Royal)
Only Nephthys Depicted on Foot (Non-Royal)
Only Isis Depicted on Head (Royal)
Only Isis Depicted on Head (Non-Royal)
Only Nephthys Depicted on Head (Royal)
Only Nephthys Depicted on Head (Non-Royal)
Both Sisters Depicted on Feet/Footboard (Royal)

OK FIP MK SIP NK TIP LP PR
1
0
0
0
21
3
0
0
0
0
28
0
7
7
26 4
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
16
0
1
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
8
17
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
72 13 19
0
0
0
0
6
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
34 19 13
0
0
0
0
6
5
0
0
0
0
2
1
2
5
6
0
0
0
0
0
1
7
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
4
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
3
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
4
0
0
0
0
1
0
2
18
7
1
0
0
0
0
3
7
0
0

Both Sisters Depicted on Feet/Footboard (Non-Royal)

0

0

3

0

5

28

6

2

Both Sisters Depicted on Head/Headboard (Royal)

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

Both Sisters Depicted on Head/Headboard (Non-Royal)

0

0

2

0

0

5

2

0

Table 3: Representations of Isis and Nephthys for Each Time Period Based on Different
Variables

Below, Table 4 represents the number of images in a time period that are
associated with particular PT utterances, CT spells or BD vignettes. Despite these
associations, Isis and Nephthys are also depicted pictorially in scenes that have no
parallels to the BD vignettes. Because of this, the author has created a scene type list
(Appendix 2). This list identifies each of the “scene types” in which the sisters appear.
This is to determine what scenes appear most frequently and how the appearance of the
sisters changes over time. Similarly, the author has also created a coffin/sarcophagus
(C/S) end types list (Appendix 2). These “end types” describe the appearance of Isis and
Nephthys on the head/headboard or foot/footboard. This list is useful because these
image types have not been categorized previously and can tell one about the poses and
appearance of the sisters over time.
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Time Period
PT 4 and 5
PT 4
PT 5
CT 229 and 236
CT 229
CT 236
BD Vignette 1
BD Vignette 16
BD Vignette 17
BD Vignette 151
BD Vignette 182

OK FIP MK SIP NK TIP LP PR
1
0
28
0
28
8
24 4
0
0
2
1
8
10
6
0
0
0
1
0
6
24
7
1
0
0
18
0
1
0
3
0
0
0
3
1
0
6
0
0
0
0
3
0
1
11
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
44
6
2
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
6
4
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Table 4: Number of PT Utterances, CT Spells and BD Vignettes Occurring in each
Period

5.2 – Discussion
The discussion surrounding each question is arranged chronologically. Within
each era, tables for each dynasty give a better understanding of what trends were
occurring at a particular time.
5.2.1 – Isis and Nephthys on Headboards or Footboards of Coffins and Sarcophagi
This section will discuss the following question: What affects the dominance and
positioning of Isis and Nephthys on the head/headboard or foot/footboard of coffins and
sarcophagi.
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Comparison!Between!Isis!on!Foot!/!Nephthys!on!Head!
Versus!Nephthys!on!Foot!/!Isis!on!Head!of!Cof:ins!and!
Sarcophagi!
30!
28!
26!
24!
22!

Isis!on!Footboard!/!
Nephthys!on!
Headboard!
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18!
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Footboard!/!Isis!on!
Headboard!
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TIP!
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Figure 44: Comparison of Isis on the Foot/Nephthys on the Head Versus Nephthys on the
Foot/Isis on the Head of Coffins and Sarcophagi (Royal and Non-Royal); Figure Made by Author

Out of 425 images, 97 (23%) had Isis on the foot/footboard/Nephthys on the
head/headboard while 22 (4%) had Nephthys on the foot/footboard/Isis on the
head/headboard. Even though there are multiple images depicting Nephthys on the foot
with Isis on the head, this configuration is never dominant in any time period.
When comparing the data from all periods one can instantly see that there is an
overwhelming preference for Isis on the foot/footboard and Nephthys on the
head/headboard. This traditional position echoes the placement of Isis and Nephthys on
Teti’s sarcophagus, since his was the first to place the sisters in a particular configuration.
One reason for a switch in the placement of the sisters may be due to the introduction of
CT Spells 229 and 236, which appear in the Middle Kingdom. As stated above (2.1) CT
Spell 229 addresses Isis on the headboard, while CT 236 addresses Nephthys on the
footboard.
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5.2.1.1 – Old Kingdom (3rd – 8th Dynasties)
Provenance

Saqqara

Object with
Isis on Foot /
Nephthys on
Head
No Number (C)

Location of
Image on
Object

PT or CT
Association

Royal (R) /
Non-Royal
(NR)

STI

PT 4, 5

R

Table 5: Sarcophagus of King Teti; Isis on Footboard / Nephthys on Headboard

The only burial container from the Old Kingdom with the sisters on it belonged to
King Teti (6th Dynasty) placing Nephthys and Isis at the headboard and footboard
respectively. This is the earliest known sarcophagus to be inscribed with PT, to the
author’s knowledge.5 The positions of the goddesses on Teti’s sarcophagus, their first
manifestation on a burial container, probably influenced what is seen in later periods,
including the eventual creation of pictorial images of the sisters, especially the BD
vignettes (particularly Spells 151 and 182).
5.2.1.2 – The Middle Kingdom (11th – 14th Dynasties)
A total of 46 representations (hieroglyphically written or pictorially) of Isis and
Nephthys on either the headboard or footboard were examined from the Middle
Kingdom.
The Middle Kingdom is marked by the unification of Upper and Lower Egypt by
Nebhepetre Mentuhotep II, in the 11th Dynasty (2066 BC), and is characterized as a
period of stability (Callender 2003: 139-144; Ikram 2010: 87). Religiously, the cult of Re
remained important, and there was growth in the Osirian cult. There was also the
“democratization of the afterlife,” which refers to the process by which non-royal
individuals adopted funerary rites of royalty (Callender 2003: 150, 158). For example,
non-royal persons were participating in the rites of Osiris, thus receiving blessings that
were once restricted to royal individuals.

5

Provenance and basic publication information for each object is in Appendix 1.
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11th Dynasty
Provenance

Object with
Isis on Foot /
Nephthys on
Head

Object with
Nephthys on
Foot / Isis on
Head

Location
of Image
on Object

PT or CT Association

Deir elBahari
Meir
Unknown

-

MMA:
26.3.9a,b
CM: 6034
BKM:
52.127a-b

CTE

CT 229, 236

Royal
(R) /
NonRoyal
(NR)
NR

CTE
CTE

CT 229, 236
CT 229, 236

R
R

-

Table 6: 11th Dynasty Data for Isis on Footboard / Nephthys on Headboard and Nephthys on
Footboard / Isis on Headboard

In the 11th dynasty there were a total of two representations (hieroglyphically
written) that placed Nephthys on the footboard and Isis on the headboard. Two coffins
belong to royal individuals while the other belongs to an elite person. There is a marked
paucity of representations of the two goddesses on coffins/sarcophagi of this period
because the sample size is limited and not the norm for this period.
The preference for the goddesses is opposite of what occurs in the Old Kingdom
and the placement of the sisters on these coffins is interesting considering that they are in
reverse positions compared to the first sarcophagus they were inscribed on. According to
Willems (1988), CT 229 and 236 did not fully develop until the 12th Dynasty, so it is
interesting to have three coffins in this period associated with the sisters in this position.
Considering that these objects place Nephthys on the foot with Isis on the head could
indicate that at this point in Egyptian history there were no established rules or
“hierarchy” in place as to which sister appeared on a particular end of an object. One
object not included in this table is CM: CG28026. This is because it only has Nephthys’s
name written hieroglyphically on the foot of the sarcophagus with the other end blank.
Because this sarcophagus is “incomplete” it is not counted and only mentioned for
referential purposes.
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12th Dynasty
Provenance

Object with
Isis on Foot /
Nephthys on
Head

Object with
Nephthys on
Foot / Isis on
Head

Location
of Image
on Object

PT or CT Association

Asyut
Beni Hasan
Deir elBahari
Deir elBersha

CM: CG28083

LM: E11936
MFA: 04.2058
CM: CG28030
CM: CG28030
-

CTE
CTE
STE
STE
STE

CM: CG28083

-

STI

CM: CG28087

CM: CG28085
CM: CG28085
-

STE
STI
STE

CM: CG28088

-

STE

CM: CG28088

-

STI

CM: CG28090

-

STI

CM: CG28091

-

STE

CM: CG28092

-

STE

CM: CG28099

-

STE

CM: CG28123

-

STE

CM: CG28125

-

STE

BM: EA30840

-

CTE

BM: EA38041

-

CTI

LM: E10779A

-

CTE

LM: E10779A

-

CTI

CM: CG28031

-

STE

CT 229, 236
CT 229, 236
CT 229, 236
C/S End Type 1; CT 229, 236
Special Text for Deir el-Bersha
Area; PT 4, 5
Special Text for Deir el-Bersha
Area; PT 4, 5
CT 229, 236
CT 229, 236
Special Text for Deir el-Bersha
Area; PT 4, 5
Special Text for Deir el-Bersha
Area; PT 4, 5
Special Text for Deir el-Bersha
Area; PT 4, 5
Special Text for Deir el-Bersha
Area; PT 4, 5
Special Text for Deir el-Bersha
Area; PT 4, 5
Special Text for Deir el-Bersha
Area; PT 4, 5
Special Text for Deir el-Bersha
Area; PT 4, 5
Special Text for Deir el-Bersha
Area; PT 4, 5
Special Text for Deir el-Bersha
Area; PT 4, 5
Special Text for Deir el-Bersha
Area; PT 4, 5
Special Text for Deir el-Bersha
Area; PT 4, 5
Special Text for Deir el-Bersha
Area; PT 4, 5
Special Text for Deir el-Bersha
Area; PT 4, 5
Associated with CT 229, 236 or
PT 4,5

Gebelein
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Royal
(R) /
NonRoyal
(NR)
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

Gournah
Meir

Saqqara

Thebes

-

CM: CG28031

STE

-

CM: CG28032

STE

CM: CG28032

-

STE

CM: CG28115

-

STE

CM: CG28066

CM: CG28028
CM: CG28029
CM: CG28038
CM: CG28057
-

STE
STE
STE
STE
STE

CM: JE36418
CM: JE42827
NMS:
A.1979.203 A
(lid) +
A.1979.203
(trough)
CMA:
1914.716.a-b
CM: CG28034
CM: CG28035
CM: CG28036
CM: CG28036
-

-

CTE
CTE
CTE

-

CTE

BM: EA12270

STI
STI
STE
STI
CTE

Associated with CT 229, 236 or
PT 4,5
Associated with CT 229, 236 or
PT 4,5
Associated with CT 229, 236 or
PT 4,5
Associated with CT 229, 236 or
PT 4,5
C/S End Type 1; CT 229, 236
C/S End Type 1; CT 229, 236
CT 229, 236
CT 229, 236
Special Text for Meir Area; PT
4, 5
PT 4, 5
PT 4, 5
Special Text for Meir Area; PT
4, 5

NR

Special Text for Meir Area; PT
4, 5
PT 4, 5
PT 4, 5
PT 4, 5
PT 4, 5
CT 229, 236

NR

Table 7: 12th Dynasty Data for Isis on Footboard / Nephthys on Headboard and Nephthys on
Footboard / Isis on Headboard

In the 12th Dynasty there were a total of 27 depictions (written or pictorial) with
Isis on the footboard / Nephthys on the headboard, and 13 depictions with the positions
reversed. All the coffins and sarcophagi from this period belong to non-royal individuals.
The preference for the “traditional” position of Isis on the footboard with Nephthys on
the headboard is dominant. Also for the first time during the 12th Dynasty, coffins with
pictorial images of Isis and Nephthys appear: CM: CG28028, CM: CG28029, CM:
CG28030, CM: CG28031, and CM: CG28032.
A majority of coffins and sarcophagi in this dynasty come from Deir el-Bersha
and Meir. What is special about these objects is that they are known for having
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NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

“localized” CT spells recited by Nut (Willems 1988: 134-135). These spells are a special
variation of PT 4 and 5, with no specific CT number attached to them, to the author’s
knowledge. These texts are placed on the headboard (similar to PT 5) and footboard
(similar to PT 4). The former reads: “ḏd mdw ỉn Nw.t dỉ.n <ỉ> n=k Nb.t-ḥwt (rarely ȝst)
ẖr tp=k,” “Words spoken by Nut: ‘I have placed Nephthys under your head’” and the
latter says “ḏd mdw ỉn Nw.t dỉ.n <ỉ> n=k ȝst (rarely Nb.t-ḥwt) ẖr rd.wy=k,” “Words
spoken by Nut: ‘I have placed Isis under the feet of the deceased’” (Willems 1988: 134).
Also added to some coffins from Deir el-Bersha at the end of the spell is “that she may
mourn you,” “that she may bewail you,” or “that she may glorify you” all in reference to
the act Isis or Nephthys undertakes for the deceased (Willems 1988: 134, n. 49). As a
result of these were the canonical positions for Isis and Nephthys and thus they were
most often arranged in this configuration.
Another “localized” set of spells that occur at Deir el-Bersha and Meir are CT 229
and 236 that first appears during Dynasty 11 but is not fully developed until this period.
Spell 229 is associated with the headboard/Isis while Spell 236 is designated for the
footboard/Nephthys. These spells also appear to be characteristic of coffins/sarcophagi
from Deir el-Bahari, Asyut and other southern regions (Barguet 1971: 21). Willems
(1988: 127) believes that Barguet’s assertion needs to be taken with a grain of salt as
objects with the opposite arrangements of the sisters also occurs at these particular sites
(e.g. CM: CG28066, CMA: 1914.716.a-b). Therefore, the use of both PT and CT in these
areas (and beyond) indicates that the use of these spells spread beyond their “localized”
areas and is not just characteristic of particular places they appear.
One reason for this new arrangement of the sisters may be due to the fact that
since the CT were the first set of funerary texts used in non-royal burials, people were
able to add their own spells based on their own religious ideologies. The creation of this
spell also highlights the fact that non-royal persons did not conform to what was
“standard” in royal burials. CT Spells 229 and 236 may also exist due to the sister’s
assimilation with the priestesses called the “Two Mourners/Two Kites” (ḏr.tj), who
mourn the departed in the Place of Embalming (w’b.t, wry.t) and are considered as the
ritual counterparts of the goddesses (Garstang 1907: 167; Junker 1910; Erman and
Grapow 1953: V.596, 6-9, 597,3; Willems 1988: 135; Altenmüller 1999: 12-13; Lekov
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2004; Pries 2011). The relationship between the priestesses and the goddesses whose role
they play is made explicit in a Middle Kingdom boat from Meir (MMA: 12.183.3, 12th
Dynasty) discussed by H.G. Fischer (1976: 42-43) (Figure 45).

Figure 45: Model boat from tomb of Wḫ-ḥtp, Middle Kingdom
Photo Courtesy of The Metropolitan Museum of Art: 12.183.3

On the boat deck stands two female figures at either end of a mummification bed carrying
a mummy. The figures are identified as Isis and Nephthys (the goddesses themselves
rather than the priestesses who represent them); Isis is identified at the foot end of the
coffin (with the title “the Isis Ḥtpt, justified”) while Nephthys is at the head end of the
coffin (with the title “the Nephthys Ḥtp- Ḥtḥr”). This unequivocal evidence proves that
the priestesses’ playing the role of the sisters was typical in the Middle Kingdom.
In addition to Nut reciting texts that attribute a particular sister to either end of the
coffin, other deities also appear to do the same thing. For example, on BM: EA30840
Geb (god of the earth, father of Isis and Nephthys) on the foot of the coffin attributes Isis
to this end: “Words said by Geb: I have put Isis at your feet in order that she may weep
for you.” On the head end of this coffin, Nut recites the spell ascribing Nephthys to that
panel. Another interesting coffin from this dynasty (LM: E11936) that uses another god
to place one of the sisters on the head/footboard is the sun god Ra. On this object Ra
recites texts on both ends- on the headboard he ascribes Isis: “Words said by Ra: I have
put Isis at your head in order that she may weep and mourn you” while on the footboard
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he attributes Nephthys: “Words said by Ra: I have put Nephthys at your feet in order that
she may weep and mourn you.” This is the first time in Egyptian history where different
deities are used to attribute the sisters to particular ends of coffins and sarcophagi. The
reason for this could be due to personal preference or perhaps mourning rites while the
continued development of Osirian-rooted religion had not combined in a way that
established a particular “rule” for placing the sisters on either end of a coffins or
sarcophagus.
There are three interesting objects in this dynasty: two of which place both
goddesses on the footboard and headboard (CM: CG28031, CM: CG28032), and the third
(CM: CG28033) depicts both sisters on the footboard. This is the first time in Egyptian
history with these particular arrangements of the sisters. The C/S end type (Appendix 2)
most popular during this dynasty is Type 1 (both sisters standing with arms raised). This
is the first pose the sisters take in the Middle Kingdom.
In Appendix 1, there are objects included that are not counted in the tables above
as they were “incomplete” i.e. missing one image of either sister, and thus only
mentioned as references. These include: CM: CG28031 which only had Nephthys on the
head with the foot left blank, CM: CG28015 and CM: CG28089 that had Nephthys on the
foot with the head left blank, CM: CG28039 (two images on the sarcophagus trough, one
on the exterior and the other on the interior) and CM: CG28055 with Isis on the head and
the foot left blank.
13th Dynasty Discussion
Provenance

Object with
Isis on Foot /
Nephthys on
Head

Asasif

MMA:
32.3.427a,b

Object with
Nephthys on
Foot / Isis on
Head

Location
of Image
on Object

PT or CT Association

CTE

PT 4, 5

Royal
(R) /
NonRoyal
(NR)
NR

CTE

CT 229, 236

NR

CTE

C/S End Type 1; CT 229, 236

NR

MMA: 15.2.2

Meir
-

MMA:
32.3.428a,b

Table 8: 13th Dynasty Data for Isis on Footboard / Nephthys on Headboard and Nephthys on
Footboard / Isis on Headboard
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Within this dynasty one coffin had Isis on the footboard / Nephthys on the
headboard, and two coffins with Nephthys on the footboard and Isis on the headboard.
All these coffins belong to non-royal individuals and come from Meir and the Asasif.
This is the first time there is a shift in preference with Nephthys being in the dominant
position on the foot instead of Isis. This is most likely due to the introduction of CT 229
and 236 in the 12th Dynasty. Also in addition to these spells, brief ỉmȝḫw-formulae
appeared in hieroglyphs on headboards and footboards of coffins and sarcophagi,
mentioning the sisters in relation to the rebirth of Osiris/the deceased (Grajetzki 2006:
207; Miniaci 2011: 43). The only C/S end type that occurred during this dynasty is type
1. The location and placement of this type was on the coffin trough exterior of MMA:
32.3.428a,b. Of course, this is a very limited sample and is not necessarily the norm for
this period.
5.2.1.3 – Second Intermediate Period (15th – 17th Dynasties)
A total of two burial containers with Isis and Nephthys were found from this
period: CM: CG28108 and MFA: 94.321, both box coffins. Coffin CM: CG28108, from
Saqqara, only has hieroglyphic writing of Isis’s name on the head (CT 229), with the foot
left blank. The coffin MFA: 94.321 is Theban and only pictures Isis on the foot, with the
head of the coffin left blank. Because these objects are “incomplete” they are not counted
in the overall results, but are only referred to. They are interesting because both objects
omit Nephthys, indicating that Isis is more important than her sister in the funerary realm.
Possibly one may have thought that only Isis was needed for protection because she is
closer to Osiris (i.e. being his wife, mother of his son and sister) than Nephthys who was
only his sibling.
5.2.1.4 – New Kingdom (18th – 20th Dynasties)
A total of 29 images with representations of Isis and Nephthys on either the
headboard or footboard were examined from the New Kingdom. It is possible that the
number of objects in this data set is not as high as it could be, due to the fact that many
coffins and sarcophagi from this period were re-used during the Third Intermediate
Period (Cooney 2012).
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Assmann (2002: 197-199) states that religiously, in the New Kingdom, the king
saw himself as an intermediary between the people and the gods. He maintained cosmic
order by means of temple ritual, and carried out the gods’ will by his government (Van
Dijk 2003: 304). During this period, Thebes remained the most important religious center
of the country. Its local god Amun “the hidden one” or “the secret one” continued to be
syncretized with the sun god Ra (done as early as the Middle Kingdom, 11th Dynasty)
(Gabolde 2013: 25), creating the god Amun-Ra which, was the most important god of the
country (Pinch 2004: 100).
18th Dynasty
Provenance

Object with
Isis on Foot /
Nephthys on
Head

Object with
Nephthys on
Foot / Isis on
Head

Location
of Image
on Object

PT or CT Association

Asasif

MMA:
12.181.302a,b
-

-

CTE

C/S End Type 1; PT 4, 5

Royal
(R) /
NonRoyal
(NR)
NR

LM: E14543

CLE/CTE

C/S End Type 18; CT 229, 236

NR

CM: CG61017

-

CTE

C/S End Type 4; PT 4, 5

R

CM: JE37678
CM: JE52344
TMP: Images
10643 and
10644
TMP: Images
14679 and
14683
CM: CG24001
CM: CG24003
CM: CG24004
TMP: Images
15538 and
15543
CM: CG51001
CM: CG51002
CM: CG51003
CM: CG51004
CM: CG51005

-

SLE
STE
STE

C/S End Type 8; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 3; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 3; PT 4, 5

R
R
R

-

STE

C/S End Type 3; PT 4, 5

R

-

SLE
CLI
CTE
STE

C/S End Type 7; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 4; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 5; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 1; PT 4, 5

R
R
R
R

-

STE
STE
CTE
CTE
CTE

C/S End Type 7; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 3; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 6; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 3; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 7; PT 4, 5

R
R
R
R
R

Cemetery
west of
Gournet
Mourai
Deir elBahari
KV 20
KV 34
KV 35
KV 36

KV 43
KV 46
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Saqqara
Thebes

Unknown
Provenance

CM: CG51006
No Number (B)
CM: JE47032
BM: EA1001

-

CTE
STE
STE
SLE

MFA: 04.278.1
MFA: 04.278.1
BKM: 37.15E

-

STE
STI
STE

C/S End Type 9; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 9; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 6; PT 4, 5
C/S End Types 17 and 19; PT 4,
5
C/S End Type 3; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 3; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 9; PT 4, 5

Table 9: 18th Dynasty Data for Isis on Footboard / Nephthys on Headboard and Nephthys on
Footboard / Isis on Headboard

In the 18th Dynasty there were a total of 22 images with Isis on the
footboard/Nephthys on headboard (18 images belonging to royalty, 4 belonging to elites)
and one image of Nephthys on the footboard/Isis on headboard (belonging to an elite
person) – there is a marked paucity of representations of the two goddesses on
coffins/sarcophagi of this period, as much of the representations in the data set belong to
royalty. The majority of the objects in this dynasty set come from the Theban area, which
is not surprising as Thebes was the main capital throughout the New Kingdom.
The 18th dynasty corpus includes coffins and sarcophagi of royalty. All of these
have Isis and Nephthys in the “traditional” arrangement corresponding to PT 4 and 5: Isis
at the foot and Nephthys on the head. One reason why this particular arrangement of the
sisters was highly favored might be because it emphasized Osirian themes; when Isis was
at foot of the coffin or sarcophagus, she was in the “dominant” position since she was
both the wife and sister of Osiris; this made her closer to him and in the primary position
(i.e. in front of him) to aid him. Although Nephthys was also his sister, she takes a
secondary role at the head of the object even though her presence is vital and essential in
aiding the deceased through the underworld. The most popular C/S end type amongst
royal individuals was Type 3 (Both sisters kneeling on a nebu sign with hands placed on
a shen sign). Two other popular end types were Type 4 (Both sisters kneeling on a nebu
sign or nb basket (in adoration of text)) and Type 7 (Both sisters standing on a nebu sign
with arms or hands raised).
Five out of six coffins and sarcophagi belonging to elite individuals placed Isis on
the footboard with Nephthys on the headboard. Only one coffin (LM: E14543) had the
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R
NR
NR
NR
R
R
NR

sisters in reverse, corresponding to CT 229 and 236. In order to establish if this coffin is
an anomaly of the period, a larger corpus of New Kingdom coffins and sarcophagi would
need to be studied. One reason this coffin may have this particular arrangement is
because it could be emulating the tradition of other coffins/sarcophagi in the southern
area, which was known for placing the goddesses in these specific positions (Barguet
1971: 21). The coffins of the Middle Kingdom that placed the sisters in this arrangement
were all non-royal like the coffin in this dynasty. It could be possible that the CT spells
established by the non-royals favored the sisters in these particular positions because it
indicated that it was a spell “belonging” to them and not royalty. This could be a
distinguishing factor that transcends from the Middle Kingdom to the New Kingdom to
differentiate non-royal/royal coffins/sarcophagi. The most popular C/S end type for nonroyals during this dynasty was Type 9 (Both sisters squatting with hand(s) or arm(s)
raised in adoration), which is different compared to the popular type preferred by royal
persons.
One interesting sarcophagus to take note of in this dynasty is MFA: 04.278.1. It is
the sarcophagus of queen Hatshepsut that was re-cut for her father Thutmose I. The
sarcophagus has two sets of images of the sisters: one located on the exterior and the
other on the interior of the sarcophagus trough (Hayes 1935). Because the goddesses are
each depicted twice, it emphasizes their role in protecting the deceased and reaching the
afterlife. This is the first time in Egyptian history that this occurs (pictorially) on any
coffin or sarcophagus examined by this author.
Other coffins that are interesting in this dynasty are those of king Tutankhamun
(CM: JE60670 and CM: JE60671). On the feet of these coffins only Isis is depicted
(kneeling on a nebu sign) with the head left blank. These examples further emphasize the
importance of Isis being on the foot and her powers to guide the deceased through the
underworld.
In this period there are some coffins and sarcophagi in Appendix 1 that are not
counted in the tables above due to their uniqueness. CM: JE60671 and No Number (E)
only depict Isis on foot with the head left blank. Once again, Nephthys is the sister not
included as seen previously in the 12th Dynasty. These objects are mentioned for
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referential purposes and not counted because they are “incomplete” i.e. missing one
image of either sister.
19th Dynasty
Provenance

Object with
Isis on Foot /
Nephthys on
Head

Object with
Nephthys on
Foot / Isis on
Head

Location
of Image
on Object

PT or CT Association

Khokha

CM: Temporary
Number
2.5.15.1
TMP: Images
15424 and
15427
TMP: Images
15455 and
16172
BM: EA18
LM: E11297

-

CTE

C/S End Type 11; PT 4, 5

Royal
(R) /
NonRoyal
(NR)
NR

-

SLE

C/S End Type 11; PT 4, 5

R

-

SLE

C/S End Type 10; PT 4, 5

R

-

SLE
SLE/STE

NR
NR

No Number (F)

-

STE

C/S End Type 20; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 15 and 21;
PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 7; PT 4, 5

KV 8
KV 16
Saqqara
Tuna elGebel
Unknown

Table 10: 19th Dynasty Data for Isis on Footboard / Nephthys on Headboard and Nephthys on
Footboard / Isis on Headboard

Only a total of six sarcophagi from the 19th Dynasty show depictions of Isis and
Nephthys: two belonging to kings and four belonging non-royal persons. As expected, the
royal objects originate from the Valley of the Kings, while the elite sarcophagi come
from Khokha, Saqqara, Tuna el-Gebel, and Unknown. Within this dynasty, all objects
place Nephthys in the canonical position at the head, and Isis at the foot.
This small data set shows that royal individuals continued to prefer Isis and
Nephthys in the traditional position and is echoed by the non-royal individuals who also
prefer the sisters in the same arrangement. It is the first time in the data set that both nonroyal and royal objects all choose the same positioning of the sisters indicating that the
elite individuals probably wanted to assimilate themselves to royalty by copying exactly
what they did and emulating it on their own pieces. Since all three individuals had
different C/S end types, it is undeterminable to assess whether or not a particular style of
representing the sisters was dominant over the other. The end types chosen for these
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NR

sarcophagi were Type 7 (No Number (F)) (Both sisters standing on a nebu sign with arms
or hands raised), Type 11 (KV 8) (Both sisters squatting on a nebu sign), Type 10 (KV
16) (Both sisters squatting (on a nebu sign) with outstretched winged arms), Type 20
(BM: EA18) (Unknown Position of Sisters), Type 15 (LM: E11297) (Isis squatting on a
nebu sign with both arms raised in adoration) and Type 21 (LM: E11297) (Nephthys
squatting on a nebu sign).
In Appendix 1 there are some objects from this period that are not counted in the
tables above because of the particular arrangement of the sisters. BM: EA48001 and LM:
E11297 only have Isis on the foot with the head end left blank, MMA: 86.1.1a and TMP:
Image 1614 only have Nephthys depicted on the head, the foot end was left blank and
CM: CG61005 only has Nephthys depicted on the footboard with the headboard left
blank. These objects are mentioned for referential purposes and not counted because they
are “incomplete” i.e. missing an image of either sister.
20th Dynasty
Provenance

Object with
Isis on Foot /
Nephthys on
Head

Object with
Nephthys on
Foot / Isis on
Head

Location
of Image
on Object

PT or CT Association

Deir elBahari
Thebes

CM: CG61022

-

CTE

C/S End Type 13 and 19; PT 4, 5

Royal
(R) /
NonRoyal
(NR)
R

LM: D1

-

STE

C/S End Type 12; PT 4, 5

R

Table 11: 20th Dynasty Data for Isis on Footboard / Nephthys on Headboard and Nephthys on
Footboard / Isis on Headboard

Although there are only two objects in this data set, one can see that there is a
continuation of Isis on the footboard with Nephthys on the headboard. Both conform to
all of the other royal objects in this era clearly establishing that this was the ultimate
placement of the sisters. These objects come from Deir el-Bahari and Thebes. The C/S
end types for these objects include Type 12 (Both sisters kneeling (on a nebu sign) with
outstretched winged arms), Type 13 (Isis kneeling on a nebu sign) and Type 19
(Nephthys is kneeling on a nebu sign). There is a marked paucity of representations of the
two goddesses on coffins/sarcophagi of this period and is not the norm in terms of coffins
and sarcophagi made during this period. Two objects not included in the table above are
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CM: CG61024 that only depict Isis on the foot of the coffin with the headboard left blank
and CM: CG61040, that only depicts Nephthys on head with the foot left blank. It is
interesting that the latter object (which belongs to a king) has Nephthys and not Isis
considering Isis was dominant in this dynasty. This is most likely because the king
(Ramesses III) associated himself with the god Seth, hence placing Nephthys in the
dominant position because of her association with him.
5.2.1.5 – Third Intermediate Period (21st – 25th Dynasties)
A total of ten representations of Isis and Nephthys on either the headboard or
footboard were found. The Third Intermediate Period (21st – 25th Dynasties) is
characterized by significant changes in Egypt’s political organization, society and culture.
The centralized government was replaced by political fragmentation and the reemergence of local power, there was a substantial influx of non-Egyptians (Libyans and
Nubians) and its contacts with the outside world was reduced in scale (Taylor 2003b:
324).
21st Dynasty
Provenance

Object with
Isis on Foot /
Nephthys on
Head

Object with
Nephthys on
Foot / Isis on
Head

Location
of Image
on Object

PT or CT Association

Deir elBahari

CM: CG61030
(outer coffin
trough)
CM: JE85911

-

CTE

C/S End Type 43, 35; PT 4, 5

Royal
(R) /
NonRoyal
(NR)
R

-

SLE

C/S End Type 12; PT 4, 5

R

MNB: No.57
Inv. 526

-

CTE

C/S End Type 11; PT 4, 5

NR

San elHagar
(Tanis)
Thebes

Table 12: 21st Dynasty Data for Isis on Footboard / Nephthys on Headboard and Nephthys on
Footboard / Isis on Headboard

Despite the wealth of coffins recovered from the 21st dynasty (Chassinat 1909;
Niwinski 1988 and 1995) only a total of three coffins and sarcophagi had Isis on the
footboard with Nephthys on the headboard, two royal and one elite; the sisters did
however, appear in many vignettes (see below). No coffins or sarcophagi showed
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Nephthys on the footboard and Isis on the headboard. The royal sarcophagi come from
Deir el-Bahari and Tanis (the capital), while the elite coffin comes from Thebes.
Despite the small sample, a few general remarks as to the preference of royal
versus non-royal individuals can be made. The royal sarcophagi continue the tradition of
placing Isis on foot with Nephthys on head, which has continued consistently amongst
royalty since the Old Kingdom (with a hiatus in the Middle Kingdom). Again, the nonroyal individual of this dynasty may have been attempting to further demonstrate his
wealth and status by copying the royal iconographic patterns and using them. The C/S
End types include Type 11 (even though they were posed differently), 12 (Both sisters
kneeling (on a nebu sign) with outstretched winged arms), 35 (Nephthys standing with
ankh signs passing over arms) and 43 (Isis squatting on a nb basket with ankh signs
passing through arms) (Appendix 2).
Objects in Appendix 1 not counted in the tables above are CM: CG6011, CM:
CG6190, CM: CG61028 (two images; one outer coffin trough other on inner coffin
trough), and CM: CG61030 which only have Isis on the head with the foot end left blank,
CM: CG6054, CM: CG61030 (inner coffin trough), BKM: 08.480.1a-b, NMS:
A.1907.569B, MNB: No. 56 Inv. 525, MET: CGT10106a (Cat.2238) which only depict
Nephthys on the foot with the head end left blank, CM: CG61030 (outer coffin lid) only
has Isis on the foot, with the head end left blank. Because these objects are considered
“incomplete” they are not counted in the data set, but are mentioned for referential
purposes. Although these images are not counted, it is interesting to see how many
objects had one of the sisters depicted on it. One reason there may be so many objects
that do not depict the sisters on both ends is because they could have been re-used from
the New Kingdom, or created with the intention of having only one sister. Objects BKM:
08.480.1a-b depicts Isis on both the head and foot of object, while objects CM: CG61027
and CM: CG61032 have Nephthys on both the head and foot. This is interesting because
this first time one sister is placed on both ends. Considering there are examples of both
sisters, perhaps this marks a shift in which goddess was more dominant.
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22nd Dynasty
Provenance

Object with
Isis on Foot /
Nephthys on
Head

Object with
Nephthys on
Foot / Isis on
Head

Location
of Image
on Object

PT or CT Association

Deir elBahari

CM: CG41002
CM: CG41019
CM: CG41065
CM: CG41066

-

STE
STE
CLE
CTE

C/S End Type 3; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 25; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 8; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 9; PT 4, 5

Table 13: 22nd Dynasty Data for Isis on Footboard / Nephthys on Headboard and Nephthys on
Footboard / Isis on Headboard

A total of four coffins and sarcophagi from Deir el-Bahari were examined from
the 22nd Dynasty. All four belong to non-royal persons and had Isis on the footboard with
Nephthys on the headboard. No coffins and sarcophagi within the data set had Nephthys
on the footboard/Isis on the headboard. It is clear that the preference amongst non-royal
persons was to keep Isis and Nephthys in accordance with their placement in PT 4 and 5.
All of the objects had different C/S end types including Types 3, 5 8 and 25
(Appendix 2). One thing all of the coffins and sarcophagi had in common was that the
placement of the sisters occurred on the exterior of the object. It is interesting that both of
the sarcophagi in the set placed the sisters on either end of the trough, while both coffins
placed the sisters on either end of the lid. Although this appears to be a rule for the
placement of the sisters it is not, as other coffins and sarcophagi in the data set clearly
exhibit different placements (e.g. CM: CG51006 is on the coffin trough exterior, CM:
CG24003 is on the coffin lid interior etc.). Two objects not included in the tables above
are CM: CG41036 and MET: CGT10102b (Cat. 2237) because they are considered
“incomplete” since only Nephthys is depicted on the head with the foot left blank.
24th Dynasty
In this dynasty there are three coffins (CM: CG41046, CM: CG41068 and CM:
41071) that depict Nephthys on the head with the foot left blank, and are thus only
referred to. There seems to be a shift in which goddess is considered dominant; from the
21st dynasty onwards the trend with depicting only Nephthys on the head end of the
object remains consistent, while the appearance of only Isis appears to be decreasing.
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Royal
(R) /
NonRoyal
(NR)
NR
NR
NR
NR

Reasons for this could be the result of the Ramesside periods, the kings of which
associated themselves more with Nephthys due to their connection with Seth. There is a
marked paucity of representations of the two goddesses on coffins/sarcophagi of this
period. Of course this is a limited sample and cannot thus be called the norm for this
period.
25th Dynasty
Provenance

Object with
Isis on Foot /
Nephthys on
Head

Object with
Nephthys on
Foot / Isis on
Head

Location
of Image
on Object

PT or CT Association

Deir elBahari
Nuri, Nubia

CM: CG41048

-

CLE

C/S End Type 9; PT 4, 5

Royal
(R) /
NonRoyal
(NR)
NR

MFA: 23.729
MFA: 23.729

-

STE
STI

C/S End Type 3; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 3; PT 4, 5

R
R

Table 14: 25th Dynasty Data for Isis on Footboard / Nephthys on Headboard and Nephthys on
Footboard / Isis on Headboard

A total of two coffins and sarcophagi were examined from the 25th Dynasty. Both
objects had the configuration of Isis on the footboard with Nephthys on the headboard.
No coffins and sarcophagi within the data set that had Nephthys on the footboard/Isis on
the headboard. The sarcophagus coming from Nuri, Nubia, belonged to a king while the
coffin belonging to a non-royal individual came from Deir el-Bahari. Once again, the
configuration of the sisters in the traditional position is dominant. This definitely is a
continuation from 19th Dynasty in which all of the objects consistently place the sisters in
accordance with PT 4 and 5.
The king’s sarcophagus had two different sets of images of the sisters: one located
on the exterior and the other on the interior of the trough. Because the sisters are each
depicted twice, it emphasizes their role in protecting the deceased, helping him reach the
afterlife. This is this the second time this occurs on any coffin or sarcophagus in the data
set (the first being MFA: 04.278.1). In both sets of depictions the sisters are associated
with C/S end type 3 (Both sisters kneeling on a nebu sign with hands placed on a shen
sign). The coffin of the non-royal individual is associated with C/S end Type 6 (Both
sisters kneeling as mourners). Perhaps Isis was preferred on the foot of objects because
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the Nubians during this dynasty adopted many Egyptian customs including worshipping
Isis and incorporating her into their own pantheon as a Nubian goddess. Isis was known
throughout Nubia as “The Great Lady of Nubia” (Kemp 1978: 37) and has been
identified as being Nubian in a healing text where she specifically says: “I am the Nubian
and I have descended from heaven” (Gardiner 1935: 62, Pl. 36, 2,3).
Objects not included in the tables above are CM: CG41001, CM: CG41047, and
CM: CG41062 which only depict Isis on the foot with the head end left blank, and
objects CM: CG41042, CM: CG41047 and CM: CG41062 that only depict Nephthys on
the head of the object with the foot end left blank.
5.2.1.6 – Late Period (26th – 31st Dynasties)
A total of 29 representations of Isis and Nephthys on either the headboard or
footboard were examined. When the Assyrians withdrew after their final invasion, Egypt
was left in the hands of Saite kings, named for their capital, a stronghold of Neith, and
thus, by extension, Nephthys. Psamtek I (26th Dynasty) took credit for reunifying the
country, which is the start of the Late Period (Lloyd 2003a: 365). During this dynasty, the
Saite pharaohs hearkened back to the earlier periods in art and possibly religion, using
these as models, and continuing with old traditions (Dodson 2012). Eventually the
Persians overthrew the Saites, which led to the start of the 27th Dynasty. Rulers of this
period adopted the traditional title of pharaoh, but unlike the Libyans and Nubians of the
Third Intermediate Period, they ruled as foreigners rather than Egyptians (Dodson 2012).
The Persian kings acknowledged the Egyptian pantheon and adopted it during their
rulership (Mikołajczak 2008: 129-130). This might have had an impact on the religion,
although extant evidence shows that funerary religion continued in much the same basic
fashion as before. For a brief period (28th – 30th Dynasties) the Persians were overthrown
and the Egyptians ruled the country once again. The Persians returned, ruling for a
second period of Egyptian history (Dynasty 31).
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26th Dynasty
Provenance

Object with
Isis on Foot /
Nephthys on
Head

Object with
Nephthys on
Foot / Isis on
Head

Location
of Image
on Object

PT or CT Association

Akhmim
Deir elBahari

BM: EA20745
CM: CG41004
CM: CG41012
CM: CG41037
CM: CG41050
CM: CG41051
CM: CG41053
CM: CG41056
CM: CG41057
CM: CG41058
CM: CG41064
CM: CG41044
CM: Temporary
Number
27.9.16.7
CM: CG29312
BM: EA22940
MNB: No. 61
Inv 528
LM: N2626

CM: CG41018
-

CLE
STE
STE
STE
STE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE

C/S End Type 48; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 47; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 47; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 47; CT 229, 236
C/S End Type 3; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 49; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 4; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 49; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 12; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 6; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 48; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 10; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 12; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 48; PT 4, 5

-

STE
CLE
CLE

NR
NR
NR

-

CLE

C/S End Type 3; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 10; PT 4, 5
C/S End Types 50 and 54; PT 4,
5
C/S End Type 10; PT 4, 5

MAREM:
E.1015

-

SLE

C/S End Types 50 and 22; PT 4,
5

NR

Gournah
Nag’ elHasaya
Saqqara
Thebes
Unknown
Provenance

Table 15: 26th Dynasty Data for Isis on Footboard / Nephthys on Headboard and Nephthys on
Footboard / Isis on Headboard

In the 26th Dynasty a total of 18 coffins and sarcophagi had Isis on the footboard
with Nephthys on the headboard, while one sarcophagus had Nephthys at the footboard
with Isis on the headboard, all belonging to non-royal individuals. The preference for Isis
in the “traditional” position is clearly favored during this dynasty.
Most of the coffins and sarcophagi studied from in this period are from Deir elBahari. Coffins and sarcophagi in this data set that place Isis on the footboard / Nephthys
on the headboard are all associated with PT 4 and 5. An interesting anomaly is the non-
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Royal
(R) /
NonRoyal
(NR)
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

NR

royal sarcophagus (CM: CG41018) that places Nephthys on the foot with Isis on the
head. The reason for this switch may be due to personal preference of the owner, or the
atelier. A less likely explanation might be the placement of the sarcophagus itself in the
burial chamber, which would affect the iconography of the sisters based on its locational
symbolism to the chamber.
There are a total of ten different C/S end types that occur during this dynasty. The
most common C/S end types in this dynasty are Type 10 (both sisters squatting (on a
nebu) with outstretched wings) and Type 47 (both sisters standing (in a naos) with one
arm or hand raised in front of face with a colored strip (red and white or red and blue)
hanging from elbow). The location and placement of these C/S types occur most
frequently on the coffin lid exterior on most of these objects.
The following objects are not accounted for in the table above because one of the
sisters is missing therefore making the object “incomplete.” Objects CM: CG41045, CM:
CG41054, and CM: CG41057 only depict Isis on the foot with the head end left blank.
Objects CM: CG41005, CM: CG41040, CM: CG41059, and CG: JE31566 only depict
Nephthys at the head with the foot end left blank. Hence, these objects are mentioned for
referential purposes.
27th Dynasty
Provenance

Object with
Isis on Foot /
Nephthys on
Head

Object with
Nephthys on
Foot / Isis on
Head

Location
of Image
on Object

PT or CT Association

Deir elBahari

-

CM: CG29314
CM: CG41017

STE
STE

C/S End Type 12; CT 229, 236
C/S End Type 47; CT 229, 236

Table 16: 27th Dynasty Data for Isis on Footboard / Nephthys on Headboard and Nephthys on
Footboard / Isis on Headboard

Within the 27th Dynasty there were a total of two sarcophagi that had Nephthys on
the footboard / Isis on the headboard, and no objects with Isis on the footboard and
Nephthys on the headboard. Both sarcophagi in this set belong to non-royal individuals
from Deir el-Bahari. The preference for Nephthys on the foot is dominant and this is the
only dynasty in the Late Period when Nephthys prevails over Isis in this configuration.
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Royal
(R) /
NonRoyal
(NR)
NR
NR

The positioning of Nephthys on the footboard / Isis on the headboard corresponds to CT
236 and 229 respectively. Considering this dynasty only has sarcophagi with Nephthys in
the dominant position could indicate that there was a shift in preferences amongst nonroyal individuals. It must also be noted that the CT spells these objects are associated
with, is “localized” in Deir el-Bahari. Possibly there was a revival amongst non-royal
individuals to bring back the use of these spells to differentiate themselves from the rulers
of Egypt at the time. The composition of objects in this dynasty is also interesting
because in the 26th Dynasty there is one sarcophagus (CM: CG41018) that places the
sisters in the same positions. That sarcophagus could indicate that the 26th Dynasty marks
a shift in the placement of the sisters that might be seen in later periods. If not seen in
later periods, the 26th and 27th Dynasties highlight the shift in placement of the sisters.
The C/S end types for these sarcophagi are end Type 12 (Both sisters kneeling (on
a nebu sign) with outstretched winged arms) and Type 47 (both sisters standing (in a
naos) with one arm or hand raised in front of face with a colored strip (red and white or
red and blue) hanging from elbow). The location and placement of these C/S types occur
on the sarcophagus trough exterior for both sarcophagi. CM: CG41011 is not counted in
the table above because it only depicts Isis on the foot of the sarcophagus and the head
end is blank, making it “incomplete” and only mentioned as a reference.
30th Dynasty
Provenance

Object with
Isis on Foot /
Nephthys on
Head

Object with
Nephthys on
Foot / Isis on
Head

Location
of Image
on Object

PT or CT Association

Deir elBahari
Unknown
Provenance

CM: CG41014
CM: CG41031
LM: D9

-

STE
STE
STI

C/S End Type 47; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 10; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 12; PT 4, 5

Table 17: 30th Dynasty Data for Isis on Footboard / Nephthys on Headboard and Nephthys on
Footboard / Isis on Headboard

In the 30th Dynasty there were a total of three sarcophagi with Isis on the
footboard with Nephthys on the headboard, all belonging to non-royal individuals. Two
sarcophagi come from Deir el-Bahari, while the third comes from an unknown area. No
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Royal
(R) /
NonRoyal
(NR)
NR
NR
NR

objects from this period have Nephthys on footboard/Isis on headboard. In this dynasty,
the preference for Isis in the “traditional” position is once again dominant unlike the 26th
and 27th Dynasties. The reason for this could be because non-royal individuals wanted to
associate themselves with the elite by copying the same images seen on their coffins and
sarcophagi. It is also hard to infer whether or not the orientations of Isis and Nephthys on
the sarcophagi in this dynasty are consistent with the 28th and 29th dynasties, as there are
no objects to compare them to. Unfortunately there are no royal objects in this dynasty so
a comparison could be made with the non-royal sarcophagi based on hierarchy.
There are three different C/S end types in this dynasty that occur: Type 10 (Both
sisters squatting (on a nebu sign) with outstretched winged arms), Type 12 (Both sisters
kneeling (on a nebu sign) with outstretched winged arms) and Type 47 (both sisters
standing (in a naos) with one arm or hand raised in front of face with a colored strip (red
and white or red and blue) hanging from elbow). Location and placement of these C/S
types occur on the sarcophagus trough exterior and sarcophagus trough interior.
28th – 30th Dynasties Discussion
Provenance

Object with
Isis on Foot /
Nephthys on
Head

Object with
Nephthys on
Foot / Isis on
Head

Location
of Image
on Object

PT or CT Association

Deir elBahari

CM: CG41006
CM: CG41008
CM: CG41009
CM: CG41013
CM: CG40128

-

STE
STE
STE
STE
STE

C/S End Type 47; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 47; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 7; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 8; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 47; PT 4, 5

Table 18: 28th – 30th Dynasties Data for Isis on Footboard / Nephthys on Headboard and
Nephthys on Footboard / Isis on Headboard

The sarcophagi in this set are those not attributed to a specific dynasty but to a
general period within the Late Period. There were a total of five coffins with Isis on the
footboard with Nephthys on the headboard, all belonging to non-royal individuals coming
from Deir el-Bahari. No coffin or sarcophagus in this set has Nephthys on foot/Isis on
head. All of the sarcophagi are associated with the placement of the sisters in PT 4 and 5.
Despite these objects not being attributed to a specific dynasty, one thing it does prove is
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Royal
(R) /
NonRoyal
(NR)
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

that between the 28th and 30th Dynasties, Isis on the foot was definitely preferred over
Nephthys. The reason for Isis’ dominance on these objects during these periods could be
due to the fact that it was a continuation of preferences established during much earlier
periods or possibly because during this period she was referred to as “Great of Magic”
which could be associated with her and Nephthys’s abilities to bring Osiris back to life
along with Nephthys.
There are a total of four different C/S end types that on these sarcophagi with the
most popular being Type 47 (both sisters standing (in a naos) with one arm or hand raised
in front of face with a colored strip (red and white or red and blue) hanging from elbow).
Sarcophagus CM: CG41010 located in Appendix 1, is not counted in the data above
because it only depicts Nephthys on the head end of the object, with the foot end left
black, thus making it “incomplete” since it does not have both sisters. This object was
mentioned only for referential purposes.
5.2.1.7 – Ptolemaic-Roman Period (332BC – 395AD)
A total of four objects, with pictorial representations of Isis on the footboard/
Nephthys on the headboard were examined from this period. Ptolemaic Egypt begins
with the arrival of Alexander the Great in 332 BC, who defeated the Persians of the Late
Period (31st Dynasty) (Lloyd 2003b: 388). After his conquest, he diplomatically adopted
Egyptian traditions including a coronation ceremony at the temple of Ptah at Memphis
firmly asserting that he was assuming the mantle of an Egyptian pharaoh (Lloyd 2003b:
388-389). Alexander also went to see the oracle of Amun at the temple of Siwa, where he
was greeted as the son of Amun and rightful pharaoh of Egypt (Ikram 2010: 111).
Following Alexander’s death in Babylon in 323 BC, Ptolemy I Soter (310 BC), who was
of Macedonian origins, became the founder of the Ptolemaic Kingdom. To gain
recognition by the native Egyptian populace, the Ptolemies referred to themselves as
successors to the Pharaohs and did this by participating in Egyptian traditions. For
example, they depicted themselves on public monuments in traditional Egyptian style and
dress, married their siblings and participated in Egyptian religious life (e.g. building and
dedicating temples, worshipping Egyptian deities etc.) (Lloyd 2003b).
During this period, the Greeks equated their own gods within the Egyptian
spectrum; for example, Horus was associated with Apollo, Amun with Zeus and Hathor
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with Aphrodite just to name a few (Peacock 2003: 429). One Egyptian goddess that
gained prominence at this time was Isis. She was worshiped in a new triad of deities:
Serapis, a Graeco-Egyptian divinity created to bridge the two cultures and to be the
equivalent of Osiris and Harpocrates, the Hellenistic infant (paralleled to Horus) whose
name derived from the Egyptian Horpakhered “Horus the child” (Bunson 2002: 172).
Although the introduction of this triad seems to have coincided with the incoming
Ptolemaic pharaohs, there is some debate over the origins of Serapis (Heyob 1975; Moyer
2011). He contained both Greek and Egyptian elements, as he was an adaptation of the
god Osirapis (a syncretism of the Apis bull and the god Osiris) (Bevan 1968: 45; Peacock
2003: 429) but was given the form of the Greek deity Hades (god of the underworld
which could be paralleled with Osiris). The part Isis played in the divine triad made her
an important deity in the Ptolemaic Egypt, which even resulted in the building of her
Temple at Philae (Zabkar 1988: 2-3).
Rome’s rule over Egypt began with the arrival of Octavian (later called Augustus)
in 30 BC, following his defeat of Cleopatra VII and Mark Antony in the Battle of
Actium. Augustus presented himself to habitants of Egypt as the successor to the
pharaohs and dismantled the Ptolemaic monarchy (Peacock 2003). Like the Greeks, the
Romans also respected and protected Egyptian religion and customs, while gradually
introducing the idea of the Roman emperor into the vast number of deities the Egyptians
already recognized-capitalizing on the royal cult. As in Ptolemaic Egypt, Isis continues to
be popular during the Roman period and was sometimes identified with Hathor (Peacock
2003: 430). During this period as in previous periods, Isis was both a faithful wife and
sister to Osiris and was the prototype of motherhood.
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332BC – 395AD Discussion
Provenance

Object with
Isis on Foot /
Nephthys on
Head

Object with
Nephthys on
Foot / Isis on
Head

Location
of Image
on Object

PT or CT Association

Akhmim
Saqqara

CM: Ex.3263
CM: CG29301
CM: CG29304
CM: CG29307

-

CLE
SLE
STE
STI

C/S End Type 57; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 12; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 10; PT 4, 5
C/S End Type 12; PT 4, 5

Table 19: 332BC – 395AD Data for Isis on Footboard / Nephthys on Headboard and Nephthys
on Footboard / Isis on Headboard

Within the data set for the Ptolemaic-Roman Period, all of the sarcophagi are
associated with the placement of Isis and Nephthys that correspond to PT 4 and 5.
Because all of the sarcophagi in this data set belong to non-royal persons, it is
indeterminable to assess whether the positions of the sisters makes a difference based on
the ownership of the coffin/sarcophagus (i.e. royal or non-royal). The reason for Isis
being a popular choice in the dominant position is because she gained such prominence
and everyone wanted to be associated with her as she was relatable to both the elites and
royalty.
The most popular C/S end type in this period is Type 12 (Both sisters kneeling
(on a nebu sign) with outstretched winged arms). Other C/S end types include Type 10
(Both sisters squatting (on a nebu with outstretched winged arms) and Type 57 (Both
sisters kneeling with one hand raised in front of face, other hand on lap). Object CM:
CG29309 only depicts Nephthys on the head of the sarcophagus, with the foot end left
blank. Because of this, it is not included in the data above and only mentioned as a
reference.
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Royal
(R) /
NonRoyal
(NR)
NR
NR
NR
NR

5.2.2 – Depictions of Isis and Nephthys on Right and Left Proper
This section will discuss what determines and affects the dominance and
positioning of Isis and Nephthys on right or left proper of two-dimensional funerary
depictions (i.e. vignettes or scenes; scene types have been defined in Appendix 2).
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Figure 46: Comparison of Isis on Right Proper/Nephthys on Left Proper Versus Nephthys on
Right Proper/Isis on Left Proper (Royal and Non-Royal); Figure Made by Author

Out of 425, 137 images (32%) had Isis on right proper / Nephthys on left proper
while 84 images (20%) had Nephthys on right proper / Isis on left proper. The first
occurrence of vignettes on coffins and sarcophagi occurs in the New Kingdom. When
comparing the data from all periods, one can see that there is an overwhelming
preference for Isis on right proper with Nephthys on left proper. Although this is true for
the New Kingdom, Third Intermediate Period and Ptolemaic-Roman Period, this is not
the case in the Late Period. There is a switch, and Nephthys is dominant on right proper.
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A breakdown of the comparative graph and reasons for those preferences in each period
will be explored in the following sections.
5.2.2.1 – New Kingdom (18th – 20th Dynasties)
In the New Kingdom, a total of 24 images of Isis and Nephthys in vignettes or
scenes on coffins and sarcophagi were examined. As mentioned previously, it is possible
that the number of objects is not as high as it could be, due to the fact that many coffins
and sarcophagi from this period were re-used during the Third Intermediate Period
(Cooney 2012).
18th Dynasty
Provenance

Asasif
Deir el-Bahari
KV 23
KV 62
Thebes

Object with Isis
on Right /
Nephthys on
Left Proper of
Vignettes/Scenes
MMA:
12.181.300a,b
CM: CG61004
No Number (D)
No Number (E)
BM: EA52951
-

Object with
Nephthys on
Right / Isis on
Left Proper of
Vignettes/Scenes
-

Location
of Image
on Object

Vignette or Scene
Association

Royal (R)
/ NonRoyal
(NR)

CLE

Scene Type 2

NR

CM: JE72131
CM: JE60671
BM: EA6665

CLE
STE
CLE
STE
CLE
CTE
CLE

Scene Type 4
Scene Type 25
Scene Type 25
Scene Type 25
Scene Type 25
Scene Type 2
Scene Type 9

R
R
R
R
R
NR
NR

Table 20: 18th Dynasty Data for Isis on Right Proper / Nephthys on Left Proper and Nephthys on
Right Proper / Isis on Left Proper

Eight coffins and sarcophagi were examined from this dynasty; five of which
belonged to royal individuals and three belonging to non-royal persons, all coming from
the general Theban area. Because there are objects belonging to both royal and non-royal
individuals, a few general comparisons can be made. There is a preference for having Isis
on right proper as she occurs most frequently in this position compared to Nephthys.
Considering there is nothing else to compare this data to, this preference amongst royalty
and elites is the norm for this time. Reasons why there could be a preference for Isis on
right proper could be because since she was in the dominant position on the foot of the
coffin for all of Egyptian history, her placement on right proper of vignettes/scenes
further endorsed her supremacy in the funerary realm. Isis’s appearance on right proper
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could be a choice of the individual or the atelier designing the object, based on his
knowledge of funerary practice and religion. Another reason why there might be more
objects with Isis on right proper is possibly because since this dynasty was heavily rooted
in Osirian ideologies (aside from the Amarna period), the placement of Isis in the
dominant position further emphasized her closeness and bond to Osiris (whom the
deceased was acting), as she is his wife and sister.
What is interesting about this data set for this period is that no vignette
associations are used on objects of this dynasty especially considering that the BD is an
advent of this period. The most popular scene type for royal objects is scene Type 25
(Both sisters standing (sometimes on a mat) with winged arms protecting something). In
the case of the objects belonging to elite individuals, the most popular scene type was 2
(Both sisters kneeling on nb basket (with arms raised or on a shen sign)). Other scene
types used in this period were 4 and 9 (Appendix 2).
19th Dynasty
Provenance

Deir el-Medina
Dra ‘Abu elNaga
KV 47

Thebes
TT 1

Object with Isis
on Right /
Nephthys on
Left Proper of
Vignettes/Scenes
MMA: 86.1.1a
MMA: 86.1.2b
-

Object with
Nephthys on
Right / Isis on
Left Proper of
Vignettes/Scenes
BM: EA78

Location
of Image
on Object

Vignette or Scene
Association

Royal (R)
/ NonRoyal
(NR)

CLE
CLE
SLE

Vignette for BD 151
Scene Type 5
Scene Type 3

NR
NR
NR

TMP: Image
15608
TMP: Image
16143
BM: EA48001
BM: EA48001
CM: JE27301
CM: JE27302

-

SLE

Scene Type 7

R

-

SLE

Scene Type 1

R

-

CLE
CLE
CTE
CTE

Scene Type 8
Scene Type 9
Vignette for BD 17
Vignette for BD 151

NR
NR
NR
NR

Table 21: 19th Dynasty Data for Isis on Right Proper / Nephthys on Left Proper and Nephthys on
Right Proper / Isis on Left Proper

Eight coffins and sarcophagi were examined from this dynasty; two belonged to
one royal individual (Siptah) and six belonged to non-royal individuals. All objects come
from the general Theban area. There is an overwhelming preference for placing Isis on
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right proper with Nephthys on left proper amongst royalty and the elites and could be a
continuation of placing her in this position based on the previous dynasty. Isis might also
be placed in the dominant position because as stated before religion at this time is
influenced by Osirian ideologies and Isis is the closest person in Osiris’ life making her
essential in the funerary realm to help the deceased reach Osiris in the underworld. There
is only one example in this data set (BM: EA78), which places Nephthys on right proper
and could be an anomaly or copied from an example in the 18th Dynasty.
Within the data set for the 19th Dynasty, there are only two coffins (MMA:
86.1.1a and CM: JE27302) that correspond to a vignette scene from the Book of the
Dead. Both of these coffins correspond to the vignette for Spell 151. One must also note
that in Vignette 151 the sisters are also placed at the head and the foot of the bier in
addition to being on right and left proper. This is significant because it shows the utmost
dominance of a sister by being placed on right proper and at the foot of the bier. Both
depictions closely mimic the scenes from known Book of the Dead examples such as the
Book of the Dead of Ani (BM: EA10470) and Muthetepti (BM: EA10010). The other
coffins and sarcophagi in this set, each has its own scene types as none of them have a
match with one another. All scene types listed depict Isis and Nephthys in one of three
positions: kneeling, standing or squatting.
On the sarcophagus with Nephthys on right proper, the scene type (3) depicts both
sisters kneeling (on a nebu sign or mat), with hand(s) or arm(s) touching a shen sign in
front of each of them. It is possible that there are other coffins and sarcophagi with
Nephthys in the dominant position, which could be determined with a widening of the
data set. The reason for placing Nephthys in the dominant position might be due to the
fact that like Isis, she also aided in rebirth and resurrection since she was seen as a close
parallel/mirror to her sister (Münster 1968: 1; Barta 1973: 132; Troy 1986: 37). Other
scene types used in this dynasty include types 1, 5, 7, 8 and 9 (Appendix 2).
Object No Number (D) has depictions of both sisters on the head, and objects
CM: CG61004, BM: EA52951 and MMA: 12.181.300a,b all depict both sisters on the
feet/footboard. These arrangements appear to be common, as they have already been seen
in the 18th Dynasty.
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20th Dynasty
Provenance

Deir el Bahari

KV 14
Thebes

Object with Isis
on Right /
Nephthys on
Left Proper of
Vignettes/Scenes
CM: CG61024
TMP: Image
14696
No Number (A)
-

Object with
Nephthys on
Right / Isis on
Left Proper of
Vignettes/Scenes
CM: CG61024
CM: CG61024
CM: CG61024
-

Location
of Image
on
Object

Vignette or Scene
Association

Royal (R)
/ NonRoyal
(NR)

CTI
CTI
CTI
CTI
STE

Scene Type 3
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 47
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 1

R
R
R
R
R

FM: E.1.1823

SLE
SLE

Scene Type 7
Scene Type 6

R
R

Table 22: 20th Dynasty Data for Isis on Right Proper / Nephthys on Left Proper and Nephthys on
Right Proper / Isis on Left Proper

Four coffins and sarcophagi were examined from this dynasty, all of which
belonged to royal individuals coming from the general Theban area. There are three
images placing Isis on right proper and four images placing Nephthys on right proper.
The placement of Nephthys on right proper is dominant this period, which is seen for the
first time in the New Kingdom.
One coffin in particular (CM: CG61024) has four different images of the sisters
(one image has Isis on right proper while the others place Nephthys on right proper). The
image placing Isis on right proper is associated with scene Type 3 (Both sisters kneeling
(on a nebu sign or mat), with hand(s) or arm(s) touching a shen sign in front of each of
them). In comparison to the other images with Isis on right proper, the only commonality
is with the image on the sarcophagus from KV 14 (TMP: Image 14696) in which both of
the sisters are kneeling. The other sarcophagi that place Isis on right proper are associated
with different scene types (1 and 7 - Appendix 2).
In the images with Nephthys placed on right proper on this same coffin (CM:
CG61024), two out of three are associated with the vignette for BD 16. Although they
represent the same spell, both images are different-in the first depiction both sisters are
kneeling on a nebu sign, ankh signs passing through arms raised in adoration, adoring
Abydos Emblem, while in the second image both sisters adore the Abydos Fetish as
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mourners. One possible reason for having two different images on the same object is
because different parts of the spell were used in two separate places and having separate
distinct images was able to indicate that. The third image on this sarcophagus is
associated with scene Type 47 (both sisters standing with one arm extended holding an
ankh sign). The sarcophagus from Thebes (FM: E1.1823) that also has an image of
Nephthys on right proper is associated with scene type 6 (both sisters standing on a nebu
sign with outstretched arms flanking the deceased king).
One possible reason as to why Nephthys may be dominant on right proper is
because beginning in the 19th Dynasty and continuing into the 20th Dynasty, the
Ramesside family associated themselves with the god Seth. As discussed in Chapter 3
Nephthys and Seth were considered to be husband and wife, hence placing Nephthys on
right proper as a result. Because all of the coffins and sarcophagi belong to royal
individuals, a conclusion cannot be made regarding whether or not there is a preference
for the placement of the sisters depending on who owns the coffin or sarcophagus
because there are no non-royal objects to compare to in this dynasty.
5.2.2.2 – Third Intermediate Period (21st – 25th Dynasties)
In the New Kingdom, a total of 133 images of Isis and Nephthys in vignettes or
scenes on coffins and sarcophagi were examined.
21st Dynasty
Provenance

Asasif
Deir el-Bahari

Object with Isis
on Right /
Nephthys on
Left Proper of
Vignettes/Scenes
MMA: 26.3.2a,b
MMA: 26.3.3
CM: CG6006B
CM: CG6008A
CM: CG6008A

Object with
Nephthys on
Right / Isis on
Left Proper of
Vignettes/Scenes
MMA: 26.3.3
CM: CG6001
CM: CG6004
CM: CG6004
CM: CG6005A
CM: CG6005B
CM: CG6006B
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Location
of Image
on Object

Vignette or Scene
Association

Royal (R)
/ NonRoyal
(NR)

CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CTI
CTE
CTI
CLE
CLE

Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 23
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 22
Scene Type 49
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 18
Vignette for BD 16
Vignette for BD 16
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 26
Scene Type 26

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

CM: CG6008B
CM: CG6009
CM: CG6009
CM: CG6011
CM: CG6022A
CM: CG6026A
CM: CG6044
CM: CG6050
CM: CG6052
CM: CG6055
CM: CG6063
CM: CG6070
CM: CG6073
CM: CG6078
CM: CG6079
CM: CG6081
CM: CG6082

CM: CG6041
CM: CG6043
CM: CG6043
CM: CG6044
CM: CG6052
CM: CG6052
CM: CG6055
-

CTI
MBE
MBE
CTI
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CTI
CTE
CTE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
MBE
CTE
CLE
MBE
CTE
CTE
CLE

CM: CG6125
CM: CG6152

CM: CG6103
CM: CG6118
-

CM: CG6160
CM: CG6180
CM: CG6182
CM: CG6182
CM: CG6184
CM: CG6188
CM: CG6189
CM: CG6191
CM: CG6216

CM: CG6152
CM: CG6180
-

CLE
CTE
CLE
CLE
CLE
MBE
CTE
CTE
CLE
CLE
MBE
CTE
CLE
CLE
CTE

CM: CG61025
CM: CG61027
CM: CG61027

CM: CG61011
-

CLE
CTI
CLE
CTE
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Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 26
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 30
Scene Type 18
Scene Type 16
Scene Type 49
Scene Type 18
Scene Type 49
Scene Type 51
Scene Type 18
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 32
Scene Type 50
Scene Type 52
Scene Type 18
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 18
Scene Type 34
Scene Type 18
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 58
Scene Type 27
Vignette for BD
151
Vignette for BD 16
Vignette for BD 16
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 13
Scene Type 20
Scene Type 23
Vignette for BD 17
Scene Type 5
Scene Type 20
Scene Type 10
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 27
Scene Type 18
Vignette for BD 16
Vignette for BD
15/16
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 3
Scene Type 31
Vignette for BD 16

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
R
R
R
R

San el-Hagar
(Tanis)
Thebes

CM: CG61028
CM: CG61028

-

CLE
CLE

CM: CG61029
CM: CG61029
CM: CG61030
CM: CG61030
CM: CG61030
CM: CG61032

CM: CG61028
CM: CG61030
CM: CG61031
CM: CG61031
CM: CG61031
CM: CG61032
CM: CG61032
-

MBE
CTE
MBE
CLE
CLE
MBE
CTE
CTE
CTE
MBE
CTE
CTE
CTI

CM: JE29668
BM: EA22941
MMA:
25.3.182a,b
MMA:
25.3.183a,b
MMA:
25.3.183a,b
-

CM: CG61034
-

MMA: 30.3.23a,b
MMA: 30.3.24a,b
MMA: 30.3.24a,b
CM: JE85917
CM: Temporary
Number
21.11.16.12
BKM: 08.480.1ab
BKM: 08.480.2ac
BKM: 08.480.2ac
-

MBE
CLE
CTI
CLE

Scene Type 23
Vignette for BD
151
Scene Type 4
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 14
Scene Type 15
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 11
Scene Type 36
Scene Type 48
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 2
Scene Type 50
Scene Type 50
Vignette for BD
151
Scene Type 18
Scene Type 27
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 22

R
NR
NR
R

-

CLE

Scene Type 25

R

-

CLE

Scene Type 20

R

MMA:
25.3.183a,b
MMA: 26.3.4a,b
MMA: 26.3.4a,b
-

CLE

Vignette for BD 16

R

CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
SLE

Vignette for BD 1
Scene Type 22
Scene Type 20
Vignette for BD 16
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 22

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
R

-

CTE

Vignette for BD
151

NR

-

SLE

Vignette for BD 16

R

-

CLE

Scene Type 22

NR

-

CTI

Vignette for BD 16

NR

BKM: 08.480.2a-

MBE

Scene Type 22

NR
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R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

NMS:
A.1907.569B
MNB: No. 56
Inv. 525
MNB: No.57 Inv.
526
MET: CGT10105
(Cat. 226)
MET:
CGT10106a (Cat.
2238)
MET: CGT10107
(Cat.2238)
MET: CGT10108
(suppl. 7715)
MET: CGT10108
(suppl. 7715)
RMO: AMM 16
Unknown
Provenance

LM: E13027
LM: E13029
LM: E13034
LM: E13035
LM: E20165
LM: N2570
LM: N2581
-

c
NMS:
A.1907.569B
NMS:
A.1907.569B
NMS:
A.1907.569B
-

CLE

Vignette for BD 16

NR

CLE

Scene Type 50

NR

CLE

Vignette for BD 16

NR

CLE

Scene Type 10

NR

-

CLE

Vignette for BD 16

NR

-

CTI

Scene Type 35

NR

MET:
CGT10104a (Cat.
2226)
-

SLE

Scene Type 25

NR

MBE

Scene Type 25

NR

-

SLE

Scene Type 19

NR

-

MBE

Scene Type 19

NR

-

CLE

Vignette for BD 16

NR

-

CLE

Vignette for BD 16

NR

MET: 2237
MCCM:
1999.1.17A-C
LM: E3864
LM: E13027
LM: N2570
LM: N2631

CLE
CTE
CLE

Scene Type 24
Scene Type 58
Scene Type 30

NR
NR
NR

CLE
CTE
CLE
CLE
CLE
MBE
MBE
CTE
CTE
CTE
CTE

Scene Type 8
Vignette for BD 16
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 20
Vignette for BD 16
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 20
Scene Type 27
Scene Type 17
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 8

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

Table 23: 21st Dynasty Data for Isis on Right Proper / Nephthys on Left Proper and Nephthys on
Right Proper / Isis on Left Proper
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In this dynasty a total of 76 coffins and sarcophagi belonging to both non-royal
and royal individuals were examined, yielding a total of 114 images of the sisters. There
were 25 objects with multiple images of the sisters: MMA: 26.3.3, CM: CG6004, CM:
CG6006B, CM: CG6008A, CM: CG6009, CM: CG6043, CM: CG6044, CM: CG6052,
CM: CG6055, CM: CG6152, CM: CG6182, CM: CG61027, CM: CG61028, CM:
CG61029, CM: CG61030, CM: CG61031, CM: CG61032, MMA: 25.3.183a,b, MMA:
26.3.4a,b, MMA: 30.3.24a,b, BKM: 08.480.2a-c, NMS: A.1907.569B, MET: CGT10108
(suppl. 7715), LM: E13027 and LM: N2570. Within the total of images in this set,
images placing Isis on right proper is 73, and 41 with Nephthys on right proper. There is
an overwhelming preference for Isis on right proper in this period by both royalty and
elites. A majority of these objects come from the Theban area including the Asasif and
Deir el-Bahari. There is only one royal sarcophagus in this set from Tanis (CM:
JE85917); one would expect more coffins and sarcophagi from Tanis, as this was the
ruling capital of the pharaohs during this dynasty. One reason for preferring Isis in the
dominant position instead of Nephthys could be because the trend of keeping her on right
proper continued in this period from previous dynasties. Most of the objects that place
Nephthys on right proper come from Deir el-Bahari where as previously discussed, is an
area that contains a “localized” spell where she is dominant on the foot end of
coffins/sarcophagi. This too could possibly have also influenced her positioning on right
proper.
In this dynasty the most frequently used vignette showing Isis on right proper is
BD 16. This is the only vignette scene used in this period to depict Isis on right proper.
There are 26 different objects with this vignette (See Appendix 2 for full details). In these
images the sisters are either shown kneeling, squatting or standing. Similarities between
all of these images is that the sisters are adoring something related to Osiris, whether it be
an emblem of Abydos, djed pillar or fetish of some sort. The only depiction of the sisters
that is doesn’t really fit with the rest is on object CM: CG6216, which depicts the sisters
kneeling with a vase in their hands, pouring water over earth. This is the only image that
has nothing to do with Osiris. The most popular scene type with Isis on right proper is
Type 20 (Both sisters squatting (on a nebu sign) with one arm/hand raised in front of face
and the other hand on a shen sign adoring texts). There are a variety of other scene types
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that can be found associated with Isis as well including types 3, 4, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35 and 58 (Appendix 2).
When Nephthys is on right proper the most popular vignette used to depict her is
also Spell 16 from the BD. Like Isis, it is also the only vignette scene used in this period
to depict Nephthys on right proper. There are 11 objects with this vignette (See Appendix
2 for details). Similarly to the vignettes with Isis on right proper, all of the images with
Nephthys are Osirian based depicting the sisters adoring a fetish, djed pillar or emblem.
The most popular scene type with Isis on right proper is Type 18 (Both sisters squatting
in adoration of a figure of Osiris in between them). The second most popular scene type
is Type 50 (Both sisters standing in adoration of a figure of Osiris in between them).
What is interesting about these two scene types is that they are essentially the same
except for the pose of the sisters i.e. squatting or standing. A variety of other scene types
that can be found associated with Isis as well including types 2, 4, 5, 8, 22, 25, 36, 48, 49,
50, 51, 52 and 58 (Appendix 2)
22nd Dynasty
Provenance

Deir el-Bahari
NRT III (Tanis)
Thebes

Object with Isis
on Right /
Nephthys on
Left Proper of
Vignettes/Scenes
CM: CG41003
CM: JE72196A
BM: EA6660
BM: EA30720
NMS: 1907.346 +
A-C
MET:
CGT10101b (Cat.
2236)
MET:
CGT10102a (Cat.
2237)
-

Object with
Nephthys on
Right / Isis on
Left Proper of
Vignettes/Scenes
CM: CG41065
-

Location
of Image
on Object

Vignette or Scene
Association

Royal (R)
/ NonRoyal
(NR)

STE
CTE
Cart.
CLE
CLE
Cart.

Scene Type 28
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 17
Scene Type 25
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 25

NR
NR
R
NR
NR
NR

-

STI

Vignette for BD 16

NR

-

SLE

Scene Type 19

NR

MET:
CGT10102b (Cat.
2237)
MET:
CGT10102b (Cat.

STE

Scene Type 58

NR

STE

Vignette for BD 16

NR
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Unknown
Provenance

MFA: 72.4837a

2237)
-

CLE

Scene Type 21

Table 24: 22nd Dynasty Data for Isis on Right Proper / Nephthys on Left Proper and Nephthys on
Right Proper / Isis on Left Proper

Nine coffins and sarcophagi were examined from this dynasty, all belonging to
non-royal persons except for one royal cartonnage from Tanis (CM: JE72196A). There
were a total of eight images placing Isis on right proper and three images with Nephthys
on right proper. Clearly there was an overwhelming preference for Isis in the dominant
position. There was a divide between ruling centers (in the North and South) during this
dynasty, hence, it is no surprise that most of the objects are from the Theban area as it
was one of the main ruling centers ran by the High Priests of Amun (Dodson 2012). One
would expect there to be more coffins and sarcophagi from Bubastis as this was the
capital during this dynasty.
The most popular vignette used for Isis on right proper is BD Spell 16. There are
two objects depicting this vignette: BM: EA30720 and MET: CGT10101b (Cat. 2236).
The only similarities between these two images are that the sisters are standing and
adoring something. The image on the former object depicts the sisters are standing on
mat, with outstretched winged arms, adoring and Abydos Fetish. On the later object, the
image shows the sisters standing on a nebu sign, with one hand raised in front of face and
the other hand placed on the djed pillar in front of them. The most popular scene type
with Isis on right proper is Type 25 (Both sisters standing (on a mat) with winged arms
protecting something). This scene type originates in the Third Period and can be seen in
later periods. Other scenes types include Type 17 (Both sisters squatting on a nb basket
with hand(s) in front of face), Type 19 (Both sisters squatting on a nebu sign (with
hand(s) / arm(s) raised) in adoration of text), Type 21 (Both sisters squatting in adoration
of a scepter) and Type 28 (Both sisters standing with one hand in front of face the other at
their side, in adoration of another deity). All of these scene types can only be found in the
Third Intermediate Period.
When Nephthys is on right proper the most popular vignette used to depict her is
from BD Spell 16. The two objects with these images are: CM: CG41065 and MET:
CGT10102b (Cat. 2237). There are no similarities between the two images; on the former
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object, the sisters are standing with a djed pillar between them and on the later object the
sisters are squatting on a mat, with one hand raised and the other hand on a hawk headed
standard with crown. The only scene type used to depict Nephthys on right proper is
Type 58 (Both sisters standing with arms raised in adoration (of a winged scarab);
Adoring Geb and Nut). This scene type has its origins in the Third Intermediate Period
and can be found in later periods.
23rd Dynasty
Provenance

Thebes

Object with Isis
on Right /
Nephthys on
Left Proper of
Vignettes/Scenes
MNB: No. 58
Inv. 532

Object with
Nephthys on
Right / Isis on
Left Proper of
Vignettes/Scenes
-

Location
of Image
on Object

Vignette or Scene
Association

Royal (R)
/ NonRoyal
(NR)

CLE

Vignette for BD 16

NR

Table 25: 23rd Dynasty Data for Isis on Right Proper / Nephthys on Left Proper and Nephthys on
Right Proper / Isis on Left Proper

There was only one coffin that was examined for this dynasty. In order to make
any substantial conclusions about the dynasty and the types of scenes that appear with the
sisters in them, the data set would need to be widened. The coffin in this dynasty belongs
to a non-royal person and comes from Thebes placing Isis on right proper with Nephthys
on left proper. Because there is only one coffin in the data set for this period it is not
possible to assess any regional trends. The vignette used on this coffin is associated with
BD 16. This comes as no surprise as it was the most popular vignette used at the
beginning of the period and it also finds its origins in the New Kingdom. Of course this is
a limited sample and is not necessarily the norm for this period.
25th Dynasty
Provenance

Deir el-Bahari

Object with Isis
on Right /
Nephthys on
Left Proper of
Vignettes/Scenes
CM: CG41001
CM: CG41001
bis
CM: CG41042

Object with
Nephthys on
Right / Isis on
Left Proper of
Vignettes/Scenes
-

Location
of Image
on Object

Vignette or Scene
Association

Royal (R)
/ NonRoyal
(NR)

SLE

Scene Type 28
Scene Type 36

NR

SLE
CLI
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Scene Type 33

NR
NR

Unknown
Provenance

MFA: 95.1407b

-

CLE

LM: N2579
RMO: AMM 5-e
RMO: AMM 5-e

-

CLE
CLE
CLE

Vignette for Book
of the Dead Spell
151
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 12
Vignette for BD
151

Table 26: 25th Dynasty Data for Isis on Right Proper / Nephthys on Left Proper and Nephthys on
Right Proper / Isis on Left Proper

In this dynasty a total of six coffins and sarcophagi were examined, all belonging
to non-royal persons. One coffin was adorned with multiple images of the sisters on it:
RMO: AMM 5-e. The total amount of images in this set is seven, all placing Isis on right
proper / Nephthys on left proper. The preference for Isis on right proper at the end of the
period is no surprise because in other dynasties of the Third Intermediate Period Isis was
also dominant. These objects come from Deir el-Bahari and unknown provenances.
Because of this distribution it is hard to assess any regional trends for this period since
the objects with unidentified provinces cannot be accounted for.
One reason all the images might place Isis on right proper could be because
during this period the Nubian rulers looked back to the New Kingdom for inspiration. An
example can be seen in their coronation names as they used the same ones of previous
pharaohs- e.g. Piye (first pharaoh of the 25th dynasty) used the name Menkheperre similar
to Thutmosis III (18th Dynasty) (Dodson 2012). Another reason Isis may have been so
popular is because of the Meroitic pilgrimage and worship of Isis at the Temple of Philae
(Bumbaugh 2009). It was at the Temple of Philae where the Meroites preserved and
maintained traditional worship of the goddess as well as celebrate multiple festivals in
honor of the goddess including the “Festival of Entry.” This festival was important
because it involved transporting the cult statue of Isis over to Biga Island, where libations
of milk and water were poured out for her dead husband Osiris so she could lament his
death (Bumbaugh 2009: 68).
The most popular vignette depicted on objects of this period is from BD Spell
151. Comparing the images from coffins MFA: 95.1407b and RMO: AMM 5-e, both
vignette depictions are different. The image on MFA: 95.1407b depicts the sisters
standing in adoration of text and mummy on bier with one hand raised in front of face
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NR
NR
NR
NR

while the image on RMO: AMM 5-e shows the goddesses kneeling on a nebu sign with
both hands on a shen sign placed in front of each them. Vignette for BD 16 is only used
once in this dynasty on LM: N2579. Unfortunately there is no other image to compare it
to.
There is no one particular scene type that is dominant over the others as all the
coffins and sarcophagi with scene type attributes are only seen once within this dynasty.
These scene types include Type 12 (Both sisters kneeling with hand(s) or arm(s) on shen
sign; In between them is a winged figure of Nut), Type 28 (Both sisters standing with one
hand in front of face the other at their side, in adoration of another deity), Type 33 (Both
sisters standing on a nb basket with a lion-headed snake placed between them), and Type
36 (Both sisters depicted as a type of serpent). Scene Types 12 and 36 are begun in the
Third Intermediate Period and can be found in later periods whereas Types 33 and 36 are
only found in the Third Intermediate Period.
5.2.2.3 – Late Period (26th – 31st Dynasties)
This section will discuss the data presented in Figure 46. In addition, the section
will also give a breakdown of the coffins/sarcophagi that make up the data set for this
period.
26th Dynasty Discussion
Provenance

Abu Yasin
Akhmim
Deir el-Bahari

Meir
Saqqara

Object with Isis
on Right /
Nephthys on
Left Proper of
Vignettes/Scenes
CM: JE31566
-

Object with
Nephthys on
Right / Isis on
Left Proper of
Vignettes/Scenes
BM: EA29776

Location
of Image
on Object

Vignette or Scene
Association

Royal (R)
/ NonRoyal
(NR)

STE
CLE

NR
NR

NMS: A.1910.97
CM: CG29323
-

BM: EA29776
CM: CG41022
CM: CG41055
CM: CG41061
CM: JE35156

CLE
SLE
CLE
CLE
CLE
SLE
STE

Scene Type 23
Vignette for BD
151
Scene Type 3
Vignette for BD 1
Scene Type 36
Scene Type 3
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 3
Scene Type 23
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NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

Thebes
Unknown
Provenance

BKM:
37.1521Ea-c

-

CLE

Vignette for BD
151

NR

RMO: AM 4-a
RMO: AM 4-a
LM: N2617
LM: N2626
MAREM: E.1015

BM: EA6672
BM: EA22814
LM: N2626
LM: N2626
-

SLE
SLE
CLE
CTI
Cart.
CLE
CTE
CTE
SLE

Scene Type 39
Scene Type 3
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 8
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 39
Scene Type 3
Vignette for BD 16
Vignette for BD
151

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

Table 27: 26th Dynasty Data for Isis on Right Proper / Nephthys on Left Proper and Nephthys on
Right Proper / Isis on Left Proper

A total of 15 coffins, sarcophagi and cartonnage were examined from this
dynasty, all belonging to non-royal persons. The total amount of images in this set is 19;
nine of those images placed Isis on right proper, and ten images had Nephthys on right
proper. There are two coffins with multiple images of the sisters on them: RMO: AM 4ac and LM: N2626. This is the first time in Egyptian history where Nephthys is preferred
and in the dominant position in vignettes. It is during this dynasty when the capital of
Egypt is moved to Saïs and the goddess Neith gains popularity again as this is the area
she resided over; her connection with Nephthys may be the reason why she is preferred in
the dominant position. This is interesting because in the last dynasty of the Third
Intermediate Period only coffins and sarcophagi had images of Isis on right proper with
no images with Nephthys on right proper.
All of the images in which Isis is placed on right proper, come from a variety of
areas on Egypt including Abu Yasin, Meir, Saqqara and unknown provenances. The most
popular vignettes associated with Isis in this position are BD 16 and 151. Comparing the
images depicting Isis in BD 16 on objects NMS: A.1910.97 and LM: N2617, the only
similarity is that both sisters are standing in adoration of something; on the former object
the sisters are standing with hands raised to their face, in adoration of a djed pillar while
the image on the later object the sisters are standing with outstretched winged arms that
cover the central part of the coffin, adoring an emblem of Osiris. On objects BKM:
37.1521Ea-c and MAREM: E.1015 that depict Isis on right proper in BD 151, the only
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similarities between the images is that the sisters are standing, adoring a mummy on a
bier with Nephthys placed at the head of the bier and Isis at the foot. In the former object
the sisters have on hand raised in front of their face in a mourning gesture while in the
image on the later object the sisters are holding red and blue bandages. These sets of
depictions are also interesting because of the placement of the sisters on head and foot of
the bier, which corresponds to PT Utterances 4 and 5.
The two most popular scene types with Isis on right proper are Type 3 (Both
sisters kneeling (on a nebu sign or mat), with hand(s) or arm(s) touching a shen sign in
front of each of them) and Type 39 (Both sisters are standing with winged arms; In one
hand is a Ma’at feather). Scene Type 3 can be seen as early as the New Kingdom, and the
replication of it in the Late Period is not new. Scene Type 39 is only found in the Late
Period.
Images associated with Nephthys on right proper, come from various areas in
Egypt including Akhmim, Deir el-Bahari, Thebes, and unknown provinces. The most
popular vignette from the BD is associated with Spell 16 on objects LM: N2626 and BM:
EA6672. The only similarities between these images are that the sisters are standing and
adoring an emblem of Osiris of Abydos. On the former object, the sisters standing make
up the upper half of a tyt sign, one hand raised in adoration with the other hand placed at
the side; they are adoring an emblem of Osiris of Abydos. The image on the later object
depicts the sisters standing on a mat with winged outstretched arms, embracing emblem
of Osiris of Abydos.
Other vignettes that are used to depict Nephthys on right proper are BD 1 (CM:
CG41022) and 151 (BM: EA29776). The scene type that is most popular for Nephthys in
the dominant position is Type 3, just like it is for Isis in the dominant position. Other
scene types used for Nephthys include Type 8 (Both sisters standing (on a nebu sign)
with arms at sides) and Type 36 (Both sisters depicted as a type of serpent). Both Types 8
and 36 have been seen in previous dynasties as early as the New Kingdom and the Third
Intermediate Period for Type 36.
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27th Dynasty
Provenance

Akhmim

Deir el-Bahari
Saqqara

Tuna (Tanis
Superior)
Unknown
Provenance

Object with Isis
on Right /
Nephthys on
Left Proper of
Vignettes/Scenes
NMS:
A.1907.692A
(lid) +
A.1907.692
(trough)
BM: EA6693
CM: CG29316

Object with
Nephthys on
Right / Isis on
Left Proper of
Vignettes/Scenes
-

Location
of Image
on Object

Vignette or Scene
Association

Royal (R)
/ NonRoyal
(NR)

CLE

Scene Type 38

NR

CM: CG41011
BM: EA6693
BM: EA6693
-

STE
CLE
CLE
CLE
SLE

Scene Type 46
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 12
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 37

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

CM: JE26030
-

MMA: O.C.800

CLE
CTE

Scene Type 60
Vignette for BD
151

NR
NR

Table 28: 27th Dynasty Data for Isis on Right Proper / Nephthys on Left Proper and Nephthys on
Right Proper / Isis on Left Proper

Within this dynasty a total of six coffins and sarcophagi were examined, all
belonging to non-royal persons. One coffin in particular (BM: EA6693) had three
different images of the sister on it. The total amount of images in this set is eight; four
placed Isis on right proper, and four had Nephthys on right proper.
The objects that place Nephthys on right proper come from Saqqara, Deir elBahari and an unknown provenance. Coffin BM: EA6693 is an interesting coffin as it has
three different sets of images of the sisters (one with Isis on right proper and two with
Nephthys on right proper). The depictions with Nephthys on right proper are associated
with the BD Vignette16 and scene type 12 (Both sisters kneeling with hand(s) or arm(s)
on shen sign; In between them is a winged figure of Nut). This scene type originally
began in the Third Intermediate Period and was continued into this era. The image on
coffin MMA: O.C.800 is associated with BD Spell 151- in this representation the sisters
are standing in adoration of mummy on a bier that is between them.
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One reason there might be a strong preference for Nephthys on right proper is
because the Persians revived the cult of Neith that was present in earlier periods but
ceased, and her popularity rose to a national level especially because she was a war
goddess (el-Sayed 1982). The statue inscription of Udjahorresne (Vatican Museum 158
[113]) is one of the most important biographical inscriptions from the time of the Persian
domination of Egypt (Lichtheim 1980: 36). Udjahorresne witnessed the Persian invasion
under Cambyses (first ruler of the 27th Dynasty), was appointed to be a priest of Neith,
and reconsecrated the temple of Neith at Saïs. The testimony of Udjahorresne gives a
good summary of the influence and popularity of Neith throughout this dynasty. Because
of Nephthys’s association with Neith in earlier dynasties, is most likely a possibility as to
why she becomes the most dominant goddess during this period. For example, In CT 669,
Neith is equated with the deceased in the realm of the dead where she is to protect them,
which is similar to what Nephthys does for the deceased.
Another reason why Nephthys might be placed on right proper is because during
this dynasty which was ruled by Persians, appears to have had an affinity towards Isis as
she related to one of their deities Armaiti (Coutler and Turner 2000: 438). Armaiti was a
goddess of the underworld that met the souls of the dead, which is similar to what
Nephthys does as she too meets the soul of the deceased and then travels with him
through the underworld in the night bark as described in PT §210.
The images that place Isis on right proper come from Akhmim, Saqqara, Tuna
(Tanis Superior), and an unknown provenance. Coffin BM: EA6693, has an image of Isis
on right proper that is similar to the image of Nephthys on right proper (BA: EA6693)
also associated with BD Vignette 16, which is the most popular vignette of this dynasty.
In this vignette, the sisters are squatting with one hand raised in front of their face, and
the other hand on their knee adoring the emblem of Osiris of Abydos. This is interesting
because these scenes are on the same coffin but depict the sisters in opposite positions,
with two out of the three images placing Nephthys on right proper. The placement of Isis
on right proper could have been a mistake by the atelier or the image was copied from
somewhere else.
There are different scene types associated with the sisters in this dynasty
including Type 12 (Both sisters kneeling with hand(s) or arm(s) on shen sign; In between
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them is a winged figure of Nut), Type 37 (Both sisters kneeling on a nebu sign with
hand(s) raised in front of face), Type 38 (Both sisters kneeling on a nebu sign, looking
towards the head of the deceased), Type 46 (46: Both sisters standing with arm(s) raised
in adoration of texts) and Type 60 (Both sisters adoring an Apis bull with a mummy on
its back). Scene Type 12 is the only type that occurs in a previous period (Third
Intermediate Period), scene types 37, 38 and 60 only occur in the Late Period and Type
47 is begun in the Late Period and copied again in the Ptolemaic-Roman Period.
30th Dynasty
Provenance

Saqqara
Unknown
Provenance

Object with Isis
on Right /
Nephthys on
Left Proper of
Vignettes/Scenes
-

Object with
Nephthys on
Right / Isis on
Left Proper of
Vignettes/Scenes
CM: CG29306
LM: D8
LM: D10
LM: D12
LM: D39

Location
of Image
on Object

Vignette or Scene
Association

Royal (R)
/ NonRoyal
(NR)

SLE
SLE
STI
SLE
SLE

Scene Type 44
Scene Type 54
Scene Type 3
Scene Type 53
Scene Type 53

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

Table 29: 30th Dynasty Data for Isis on Right Proper / Nephthys on Left Proper and Nephthys on
Right Proper / Isis on Left Proper

Five sarcophagi were examined from this dynasty, all belonging to elite persons.
This is the first dynasty in this era in which all of the images place Nephthys on right
proper. Unfortunately, because a majority of the sarcophagi in this set come from an
unknown provenance it is hard to determine if there are any regional trends. One reason
for Nephthys being dominant on right proper might be because it is copying trends from
other dynasties (e.g. 26th and 28th). Also, because Nephthys was sometimes viewed as the
“mirror” of Isis her positioning on right proper may be a reflection of her similarities to
her sister (i.e. being a mourner and protecting the deceased).
The most common scene Type is 53 (Both sisters standing holding an ankh-djedwas scepter), which is a scene that only occurs in the Late Period. Other scene types in
this dynasty include Types 3 (Both sisters kneeling (on a nebu sign or mat), with hand(s)
or arm(s) touching a shen sign in front of each of them), 44 (Both sisters standing with a
solar disc between them) and 54 (Both sisters depicted in avian form) (Appendix 2).
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Because there are no coffins from royal individuals in this set, a conclusion cannot be
made regarding whether or not there is a preference for the placement of the sisters based
on ownership of the object.
5.2.2.4 – Ptolemaic-Roman Period (332BC – 395AD)
This section will discuss the data presented in Figure 46. It will also give a
breakdown of the coffins/sarcophagi that make up the data set for this period.
Provenance

Akhmim
Asasif

Object with Isis
on Right /
Nephthys on
Left Proper of
Vignettes/Scenes
BM: EA29776
-

Object with
Nephthys on
Right / Isis on
Left Proper of
Vignettes/Scenes
BM: EA29777

Location
of Image
on Object

Vignette or Scene
Association

Royal (R)
/ NonRoyal
(NR)

Cart.
CLE

NR
NR

-

MMA: 22.3.1a,b

SLE

Scene Type 42
Vignette for BD
151
Vignette for BD
182
Vignette for BD
151
Scene Type 46
Vignette for BD
151
Vignette for BD
151
Scene Type 40
Scene Type 55
Scene Type 44
Scene Type 40
Scene Type 44
Scene Type 44
Scene Type 44
Scene Type 43
Scene Type 40
Scene Type 40
Scene Type 36
Scene Type 41
Vignette for BD 16
Scene Type 45
Vignette for BD
151
Scene Type 46
Scene Type 59
Vignette for BD

Kharga

BM: EA52949

-

CLE

Medamud

CM: CG29313
-

CM: CG29313

SLE
SLE

Qantara

CM: CG29318

-

STE

Saqqara

CM: CG29301
CM: CG29301
CM: CG29304
CM: CG29304
CM: CG29305
CM: CG29305
CM: CG29307
CM: CG29310
CM: CG29310
CM: CG29310
CM: CG29310
-

CM: CG29301
CM: CG29301
CM: CG29307
BM: EA6705

SLE
STE
SLE
SLE
SLE
SLE
SLE
STE
STI
STI
SLE
SLE
SLE
SLE
CTE

CM: JE25813
-

BM: EA6678
CM: JE25813

CLE
Cart.
Cart.

Sheikh Abd elQurna
Thebes
Unknown
Provenance
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NR
NR
NR
NR

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

-

LM: D40
LM: E10479

CLE
Cart.

NMS:
A.1908.288
-

-

CLE

151
Scene Type 57
Vignette for BD
151
Scene Type 3

NAMA:
2007.12.1.A-C
-

CTE

Scene Type 56

NR

CLE

NR

NAMA:
2007.12.2.B
-

CTE

Vignette for BD
151
Vignette for BD 16

Cart.

Scene Type 42

NR

NAMA:
2007.12.2.A
NAMA:
2007.12.4.B

Table 30: After 332BC Data for Isis on Right Proper / Nephthys on Left Proper and Nephthys on
Right Proper / Isis on Left Proper

In total there were 32 images examined from this period with Isis or Nephthys on
right proper. There are 19 images with Isis on right proper 13 images of Nephthys on
right proper, and six objects (CM: CG29301, CM: CG29304, CM: CG29305, CM:
CG29307, CM: CG29310 and CM: JE42827) that have multiple images of the sisters.
Unlike the Late Period where Isis was not dominant on right proper, she regains this spot
in the Ptolemaic-Roman Period. It makes sense that Isis would become dominant again in
this period because this is the time when her cults flourish (e.g. Behbeit el-Hagar, Philae)
and becomes one of the most popular female deities, even an international deity
worshipped outside of Egypt (Papyrus Oxyrhynchus XI, 1380; Grenfell and Hunt 1915:
195; Witt 1971). Another reason why Isis is the dominant position might be because the
Greeks and Romans adopted aspects of Egyptian religion to make themselves appear as
the “successors of pharaoh,” which was accomplished by associating themselves with
Isis.
As the worship of Isis grew within Ptolemaic-Roman religious life, Egyptian
mysteries and rites also gained popularity. For example, in the Roman period, the existing
Dionysian and Eleusinian mysteries provided the basic structure and model for a new cult
to emerge (Takács 1995: 2-4; Kákosy 1999). Takács (1995: 2-4) explains that the “new”
Egyptian religion had an impact on the socially and politically underprivileged classes of
this period because the mysteries offering salvation and an afterlife from a goddess (Isis)
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NR
NR
NR

NR

who knew what suffering meant, appealed to them. Witt (1971: 152) also refers to the
writings of Ploutarchos who explains that Isiac mysteries appealed to ordinary men and
women because they could relate to the trials and tribulations that Isis herself endured. In
order to be more involved in the religion, the citizens became interested in various rites
and rituals. Witt (1971: 153-154) elaborates as he speaks about Herodotus’s writings,
which explain that initiation into the rites always meant gaining esoteric wisdom after the
endurance of ordeals, some of which might be painful. Whilst not just attracting the
common people, Witt (1971: 152) also describes the rites of Isis appealing to the ruling
class (e.g. Emperors Otho and Commodus) who openly participate in initiation rituals.
There is no doubt that different rites and mysteries were available to all classes of citizens
as the cult of Isis took hold.
The most popular vignette type that occurs with Isis on right proper belongs to
BD 151. The reason why this vignette may have been chosen is because it emphasizes
Isis in the dominant position and stresses Osirian themes. Despite the fact that Serapis
replaced Osiris as a consort for Isis, the Greeks may have considered Serapis being
resurrected instead of Osiris, thus keeping the same iconography. Vignette for BD 16 is
also used to depict Isis on right proper. Unfortunately, a comparison of this image to
others cannot be made because there are no other depictions that correlate to BD 16 in
this dynasty. Other popular scene types with Isis in the dominant position are Type 42
(Both sisters kneeling with one had in front of face and the other hand placed in their lap)
and Type 44 (Both sisters standing with a solar disc between them). Scene Type 42 only
appears during this era while scene Type 44 started in the Late Period and was continued
throughout this period.
For Nephthys on right proper, the most popular vignettes are BD 16, 151 and 182.
It is interesting because Nephthys is associated with similar vignettes that Isis was during
this era. Popular scene types for Nephthys in the dominant position include Type 40
(Both sisters kneeling with winged arms; Between them is a standard of honor with the
Four Sons of Horus on it), which is a creation of this period.
Reasons why the goddesses switch could be due to a variety of factors including
the popularity of the sister in the area the object comes from. For example, in Saqqara
there is an overwhelming preference to place Isis on right proper while at Medamud the
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preference might be for either sister. Another reason why the sisters switch could be due
to the atelier designing the coffin or sarcophagus. They could place the sisters based on
their own personal preference, or could be copying the image from somewhere else, thus
disregarding any thought as to placing the sisters on right or left proper.
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Chapter 6 – Conclusions
This thesis has analyzed the placement of Isis and Nephthys in different positions
at the head/foot and right/left proper of coffins and sarcophagi in an attempt to
understand how dominance, positioning and orientation affect the meaning and
significance of the goddesses on these objects.
Positions of Isis and Nephthys on Head/Footboard Conclusions
After evaluating the evidence from all eras, the sister that occurs on the foot of
coffins and sarcophagi most frequently is Isis, while Nephthys occurs on the head most
often (the sister who was placed on the foot was in the dominant position as she could
face the deceased and not be behind him). The placement of Isis and Nephthys on the
headboard/footboard of coffins and sarcophagi depended on whether or not PT 4 and 5 or
CT 229 and 236 were used on the ends of the object.
At first, if no one knew about the importance of Isis and Nephthys in the funerary
realm they might think that the placement of the sisters on Teti’s sarcophagus is a minor
detail and has no significance. This is not true. Teti’s sarcophagus, definitely
“established” a preference for the sisters on the head and foot of these burial containers.
This served as a precursor for the rest of Egyptian history as the trend that it established
is constant throughout all periods evaluated. Teti’s sarcophagus is also important because
it exhibits interdependence in its placement within its burial chamber: the southern wall,
which is partially destroyed, is inscribed with PT 628 (§1786), in which Nephthys is
giving the heart to the deceased, while on the northern wall (opposite the sarcophagus) is
PT 664 (§1884-1886) describing Isis giving the heart to the deceased (Lekov 2004: 38).
The formula has essentially been removed from the sarcophagus and placed on the walls;
Isis is placed in the north with Nephthys in the south, both giving the heart to the
deceased, exactly the same way as it occurs on Teti’s sarcophagus (Lekov 2004: 38). This
example demonstrates that the burial chamber was a model of the universe, just like
coffins and sarcophagi. When the sarcophagus of Teti is put into context within the burial
chamber itself, with the goddesses aligned to the relevant walls, it proves that the
orientation of Isis and Nephthys were also affected.
Overall in the Middle Kingdom, Isis is dominant on the footboard. However, in
the 12th Dynasty when CT 229 and 236 are introduced as fully established spells, the
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sisters are often seen switching positions. Although, on the whole, Isis was dominant
throughout the Middle Kingdom, Nephthys may have been placed in the dominant
position on occasion because of the introduction of CT 236; she was also the deity elites
used to differentiate their coffins and sarcophagi from royalty (see Chapter 5).
In the New Kingdom, there was a marked preference for Isis on foot/Nephthys on
head. All royal objects depict the sisters in this arrangement as well as all of the elite
objects except for one (LM: E14543; Nephthys on foot/Isis on head) during the entire
period. In this era regarding royal and non-royal coffins/sarcophagi, it made a difference
as to which position the sisters are in, because all of the objects situate the goddesses in
the same way. Because funerary religion was rooted in Osirian ideologies, this may have
influenced the placement of Isis on the foot over Nephthys.
Throughout the Third Intermediate Period, placing Isis on the foot with Nephthys
at the head remains consistent. Although the country was ruled by foreigners, (Libyans
and Nubians), they adopted and incorporated Egyptian burial practices and their thinking
about the afterlife into their own practices. The Kushite interaction with Egyptian
goddesses is less detectable because they adopted Egyptian culture (e.g. hieroglyphs and
religion) in their own country (Török 1997: 189-341). There were strong archaizing
tendencies in the Saite period, which probably led to keeping traditions of older ideals,
even if their meaning had somewhat changed.
Although Isis is dominant in the Late Period overall, there is one dynasty in
particular during this era that stands out. In the 27th dynasty Nephthys occurs on the
footboard on all of the objects evaluated; there are no coffins or sarcophagi in the data set
for this period where the sisters switch positions. Considering that there are only two
objects, there is a marked paucity of representations of the sisters from this dynasty
because the sample size is limited. This indicates that the satrap and military presence
influenced religious developments amongst the Egyptians when they revived the cult of
Neith (see discussion in Chapter 5), therefore popularizing Nephthys by association.
In the Ptolemaic-Roman Period, Isis was in the dominant position on the
footboard and there were no objects in which the sisters switched. This is most likely
because Isis gained prominence as a goddess amongst the Greeks and the Romans.
During the Ptolemaic-Roman Period, the mysteries of Isis in the Egyptian religion
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appealed to both the royalty and elites, because they could relate to her story and she
offered the promise of resurrection. Thus, she was easily adapted into the mythologies of
other cultures and had temples dedicated to her (e.g. The Temples of Isis at Delos and
Pompeii), which are other reasons why she might have been casted in the dominant
position instead of Nephthys.
Positions of Isis and Nephthys on Right/Left Proper Conclusions
After evaluating all eras, Isis appears on right proper more frequently than
Nephthys (except for the Late Period, when she is dominant over Isis). Images of the
sisters on the coffins and sarcophagi evaluated typically deal with Osirian ideologies.
Most commonly in vignettes/scenes Isis and Nephthys adore a mummy lying on a bier in
the form of Osiris attended by Anubis, they worship Osiris himself, or some sort of fetish
or emblem. The scenes that involve Isis on right proper usually show her adoring the
mummy on the bier as well as the mummy of Osiris. Scenes that have Nephthys on right
proper are typically those in which she venerates the Abydos fetish.
What appears to affect the placement of the sisters most on coffins and sarcophagi
are cardinal directions as they affect the coffin/sarcophagus itself. For the ancient
Egyptians these burial containers were a microcosm of the cosmos and therefore a
representation of the world (Nyord 2007). Rune Nyord (2007: 1, 10) asserts that there is a
set of spells that belong to the Coffin Texts located on the sides of coffins. These texts are
addressed to certain goddesses with various references to the deceased’s body and the
cosmos, which are split up according to their connection with each coffin side. The
symbolic references on the sides of the coffins are categorized according to their affinity
with one of six basic directions that relate to the body being in the coffin (and can also be
applied to sarcophagi): north = up (head of coffin), south = down (foot of coffin), east =
front (lid of coffin above the body) west = back (body of the coffin the mummy lies in),
left and right (Nyord 2007: 10). Because coffins and sarcophagi are representative of the
cosmos itself, the placement of symbols on the object are made with certain associations
in mind. This could be why the sisters switch being on right or left proper: different
directional associations affect the sisters and their placement based on their own
associations with cardinal directions.
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In the New Kingdom, Isis is dominant over Nephthys and it is the first time when
these vignettes appear. Generally, when Isis appears in the dominant position she is in
adoration of a variety of things including text columns, the deceased, or a shen sign that
is placed in front of her. When Nephthys appears on right proper during this period, she is
often in front of the deceased, in a squatting or standing position, with her arms upraised
in adoration, thus indicating that the goddesses had very specific purposes when they
were in the dominant position. Most of these objects come from the Theban area,
representing a localized cluster of these preferences. Although there are fewer objects
coming from Lower Egypt, there appears to be a general trend of similar religious
ideologies across the country in terms of what the deceased wanted on their
coffin/sarcophagus to help them into the next life.
Throughout the Third Intermediate Period, Isis is dominant on right proper while
Nephthys is dominant on left proper. The sisters might switch places due to the
deceased’s preferences or a style favored by a particular atelier. It could also be because
these images were copied or reused from the New Kingdom; indeed, some of these
images could be manifestations of New Kingdom preferences if the item was reused. It is
hard to address this issue as the paint dating to the New Kingdom is gone or was painted
over (Cooney 2012).
When Nephthys is depicted on right proper, she is typically in adoration of Osiris
as a mourner (reminiscent of BD 151) or with her arms raised in adoration of the deity.
She is also commonly found adoring the emblem of Osiris of Abydos. During this era
when Isis is depicted on right proper, she is most often shown in adoration of the Abydos
fetish or squatting in front of a shen sign that is before her. The Third Intermediate Period
has the highest number of images of any period with Nephthys in the dominant position
out of any other period.
The Late Period is the first and only time when a strong preference for Nephthys
on right proper is noted, with a decrease in the preference for Isis in the dominant
position during this period. The coffins and sarcophagi of this period come from different
areas in Egypt, with a cluster originating from the Theban area. As previously stated,
reasons why Nephthys might be so popular in the Late Period could be a result of the
Persians who might have admired more characteristics in Nephthys, such as being a war
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goddesses, due to her association with Neith, than they did in Isis. This is the first period
in which the Persians were ruling and maintained the illusion of traditional kingship, even
if the actual government was far removed from that idea (Lloyd 2003a). During this
period, there was a revival in the cult of Neith at Saïs. For example, Darius and
Cambyses reconstructed the temple of Neith at Saïs and promoted her cult, making her
one of the most important goddesses at the time (Llyod 2003). Another example of
Neith’s popularity can be found on the Naukratis stele (CM: JE34002, 30th Dynasty)
commissioned by Nectanebo I in Year 1 of his reign, a traditional reciprocal piece that
demonstrates the relationship between gods and the king. On this stele, Nectanebo I
attributes his success to Neith, and insists that the wealth of the country is a gift of the
goddess. No doubt it is due to Nephthys’s association with Neith that she is placed on the
dominant foot end of coffins and sarcophagi during this period.
Throughout the Ptolemaic-Roman Period, the combination of Isis on right proper
and Nephthys on left proper occurs most frequently, returning to the New Kingdom
construct. Both sisters are depicted in a variety of poses including standing, squatting and
kneeling. One reason why there might be depictions of Nephthys on right proper at all
during this period is due to the building of the Temple of Komir (west bank of the Nile,
south of Esna), which was dedicated to her and Anukis (es-Saghir 1983). The dedication
of a temple to Nephthys indicates that she may have had a small cult following, but never
became as popular as Isis at this time. Other reasons for the sisters switching could be the
result of other objects from earlier periods being copied in this period and Isis in the
dominant position due to the fact that she was a prominent goddess in this era.
It is also worthwhile to note that when Isis is on right proper and Nephthys is on
left proper, they seem to be in their “correct” positions. If a compass could be imagined
over the two sisters, when Isis in on right proper, looking towards left proper, she is
looking towards east, and when Nephthys is on left proper, looking towards right proper,
she is looking towards the west. It is almost as if the sisters make an akhet sign (see
Chapter 1), as they signify the completion of the horizon. This can be inferred from PT
§210 and PT §1255-1256, which states the sisters are coming from the east and west.
The akhet imagery can also be seen when Isis is at the foot of the coffin so she can be in
front of the deceased to see him and Nephthys at the head to be behind the deceased.
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It is hard to address geographical trends for all of Egypt in regards to the sisters
being placed on right or left proper, because a majority of the objects are from the
Theban area. What can be assessed about the Theban area is that Isis was preferred on the
foot/right proper, which is most likely due to the fact that she was closer to Osiris than
Nephthys. The fact that Nephthys is dominant in the Late Period indicates that there was
a diachronic change in Egypt. This is due to the fact that the Persians moved the ruling
capital to Saïs and reinstated the cult of Neith, therefore increasing the popularity of
Nephthys as well. Nephthys might have been chosen to be in the dominant position
because she was often seen as a “mirror” of Isis and therefore she could still provide the
means to help the deceased reach the underworld.
The elements of the composition of each pictograph or hieroglyphic
representation of the sisters may or may not have followed a certain type of decorative
program specific to a region or time period. Each attribute or element of decoration that is
depicted most frequently may provide insight into why a particular sister is portrayed on
right or left proper, or the head and footboard most often. It might be hard to create a
typology that distinguishes decoration programs of coffins and sarcophagi (especially
because many objects still remain undated and with an unknown provenance), but it is
possible with a list of appearances of the sisters, that coffins and sarcophagi can be dated.
This study (see Appendix 2 in particular) can possibly be used as dating criteria,
which can help date coffins and sarcophagi if Isis and Nephthys are present. For example,
if both sisters are kneeling (possibly in a naos) on a coffin, with one arm or hand raised in
front of their face and a colored strip (could be blue, red or white) hanging from their
elbow, this could be dated to the Late Period (particularly the 26th Dynasty) as this
particular C/S type is only found then. Another example is when both Isis and Nephthys
stand with their arms raised in adoration at either end of a sarcophagus; such sarcophagi
can be dated either the Middle Kingdom (12th or 13th Dynasties) or the New Kingdom
(18th Dynasty) because these are the only dynasties that this image type occurs.
Future Avenues of Research
In the future, with the collection of more data, this study can be further solidified
in understanding the appearances of Isis and Nephthys on right proper/left proper or
head/foot of these objects, as the current sample size is limited due to time constraints
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and available images (both print and online) of the genre of objects that constitute this
study. Furthermore, the presence of the sisters in other positions not evaluated in this
thesis, such as standing with one sister in front of the other or back-to-back, might also
tell one about their relative positions in Egyptian art.
Another factor that needs to be examined are the assumptions of naming an
unnamed/unidentifiable sister Isis or Nephthys. Just because they are most commonly
depicted as a pair, does not mean that it can be assumed that a female image without a
label (i.e. hieroglyphic name, text identifying the name, etc.) is one of the sisters, as this
does not always have to be true. For example, on mummy board CM: CG6009, Neith
replaces Nephthys.
Some scholars including Lévai (2007) have made assumptions in their works,
attributing unidentifiable women as Isis and Nephthys. Lévai (2007: 44) states that when
Nephthys is not identified by her hieroglyphic name, she can be identified by those
surrounding her (i.e. the company she keeps). This author does not agree with this logic
especially because the goddess might be alone, or if it is a question of two unnamed
female goddesses, how could one differentiate between Isis and Nephthys?
When traveling to the Underworld, the goal of the deceased was to gain life and
live forever. In order to achieve this one would want to have the help of someone
associated with the Underworld i.e. Isis and Nephthys. The depiction of the sisters
together further strengthens the fact that as a pair and duality, both play a vital role in the
way they help the deceased in a funerary context. In essence, they are a complete cycle
themselves; like the sun they each finish a cycle of death and rebirth (e.g. Osiris Myth).
This solar theme was stressed in this orientation and was seen in a number of solarrelated iconographic images that emphasized both morning and evening manifestations of
the sun (Wilkinson 1994a: 83).
Binary opposites are thought to complement one another- one cannot exist
without the other and in the funerary realm for most of the elites and the royalty Isis and
Nephthys represented this concept, as they were often inseparable. The central and
complementary role of the goddesses in the funerary realm is exhibited by the frequency
with which their iconographies appear on coffins and sarcophagi. Depictions of Isis and
Nephthys are virtually interchangeable and are mirrors of each other as they are often
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performing the same tasks. Not only were they present to guide and protect the deceased
through the underworld but also were important to the Egyptians because of their abilities
to revive the deceased (i.e. as kites or screechers). According to Bleeker (1958: 11) the
ancient Egyptians felt that the lamentation for the dead received its full sonority only
when the first cry of distress found its response in the second one, therefore making it
necessary to have both sisters present to bring back the deceased to life, further
expressing the dualism they shared. Dominance, positioning and orientation of Isis and
Nephthys on either head or foot or right proper or left proper, of a coffin/sarcophagus is
contingent upon a variety of factors that are reflective of various preferences throughout
Egyptian history. Although the sisters have independent identities, their roles and
involvement in the funerary realm further solidifies their importance to the ancient
Egyptians.
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Appendix 1: Coffin and Sarcophagi EXCEL Database

MN

CM: CG6001
/ JE29696

CM: CG6002

CM: CG6004

CM: CG6004

CM:
CG6005A /
JE29717

CM:
CG6005B /
JE29717

CM:
CG6006B

Dyn. R/NR

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

Prov.

OI

NR

Deir elBahari

Anonymous
coffin lid

NR

Deir elBahari

Coffin trough of
Espaneferhor,
(re-used by
Khensemhab)

NR

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

Coffin lid of
Khensemhab

NR

Deir elBahari

Coffin lid of
Peshedkhons,
usurped by
Esiemkhebi

NR

NR

x

x

x

x

Coffin trough of
Peshedkhons,
usurped by
Esiemkhebi

Deir elBahari

Coffin trough of
Iusenmut,
usurped by
Esiemkhebi;
Coffin trough of
CG6006A

x

x

x

Coffin lid of
Khensemhab

NR

Deir elBahari

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

21

NR

Deir elBahari

CM:
CG6008A /
JE29718

21

NR

Deir elBahari

Coffin lid of
Pameshem

x

x

CM:
CG6008A /
JE29718

21

NR

Deir elBahari

Coffin lid of
Pameshem

x

x

CM: CG6009

21

NR

Deir elBahari

Coffin trough of
Pameshem

NR

Mummy Board
of Pameshem
(Goes along with
Deir elcoffin set CM:
Bahari CG6008 A & B)

x

x

x

x

x

CM:
CG6006B /
JE29671

21

x

x

Coffin trough of
Iusenmut,
usurped by
Esiemkhebi;
Coffin trough of
CG6006A

CM:
CG6008B /
JE29718

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

HF

x

x

x
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Descript.

Ref.

x (B)

Sisters squatting
with arms raised in
adoration

Scene Type 22

CLE

Chassinat
(1909)

x (N)

Nephthys stands
behind Sokar

C/S End Type 33;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Pyramid
Text Utterance 5

CTE

Chassinat
(1909)

x (B)

Sisters squatting on
a nebu sign;
Between them is a
serppent headed
mummified god

Scene Type 49

CLE

Chassinat
(1909)

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
Ani (Without baboons;
Sisters squatting at Sisters adoring some type of
the bottom of
fetish or emblem; Sisters
emblem of Osiris of
posed as described in
Abydos
Descript.)

CLE

Chassinat
(1909)

x (B)

Sisters squatting in
adoration of Osiris
wearing the atef
crown

CLE

Chassinat
(1909)

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap.
Sisters squatting
London; (Without baboons
with one hand raised or falcon; Sisters adoring
in front of face;
some type of fetish or
Other hand on fetish emblem; Sisters posed as
in front of them
described in Descript.)

CTI

Chassinat
(1909)

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
Hunefer; (Without baboons
Sisters standing with or falcon; Sisters adoring
both arms raised in
some type of fetish or
adoration of fetish
emblem; Sisters posed as
between them
described in Descript.)

CTI

Chassinat
(1909)

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap.
London; (Without baboons
Sisters squatting at
or falcon; Sisters adoring
the bottom of
some type of fetish or
emblem of Osiris of emblem; Sisters posed as
Abydos
described in Descript.)

CTE

Chassinat
(1909)

Scene Type 18

Sisters standing
protecting/ aiding
the deceased

Scene Type 26

CLE

Chassinat
(1909)

Sisters depicted as
winged serpents

Scene Type 36

CLE

Chassinat
(1909)

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
Hunefer; (Without baboons
or falcon; Sisters adoring
Sisters standing
some type of fetish or
adoring fetish with emblem; Sisters posed as
solar disc and uraei
described in Descript.)

CTI

Chassinat
(1909)

x (B)

Sisters standing
protecting soul of
deceased; In scene,
Neith replaces
Nephthys

MBE

Chassinat
(1909)

x (B)

x (B)

x

BSS BA

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

x

Scene Type 26
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MN

CM: CG6009

CM: CG6011

CM: CG6011

CM:
CG6017A /
JE29710

CM:
CG6020B /
JE29683

CM:
CG6022A /
JE29711

Dyn. R/NR

21

21

21

21

21

21

Prov.

OI

NR

Mummy Board
of Pameshem
(Goes along with
Deir elcoffin set CM:
Bahari CG6008 A & B)

NR

Deir elBahari

Coffin trough of
Gautseshen

Deir elBahari

Coffin trough of
Gautseshen

NR

Deir elBahari

Coffin lid of
Nezemmut(en)pairnesgereg

NR

Deir elBahari

Coffin trough of
Pedamun (Coffin
trough of CM:
CG6020A )

NR

Deir elBahari

Coffin lid of
Shebty

Coffin trough of
Eskhons (Coffin
trough of CM:
CG6024A)

NR

CM:
CG6024B /
JE29713

21

NR

Deir elBahari

CM:
CG6026A /
JE29708

21

NR

Deir elBahari

Coffin lid of
'Ankhesenesi.

NR

Deir elBahari

Anthropoid
coffin lid
belonging to an
anonymous
person

NR

Exterior
anthropoid coffin
lid of an
Deir elanonymous
Bahari
person

NR

Exterior
anthropoid coffin
lid of an
Deir elanonymous
Bahari
person

NR

Exterior
anthropoid coffin
trough of an
anonymous
person; Belongs
Deir elwith CM:
Bahari
CG6043

NR

Exterior
anthropoid coffin
trough of an
anonymous
person; Belongs
Deir elwith CM:
Bahari
CG6044

CM: CG6041
/ JE29727

CM: CG6043
/ JE29685

CM: CG6043
/ JE29685

CM: CG6044
/ JE29687

CM: CG6044
/ JE29687

CM: CG6050

21

21

21

21

21

21

NR

Deir elBahari

Anthropoid
coffin trough;
Belongs to CM:
CG6052

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x (B)

Sisters standing
adoring fetish
(sekhem)

x (B)

Sisters standing on
nebu sign, in
adoration of offering
table between them

Scene Type 30

x (I)

Isis squatting on
nebu sign with
outstreched winged
C/S End Type 44;
arms, each hand
Associated with Placement
holds a Ma'at
of Isis in Coffin Text Spell
feather
229

CTE

Chassinat
(1909)

x (I)

C/S End Type 27;
Associated with Placement
of Isis in Pyramid Text
Utterance 4

CLE

Chassinat
(1909)

Nephthys squatting
C/S End Type 38;
on mat with two tyt Associated with Placement
signs passing
of Nephthys in Pyramid
through her arms
Text Utterance 5

CTE

Chassinat
(1909)

CLE

Chassinat
(1909)

CTE

Chassinat
(1909)

Isis squatting on
nebu sign

Sisters squatting in
adoration of Osiris
wearing the atef
crown
Scene Type 18
Nephthys squatting
on nebu sign with
arms raised in
adoration with ankh
signs passing
through each arm;
Two djed pillars on
each side of her with
two figures of
C/S End Type 22;
mummiformed
Associated with Placement
Osiris behind each
of Nephthys in Pyramid
djed pillar
Text Utterance 5

MBE

Chassinat
(1909)

CTI

Chassinat
(1909)

x

x (N)

x

x (B)

Sisters squatting
with a genie
between them

Scene Type 16

CLE

Chassinat
(1909)

x

x (B)

Sisters squatting on
nebu sign with a
serpent headed god
between them

Scene Type 49

CLE

Niwinski
(1995)

x

x (B)

Sisters squatting,
flanking Osiris

Scene Type 18

CLE

Niwinski
(1995)

x (B)

Sisters squatting on
nebu sign with a
serpent headed god
between them

Scene Type 49

CLE

Niwinski
(1995)

x (B)

Sisters squatting
with one arm raised
in adoration;
Adoring standing
mummified form of
Osiris

Scene Type 18

CTE

Niwinski
(1995)

x (B)

Sisters standing
presenting onions

Scene Type 51

CTI

Niwinski
(1995)

CTE

Niwinski
(1995)

x

x
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Ref.

x (B)

x

x

Descript.

x

x

x

BSS BA

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
Hunefer; (Without baboons
or falcon; Sisters adoring
some type of fetish or
emblem; Sisters posed as
described in Descript.)

x (N)

x

x

x

x

x

HF

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
Ani (Without baboons;
Sisters squatting in Sisters adoring some type of
adoration of emblem fetish or emblem; Sisters
of Abydos between
posed as described in
them
Descript.)
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MN

Dyn. R/NR

Prov.

OI

CM: CG6052

21

NR

Deir elBahari

Anthropoid
coffin lid

CM: CG6052

21

NR

Deir elBahari

Anthropoid
coffin lid

NR

Deir elBahari

Anthropoid
coffin lid

CM: CG6052

CM: CG6054

CM: CG6055

CM: CG6055

CM: CG6059

CM: CG6063

CM: CG6066

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

NR

NR

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

Anthropoid
coffin lid

NR

Deir elBahari

Anthropoid
coffin lid

NR

Deir elBahari

Anthropoid
coffin trough;
Belongs to
CG6058

x

x

x

x

x

Anthropoid
coffin lid

Deir elBahari

Anthropoid
coffin trough;
Belongs to CM:
CG6077

NR

NR

NR

NR

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

Mummy Board

Inner anthropoid
coffin trough of
CM: CG6082

Coffin trough of ;
Belongs with
CM: CG6080

x

x

x

x (B)

Sisters standing
before Osiris

Scene Type 50

CLE

Niwinski
(1995)

x (B)

Sisters squatting
before seated hawkheaded god (Horus
or Sokar)

Scene Type 52

CLE

Niwinski
(1995)

x (N)

C/S End Type 46;
Nephthys squatting Associated with Placement
adoring the imy-wt of Nephthys in Coffin Text
emblem
Spell 236

CLE

Niwinski
(1995)

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Sisters squatting
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
with one hand in
Ani (Without baboons;
front of face, other Sisters adoring some type of
hand holding up a
fetish or emblem; Sisters
vase; In adoration of
posed as described in
Abydos emblem
Descript.)

CLE

Niwinski
(1995)

x (B)

Sisters squatting
with one hand in
front of face, other
hand on shen sign
between them; In
adoration of
standing mummified
form of Osiris

CLE

Niwinski
(1995)

x (I)

Isis standing as a
C/S End Type 28;
tree goddess pouring Associated with Placement
water from a vase to
of Isis in Pyramid Text
ba of the deceased
Utterance 4

CTE

Niwinski
(1995)

x (B)

Sisters squatting
with hands raised in
adoration of seated
Osiris

Scene Type 18

MBE

Niwinski
(1995)

x (N)

Nephthys squatting
on nebu sign with
arms raised in
adoration

C/S End Type 22;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Pyramid
Text Utterance 5

CTE

Niwinski
(1995)

x (B)

Sisters standing with
arms raised in
adoration of winged
scarab

Scene Type 34

CTE

Niwinski
(1995)

x (B)

Sisters squatting as
mourners adoring a
figure of Osiris

Scene Type 18

CLE

Niwinski
(1995)

x (N)

Nephthys squatting
on nebu sign with
arms raised

C/S End Type 22;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Pyramid
Text Utterance 5

CTE

Niwinski
(1995)

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Sisters squatting on
Vignette for Book of the
mat; Arms raised in Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
adoration with ankh
Ani (Without baboons;
signs passing
Sisters adoring some type of
through them;
fetish or emblem; Sisters
Adoring Abydos
posed as described in
Fetish
Descript.)

MBE

Niwinski
(1999)

x (B)

Sisters standing on
mat with sema-tawy
sign underneath;
Arms raised in
adoration with ankh
sign going through
it; Adoring Geb and
Nut

Scene Type 58

CTE

Niwinski
(1999)

x (B)

Sisters standing in
adoration with ankh
sign going through
arms; Adoring
scarab headed
mummy

Scene Type 27

CTE

Niwinski
(1999)

x

x

x

x

x

Niwinski
(1995)

x

x

x

CLE

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Ref.

Scene Type 32

x

x

Descript.
Sisters standing
offering incense to
Osiris

x

x

BSS BA

x (B)

x

x

Coffin trough;
Belongs to CM:
CG6072

Deir elBahari

21

x

HF

x

x

x

NR

NR

CM: CG6081

x

Anthropoid
coffin trough
Belongs to CM:
CG6067

21

21

x

Deir elBahari

CM: CG6073

CM: CG6079

x

x

Mummy Board

NR

21

x

Deir elBahari

21

CM: CG6078

x

NR

CM: CG6070

21

x

Anthropoid
coffin lid

Deir elBahari

CM: CG6076

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

Scene Type 18
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MN

CM: CG6082

CM: CG6103

CM: CG6118

CM: CG6125

CM: CG6152

CM: CG6152

CM: CG6153

CM: CG6160

CM: CG6180

CM: CG6180

CM: CG6180

CM: CG6182

CM: CG6182

Dyn. R/NR

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

Prov.

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

OI

Inner anthropoid
coffin lid

Outer coffin
anthropoid lid of

Inner anthropoid
coffin

Inner anthropoid
coffin

NR

Deir elBahari

Inner anthropoid
coffin trough;
Belongs to CM:
CG6152

NR

Deir elBahari

Mummy Board
(possibly made
for Paduamen?)
then usurped

NR

Deir elBahari

Coffin trough of
Esamunopet;
Belongs with lid
CG6217

NR

NR

Deir elBahari

Coffin trough of
Esamunopet;
Belongs with lid
CG6217

Deir elBahari

Coffin trough of
Esamunopet;
Belongs with lid
CG6217

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

Inner anthropoid
coffin lid

Inner anthropoid
coffin lid

x

x

Anthropoid
coffin trough;
Belongs to CM:
CG6117

Deir elBahari

NR

x

Anthropoid
coffin lid

NR

NR

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

x

CLE

Niwinski
(1995)

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap.
London; (Without baboons
Sisters standing with or falcon; Sisters adoring
arms raised in
some type of fetish or
adoration of emblem emblem; Sisters posed as
of Osiris of Abydos
described in Descript.)

CTE

Niwinski
(1995)

x (B)

Sisters standing
adoring Abydos
emblem

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
Hunefer; (Without baboons
or falcon; Sisters adoring
some type of fetish or
emblem; Sisters posed as
described in Descript.)

CLE

Niwinski
(1999)

x (B)

Sisters kneeling in
adoration Heh;
Nephthys also in
adoration of imy-wt
emblem

Scene Type 13

CLE

Niwinski
(1999)

x (B)

Sisters squatting
with one hand raised
in front of face,
other hand placed on
shen sign in front of
them; In adoration
of texts

Scene Type 20

CLE

Niwinski
(1999)

x

x (N)

Nephthys squatting
on nebu sign with
outstretched arms

C/S End Type 22;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Pyramid
Text Utterance 5

CTE

Niwinski
(1999)

x

x (B)

Sisters squatting as
mourners

Scene Type 23

MBE

Niwinski
(1999)

x (N)

Nephthys kneeling
with raised arms

C/S End Type 39;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Pyramid
Text Utterance 5

CTE

Niwinski
(1999)

x (B)

Sisters depicted as
falcons protecting
body of Osiris on a
bier; Nephthys also
depicted at feet of
bier as a human

Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 17

CTE

Niwinski
(1999)

x (B)

Sisters squatting in
mummified form
with Osiris between
them in mummified
form

Scene Type 5

CTE

Niwinski
(1999)

x (B)

Sisters squatting on
nebu sign with one
had raised in front of
face, other hand on
shen sign in front of
each of them

Scene Type 20

CLE

Niwinski
(1999)

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
mat with winged
arms protecting a
small ba figure
offering a vase to
Abydos emblem

Scene Type 10

CLE

Niwinski
(1999)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Sisters standing on
nebu sign, adoring
fetish of Nefertum

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap.
London; (Without baboons
or falcon; Sisters adoring
some type of fetish or
emblem; Sisters posed as
described in Descript.)

x

x

x

Niwinski
(1999)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Ref.

CLE

x (B)

x

x

Descript.

Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 151

x

x

x

BSS BA

Sisters squatting on
mats with one hand
in front of face,
other hand on a shen
sign, in front of each
of them; Adoring
resurected Osiris on
mummy bier
(Nephthys at head of
bier, Isis at foot of
bier)

x

x

HF

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

x (B)

x
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MN

CM: CG6183

CM: CG6184

CM: CG6188

CM: CG6189

CM: CG6190

CM: CG6191

CM: CG6216

CM: CG6216

CM:
CG24001

CM:
CG24003

Dyn. R/NR

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

18

18

NR

NR

NR

Prov.

OI

Deir elBahari

Inner anthropoid
coffin trough;
Belongs with
CM: CG6182

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

Mummy board

Coffin trough of
CG6189

NR

Deir el- Outer anthropoid
Bahari
coffin

NR

Inner coffin
trough in
anthropoid form;
Deir elBelongs with
Bahari
CM: CG6191

NR

NR

NR

R

R

Deir el- Inner coffin lid in
Bahari anthropoid form

Deir elBahari

Outer coffin
anthropoid
trough of;
Belongs with
CM: CG6125

Deir elBahari

Outer coffin
anthropoid
trough of;
Belongs with
CM: CG6125

KV 36

Sarcophagus lid
of Mahirper

KV 36

Outer coffin lid
of Mahirper

KV 36

Inner coffin
trough of
Mahirper

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

HF

BSS BA

Descript.

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

Ref.

x (N)

Nephthys squatting
on nebu sign, with
arms raised in
C/S End Type 37;
adoration with ankh Associated with Placement
signs passing
of Nephthys in Pyramid
through them
Text Utterance 5

CTI

Niwinski
(1999)

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Sisters squatting on
Vignette for Book of the
mat; Arms raised in Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
adoration with ankh
Ani (Without baboons;
signs passing
Sisters adoring some type of
through them;
fetish or emblem; Sisters
Adoring Abydos
posed as described in
Fetish
Descript.)

MBE

Niwinski
(1999)

x (B)

Sisters standing,
arms raised in
adoration with ankh
signs passing
through them; In
adoration of a scarab
headed mummy
between them

Scene Type 27

CTE

Niwinski
(1999)

x (B)

Sisters squatting,
depicted in a
pectoral, with a
figure of Osiris
squatting between
them

Scene Type 18

CLE

Niwinski
(1999)

x (I)

Isis squatting on
nebu sign with
outstretched raised
arms; Ankh signs
hanging from
elbows

C/S End Type 15;
Associated with Placement
of Isis in Coffin Text Spell
229

CTE

Niwinski
(1999)

CLE

Niwinski
(1999)

C/S End Type 40;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Pyramid
Text Utterance 5

CTE

Niwinski
(1999)

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Sisters kneeling with Vignette for Book of the
vase in hands,
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
pouring water over
Khensumose -Mound of
earth
Creation

CTE

Niwinski
(1999)

x (B)

C/S End Type 7; Associated
Sisters standing on with Placement of Isis and
nebu sign with arms Nephthys in Pyramid Text
raised
Utterances 4 and 5

SLE

Daressy
(1902)

x (B)

Sisters kneeling;
Nephthys kneeling C/S End Type 4; Associated
on nb basket; Isis
with Placement of Isis and
kneeling on nebu
Nephthys in Pyramid Text
sign
Utterances 4 and 5

CLI

Daressy
(1902)

x (B)

C/S End Type 5; Associated
with Placement of Isis and
Sisters kneeling with Nephthys in Pyramid Text
arms raised
Utterances 4 and 5

CTE

Daressy
(1902)

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
Ani (Without baboons;
Sisters adoring some type of
Sisters squatting in fetish or emblem; Sisters
adoration of Abydos
posed as described in
emblem
Descript.)

x (N)

Nephthys kneeling
on nebu sign with
outstreched arms

CM:
CG24004

18

R

CM:
CG28015

12

NR

Sarcophagus
Akhmim trough of Henyt

x

x

Coffin Text Spell 236
(Nephthys)

STE

Lacau
(1903)

CM:
CG28026

11

NR

Deir elBahari

x

x

Coffin Text Spell 236
(Nephthys)

SLE

Lacau
(1903)

NR

Sarcophagus
trough of Khons
(also called
Gournah
Meres)

x (B)

Sisters standing with
arms raised

C/S End Type 1; Associated
with Placement of Isis and
Nephthys in Coffin Text
Spell 229 and Spell 236

STE

Lacau
(1903)

x (B)

Sisters standing on
mat

C/S End Type 1; Associated
with Placement of Isis and
Nephthys in Coffin Text
Spell 229 and Spell 236

STE

Lacau
(1903)

Coffin Text Spells 229 and
236

STE

Lacau
(1903)

C/S End Type 1; Associated
with Placement of Isis and
Nephthys in Coffin Text
Spell 229 and Spell 236

STE

Lacau
(1903)

CM:
CG28028

12

x

Sarcophagus lid
of Unknown

x

x

Gournah

x

x

NR

Deir elBahari

Sarcophagus
trough of
Nubhererdi

x

x

NR

Deir elBahari

Sarcophagus
trough of
Nubhererdi

12

NR

CM:
CG28030

12

12

x

Sarcophagus
trough of
Senebni

CM:
CG28029

CM:
CG28030

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

168

x (B)

Sisters standing on
mat, arms raised
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MN

CM:
CG28031

CM:
CG28031

CM:
CG28032

Dyn. R/NR

12

12

12

NR

NR

NR

Prov.

OI

Gebelein

Sarcophagus
trough of
unknown name

Gebelein

Sarcophagus
trough of
unknown name

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

x

x

Gebelein

Sarcophagus
trough of
unknown name

x

x

x

x

HF

x

x

x

x

x

Descript.

Ref.

Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Pyramid
Text Utterance 5

STE

Lacau
(1903)

x (B)

Sisters standing on
both head and foot
panels of
sarcophagus; No Associated with Coffin Text
image provided as to Spell 229 (Isis) and Spell
how they are
236 (Nephthys) or Pyramid
arranged
Text Utterances 4 and 5

STE

Lacau
(1903)

x (B)

Sisters standing on
both head and foot
panels of
sarcophagus; No Associated with Coffin Text
image provided as to Spell 229 (Isis) and Spell
how they are
236 (Nephthys) or Pyramid
arranged
Text Utterances 4 and 5

STE

Lacau
(1903)

x

Associated with Placement
of Isis in Pyramid Text
Utterance 4

STE

Lacau
(1903)

x

x

BSS BA

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

x

x

x

x

CM:
CG28033

12

NR

Gebelein

Sarcophagus
trough of Iny

CM:
CG28034

12

NR

Saqqara

Sarcophagus
trough of
Situbastet

x

x

x

Associated with Pyramid
Text Utterances 4 and 5

STI

Lacau
(1903)

CM:
CG28035

12

NR

Saqqara

Sarcophagus
trough of Hor

x

x

x

Associated with Pyramid
Text Utterances 4 and 5

STI

Lacau
(1903)

CM:
CG28036

12

NR

Saqqara

Sarcophagus
trough of
Kheperkare

x

x

x

Associated with Pyramid
Text Utterances 4 and 5

STE

Lacau
(1903)

CM:
CG28036

12

NR

Saqqara

Sarcophagus
trough of
Kheperkare

x

x

x

Associated with Pyramid
Text Utterances 4 and 5

STI

Lacau
(1903)

x

Special Text for Meir Area;
Closely Associated with
Placement of Isis in
Pyramid Text Utterance 4

STE

Lacau
(1903)

x

Coffin Text Spells 229 and
236

STE

Lacau
(1903)

x

x

CM:
CG28037

12

NR

Meir

Sarcophagus
trough of
Wernufer

CM:
CG28038

12

NR

Meir

Sarcophagus
outer trough of
Wersnufer

x

x

x

Coffin Text Spell 229 (Isis)

STE

Lacau
(1903)

x

x

CM:
CG28039

12

NR

Meir

Sarcophagus
inner trough of
Wersnufer

CM:
CG28039

12

NR

Meir

Sarcophagus
inner trough of
Wersnufer

x

x

Coffin Text Spell 229 (Isis)

STI

Lacau
(1903)

CM:
CG28055

12

NR

Meir

Sarcophagus
trough of Nakht

x

x

Coffin Text Spell 229 (Isis)

STE

Lacau
(1903)

Meir

Sarcophagus
trough of
Senankh

x

x

Coffin Text Spells 229 and
236

STE

Lacau
(1903)

x

Special Text for Meir Area;
Closely Associated with
Placement of Isis and
Nephthys in Pyramid Text
Utterances 4 and 5

STE

Lacau
(1903)

x

Special Text for Deir elBersha Area; Closely
Associated with Placement
of Isis and Nephthys in
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
and 5

STE

Lacau
(1904)

x

Special Text for Deir elBersha Area; Closely
Associated with Placement
of Isis and Nephthys in
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
and 5

STI

Lacau
(1904)

CM:
CG28057

CM:
CG28066

CM:
CG28083

12

12

12

NR

NR

NR

Meir

Sarcophagus
trough of Nebt

Deir elSarcophagus
Bersha trough of Sepi III

x

x

x

x

x

CM:
CG28083

12

NR

Deir elSarcophagus
Bersha trough of Sepi III

CM:
CG28085

12

NR

Deir elBersha

Sarcophagus
trough of
unknown name

x

x

x

Coffin Text Spells 229 and
236

STE

Lacau
(1904)

CM:
CG28085

12

NR

Deir elBersha

Sarcophagus
trough of
unknown name

x

x

x

Coffin Text Spells 229 and
236

STI

Lacau
(1904)

x

Special Text for Deir elBersha Area; Closely
Associated with Placement
of Isis and Nephthys in
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
and 5

STE

Lacau
(1906)

CM:
CG28087 /
JE32869

12

NR

Deir elBersha

Inner
sarcophagus
trough of Neferi

x

x

x

x
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CM:
CG28088 /
JE32869

CM:
CG28088 /
JE32869
CM:
CG28089 /
JE31905

CM:
CG28090 /
JE31905

CM:
CG28091 /
JE34289

CM:
CG28092

CM:
CG28099 /
JE32981

Dyn. R/NR

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

NR

Prov.

Deir elBersha

OI

Outer
sarcophagus
trough of Neferi

NR

Deir elBersha

Outer
sarcophagus
trough of Neferi

NR

Deir elBersha

Inner
sarcophagus
trough of Iha

NR

NR

NR

NR

Deir elBersha

Deir elBersha

Inner
sarcophagus
trough of
Amenemhet

Deir elBersha

Outer
sarcophagus
trough of
Amenemhet

Deir elBersha

Sarcophagus
trough of
Dhutinakht,
usurped by
woman Ankhu

17

NR

Saqqara

Rectangular
sarcophagus
trough of Abed

CM:
CG28115

12

NR

Gebelein

Sarcophagus
trough of Iba

12

CM:
CG28125

12

CM:
CG29301 /
JE17429

After
332
BC

CM:
CG29301 /
JE17429

After
332
BC

CM:
CG29301 /
JE17429

CM:
CG29301 /
JE17429

After
332
BC

After
332
BC

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

Deir elBersha

Outer
sarcophagus
trough

Saqqara

Rectangular
Sarcophagus of
Anihhophfou

Saqqara

Rectangular
Sarcophagus of
Anihhophfou

Saqqara

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Rectangular
Sarcophagus of
Anihhophfou

Rectangular
Sarcophagus of
Anihhophfou

x

x

Inner
sarcophagus
trough

Deir elBersha

Saqqara

x

Outer
sarcophagus
trough Iha

CM:
CG28108 /
JE32750

CM:
CG28123

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

x

x

BSS BA

Descript.

Ref.

x

Special Text for Deir elBersha Area; Closely
Associated with Placement
of Isis and Nephthys in
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
and 5

STE

Lacau
(1906)

x

Special Text for Deir elBersha Area; Closely
Associated with Placement
of Isis and Nephthys in
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
and 5

STI

Lacau
(1906)

x

Coffin Text Spell 236
(Nephthys)

STI

Lacau
(1906)

x

Special Text for Deir elBersha Area; Closely
Associated with Placement
of Isis and Nephthys in
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
and 5

STI

Lacau
(1906)

x

Special Text for Deir elBersha Area; Closely
Associated with Placement
of Isis and Nephthys in
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
and 5

STE

Lacau
(1906)

x

Special Text for Deir elBersha Area; Closely
Associated with Placement
of Isis and Nephthys in
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
and 5

STE

Lacau
(1906)

x

Special Text for Deir elBersha Area; Closely
Associated with Placement
of Isis and Nephthys in
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
and 5

STE

Lacau
(1906)

x

Coffin Text Spell 229 (Isis)

STE

Lacau
(1906)

x

Associated with Pyramid
Text Utterances 4 and 5

STE

Lacau
(1906)

x

Special Text for Deir elBersha Area; Closely
Associated with Placement
of Isis and Nephthys in
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
and 5

STE

Lacau
(1906)

x

Special Text for Deir elBersha Area; Closely
Associated with Placement
of Isis and Nephthys in
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
and 5

STE

Lacau
(1906)

x (B)

C/S End Type 12;
Associated with Placement
Sisters kneeling with
of Isis and Nephthys in
outstretched winged Pyramid Text Utterances 4
arms; Adoring texts
and 5

SLE

Maspero
(1914)

x (B)

Sisters standing
arms raised in
adoration; Holding a
solar disc between
them

Scene Type 44

SLE

Maspero
(1914)

x (B)

Sisters kneeling with
winged arms;
Between them is a
standard of honor
with the Four Sons
of Horus

Scene Type 40

SLE

Maspero
(1914)

x (B)

Sisters kneeling with
winged arms;
Between them is a
standard of honor
with the Four Sons
of Horus

Scene Type 40

SLE

Maspero
(1914)

x

x

x

x

x

x

HF

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

x

x

x

x

x
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Dyn. R/NR

CM:
CG29301 /
JE17429

After
332
BC

CM:
CG29304 /
JE15039

CM:
CG29304 /
JE15039

Prov.

OI

Rectangular
Sarcophagus of
Anihhophfou

Scene Type 44

SLE

Maspero
(1914)

Scene Type 44

SLE

Maspero
(1914)

x

x (B)

After
332
BC

NR

Saqqara

Outer rectangular
sarcophagus lid
of Taho

x

x

x

x (B)

Sisters standing,
flanking a solar disc
with two uraei

x (B)

C/S End Type 10;
Associated with Placement
Sisters squatting on
of Isis and Nephthys in
nebu sign with
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
winged arms
and 5

STE

Maspero
(1914)

x (B)

Sisters standing
moving solar disk
between them

Scene Type 44

SLE

Maspero
(1914)

x (B)

Sisters squatting on
nebu sign with ankh
signs passing
through arms

Scene Type 43

STE

Maspero
(1914)

x (B)

Sisters standing with
solar disc between
them; Arms raised to
the sun

Scene Type 44

SLE

Maspero
(1914)

x (B)

C/S End Type 12;
Sisters kneeling on Associated with Placement
nebu sign with
of Isis and Nephthys in
outstretched winged Pyramid Text Utterances 4
arms; Adoring texts
and 5

STI

Maspero &
Gauthier
(1939)

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
nebu sign with
winged arms;
Between them is a
standard of honor
with the Four Sons
of Horus

Scene Type 40

STI

Maspero &
Gauthier
(1939)

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
nebu sign with
winged arms;
Between them is a
standard of honor
with the Four Sons
of Horus

Scene Type 40

STI

Maspero &
Gauthier
(1939)

x (N)

Nephthys kneeling
C/S End Type 19;
on nebu sign; In
Associated with Placement
adoration of texts
of Nephthys in Pyramid
and Anubis standard
Text Utterance 5

STI

Maspero &
Gauthier
(1939)

Saqqara

Inner rectangular
sarcophagus lid
of Taho

CM:
CG29035 /
JE15040

After
332
BC

NR

Inner rectangular
sarcophagus
Saqqara trough of Taho

NR

Saqqara

Rectangular
sarcophagus lid
of Ziharpto

NR

Sarcophagus
trough of
Pawenhetef Zeho
Saqqara
(Dwarf)

CM:
CG29306 /
JE44725

30

CM:
CG29307

After
332
BC

After
332
BC

NR

Sarcophagus
trough of
Pawenhetef Zeho
Saqqara
(Dwarf)

After
332
BC

CM:
CG29309 /
JE27493

After
332
BC

NR

Unknown

Sarcophagus
trough of
Ousimare

CM:
CG29310 /
JE8394

After
332
BC

NR

Saqqara

Sarcophagus lid
of Onnofre

After
332
BC

After
332
BC

After
332
BC

26

NR

NR

NR

x

x

Saqqara

Saqqara

Sarcophagus lid
of Onnofre

Sarcophagus lid
of Onnofre

Sarcophagus lid
of Onnofre

NR

Saqqara

NR

Sarcophagus
Saqqara trough of Nsithot

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Sarcophagus
trough of
Pawenhetef Zeho
Saqqara
(Dwarf)

CM:
CG29307

CM:
CG29312 /
JE42954

Maspero
(1914)

x

NR

CM:
CG29310 /
JE8394

STE

x

After
332
BC

CM:
CG29310 /
JE8394

Scene Type 55

NR

CM:
CG29035 /
JE15039

CM:
CG29310 /
JE8394

x (B)

Sisters standing with
solar disc between
them; Arms raised to
the sun

Outer rectangular
sarcophagus
trough of Taho

x

Ref.

Outer rectangular
sarcophagus lid
Saqqara
of Taho

Saqqara

x

Descript.
Sisters kneeling,
flanking body of the
deceased; Two ba
birds flying above
the body holding
ankh signs

After
332
BC

NR

x

BSS BA

Saqqara

After
332
BC

x

HF

NR

CM:
CG29304 /
JE15039

CM:
CG29307

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x (B)

x

x

x

x (B)

x

x

x

x

x

x

171

x

Sisters depicted as
serpents

Scene Type 36

SLE

Maspero &
Gauthier
(1939)

Sisters kneeling;
Between them is a
sun disc with rays
landing on akhet
sign

Scene Type 41

SLE

Maspero &
Gauthier
(1939)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
Hunefer; (Without baboons
or falcon; Sisters adoring a
djed pillar; Sisters posed as
described in Descript.)

SLE

Maspero &
Gauthier
(1939)

Scene Type 45

SLE

Maspero &
Gauthier
(1939)

STE

Maspero &
Gauthier
(1939)

x (B)

Sisters standing with
winged arms;
Between them is a
djed pilar with
crown of Osiris and
two tables with
images of the udjat
x
eye

x (B)

Sisters standing; Isis
adoring djed pillar
with two plumes;
Nephthys adores the
Reliquary of Abydos
Fetish

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on C/S End Type 3; Associated
nebu sign with
with Placement of Isis and
hands touching shen Nephthys in Pyramid Text
sign in front of them
Utterances 4 and 5

Appendix 1: Coffin and Sarcophagi EXCEL Database

MN

Dyn. R/NR

Prov.

OI

CM:
CG29313 /
JE66746

After
332
BC

NR

Medamud

Sarcophagus lid
of Balesha

CM:
CG29313 /
JE66746

After
332
BC

NR

Medamud

Sarcophagus lid
of Balesha

CM:
CG29314 /
JE66747

27

x

x

x

x

NR

CM:
CG29318 /
JE66748

After
332
BC

NR

Qantara/T
ell AbouSeif

Sarcophagus
trough of
Pelemenophis

Saqqara

Sarcophagus lid
of Khonshapi

NR

Deir elBahari

Outer
sarcophagus lid
of
Ankhefenkhons

NR

Deir elBahari

Outer
sarcophagus
trough of
Ankhefenkhons

CM:
CG41001

CM:
CG41001 bis.

25

25

25

CM: CG41002 22

CM: CG41003 22

CM: CG41004 26

CM: CG41005 26

CM: CG41006 26-28

x

Sarcophagus
trough of Taho

27

CM:
CG41001

x

x

Akhmim

Tuna
Sarcophagus lid
(Tanis of Osiris-Hathor
Superior) Tedapkakame

26

x

NR

CM:
CG29316 /
JE43098

CM:
CG29323

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

NR

NR

Deir elBahari

Inner
sarcophagus lid
of
Ankhefenkhons

NR

Deir elBahari

Sarcophagus
trough of
Esamun

Deir elBahari

Sarcophagus
trough of
Eskhons

NR

NR

NR

NR

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

Sarcophagus
trough of
Ankhefenkhons
II

x

x

x

x

x

x (B)

Sisters standing with
one arm raised in
adoration of texts

x (B)

C/S End Type 12;
Sisters kneeling on Associated with Placement
nebu sign with
of Isis and Nephthys in
outstrechted winged Coffin Text Spell 229 and
arms; Adoring texts
Spell 236

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

172

Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 151

SLE

Maspero &
Gauthier
(1939)

Scene Type 46

SLE

Maspero &
Gauthier
(1939)

STE

Maspero &
Gauthier
(1939)

Scene Type 37

SLE

Maspero &
Gauthier
(1939)

x (B)

Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 151

STE

Maspero &
Gauthier
(1939)

x (B)

Sisters kneeling,
hands on shen sign
in front of them;
Adoring texts

Scene Type 3

SLE

Maspero &
Gauthier
(1939)

x (B)

Sisters standing, one
hand raised in front
of face, other arm at
side; Adoring
winged goddess Nut

Scene Type 28

SLE

Moret
(1913)

x (I)

Isis kneeling in front
C/S End Type 29;
of Osiris, both hands Associated with Placement
on shen sign in front
of Isis in Pyramid Text
of her
Utterance 4

STE

Moret
(1913)

SLE

Moret
(1913)

x (B)

C/S End Type 3; Associated
Sisters kneeling with with Placement of Isis and
hands on shen sign; Nephthys in Pyramid Text
Adoring texts
Utterances 4 and 5

STE

Moret
(1913)

x (B)

Sisters standing with
one hand raised and
the other hand at
their side; Osiris
between them

STE

Moret
(1913)

x (B)

Sisters standing with
one arm raised with
a red and white strip
of cloth hanging
C/S End Type 47;
from the elbow;
Associated with Placement
Other arm placed at
of Isis and Nephthys in
their side; Adoring Pyramid Text Utterances 4
text
and 5

STE

Moret
(1913)

x (N)

Nephthys standing
with one hand raised
to face and other
C/S End Type 32:
arm at side;
Associated with Placement
Standing outside a
of Nephthys in Pyramid
naos
Text Utterance 5

STE

Moret
(1913)

x (B)

Sisters standing in a
naos with one hand
raised in front of
face with a red and
C/S End Type 47;
white strip of cloth Associated with Placement
hanging from their
of Isis and Nephthys in
elbow; Other arm is Pyramid Text Utterances 4
at their side
and 5

STE

Moret
(1913)

x (B)

x

Ref.

Sisters kneeling on
nebu sign with one
hand raised in front
of face; Adoring
texts
Sisters standing
arms raised in front
of body; Flanking
mummy on a bier
with four canopic
jars underneath it
(Nephthys at head of
bier, Isis at foot of
bier)

x (B)

x

x

x

Sarcophagus
trough of
Nekhtubasteru

Sarcophagus
trough of
Unnufer II

x

x

x

x

x (B)

x

x

Descript.

x

x

x

BSS BA

Sisters standing with
arms raised in
adoration; Flanking
mummy on a bier
(Isis at head of bier,
Nephthys at foot of
bier)

x

x

x

x

HF

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

x

Sisters depicted as
human headed
winged serpents;
Their arms are
outstched with a
djed pillar between
them

Scene Type 36

Scene Type 28

Appendix 1: Coffin and Sarcophagi EXCEL Database

MN

Dyn. R/NR

CM: CG41008 26-28

CM: CG41009 26-28

CM: CG41010 26-28

CM:
CG41011

CM:
CG41011

CM:
CG41012

CM:
CG41013

CM:
CG41014

27

27

26

26-28

30

CM: CG41017 27

CM:
CG41018

26

CM: CG41019 22

NR

NR

Prov.

OI

Deir elBahari

Sarcophagus
trough of
Pedamun II

Deir elBahari

Sarcophagus
trough of
Tabethet

NR

Sarcophagus
Deir el- trough exterior of
Bahari
Nimenkhpare

NR

Deir elBahari

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

Sarcophagus
trough of Zekhy

Sarcophagus
trough of Zekhy

Sarcophagus
trough of
Naneferheres

Sarcophagus
trough of
Harsiesi

Sarcophagus
trough of
Thesmutpert

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

STE

Moret
(1913)

x

x (N)

Nephthys standing
with winged arms;
One arm raised with
a red and blue strip
of cloth hanging
C/S End Type 52:
from elbow, other Associated with Placement
arm placed at side;
of Nephthys in Pyramid
Adoring text
Text Utterance 5

STE

Moret
(1913)

x

x (B)

Sisters standing with
arms raised; Adoring
text

Scene Type 46

STE

Moret
(1913)

x (I)

Isis kneeling on
nebu sign, with
hands placed on
shen sign; Adoring
texts

C/S End Type 55;
Associated with Placement
of Isis in Pyramid Text
Utterance 4

STE

Moret
(1913)

x (B)

Sisters standing in a
naos with one arm is
raised with a red and
blue strip of cloth
C/S End Type 47;
hanging from the Associated with Placement
elbow; Other arm
of Isis and Nephthys in
placed at side;
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
Adoring texts
and 5

STE

Moret
(1913)

x (B)

Sisters squatting
with hands on a shen C/S End Type 8; Associated
sign in front of each with Placement of Isis and
of them; Adoring
Nephthys in Pyramid Text
texts
Utterances 4 and 5

STE

Moret
(1913)

x (B)

Sisters standing in a
naos with one arm is
raised with a red
C/S End Type 47;
cloth hanging from Associated with Placement
the elbow; Other
of Isis and Nephthys in
arm placed at side; Pyramid Text Utterances 4
Adoring texts
and 5

STE

Moret
(1913)

x (B)

Sisters standing with
one arm is raised in
front of face with a
red and blue cloth
hanging from the
elbow; Other arm
C/S End Type 47;
placed at side
Associated with Placement
holding a small cloth of Isis and Nephthys in
like item; Adoring Coffin Text Spell 229 and
texts
Spell 236

STE

Moret
(1913)

x (B)

Sisters standing in a
naos with one arm is
raised with a red and
blue strip of cloth
hanging from the
elbow; Other arm
C/S End Type 47;
placed at side
Associated with Placement
holding a small cloth of Isis and Nephthys in
like item; Adoring Coffin Text Spell 229 and
texts
Spell 236

STE

Moret
(1913)

x (B)

Sisters standing in a
naos with one arm is
raised with a red
strip of cloth
hanging from the
C/S End Type 25;
elbow; Other arm at Associated with Placement
side holding a small
of Isis and Nephthys in
cloth like item;
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
Adoring texts
and 5

STE

Moret
(1913)

x

x

Sarcophagus
trough of
Gautseshen

x

x

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
nebu sign, hands C/S End Type 7; Associated
placed on shen sign with Placement of Isis and
in front of each
Nephthys in Pyramid Text
sister; Adoring texts
Utterances 4 and 5

x

x

Sarcophagus
trough of Hor II

Sarcophagus
trough of
Dedetmutshepenankh

Moret
(1913)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

173

Ref.

STE

x

x

Descript.

x (B)

x

x

BSS BA

Sisters standing in a
naos with one hand
raised in front of
face with a red and
C/S End Type 47;
white strip of cloth Associated with Placement
hanging from their
of Isis and Nephthys in
elbow; Other arm is Pyramid Text Utterances 4
at their side
and 5

x

x

HF

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.
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MN

Dyn. R/NR

CM: CG41022 26

CM: CG41028 26-28

CM: CG41031 30

CM: CG41036 22

CM: CG41037 26

CM: CG41040 26

CM:
CG41042

CM:
CG41042

CM:
CG41044

CM:
CG41045

25

25

26

26

CM: CG41046 24

CM:
CG41047

CM:
CG41047

CM:
CG41048

CM:
CG41050

CM:
CG41051

25

25

25

26

26

NR

NR

NR

Prov.

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

OI

Sarcophagus lid
of Esamenopet

Deir elBahari

Sarcophagus
trough of
Tashenesi

NR

Deir elBahari

No named
sarcophagus
trough

NR

Inner coffin lid
Deir elof
Bahari Ankhefenkhons I

NR

Inner coffin lid
Deir elof
Bahari Ankhefenkhons I

NR

Gournah

Inner coffin lid
of Naseramun

NR

Gournah

Outer coffin lid
of Naseramun

NR

Deir elBahari

Inner coffin lid
of Unnufer II

NR

Deir elBahari

Coffin lid of
Besenmut II

NR

Deir elBahari

Coffin trough of
Besenmut II

Deir elBahari

Inner coffin lid
of
Ankhefenkhons
II

NR

x

x

x

Sarcophagus
trough of Esmin

Sarcophagus
trough of Pemu

NR

x

Sarcophagus
trough of
Irtharerau

Deir elBahari

NR

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

NR

Deir elBahari

Coffin lid of
Nekhtubasteru

NR

Deir elBahari

Coffin lid of
Harsiesi

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

174

HF

BSS BA

Descript.

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

Ref.

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 1; See Pap. Of
Kerasher; (Without naos
Sisters squatting on over Osiris; Sisters posed as
a Solar Barque
described in Descript.)

SLE

Moret
(1913)

x (B)

Sisters standing with
one arm raised with
a yellow and blue
strip of cloth
C/S End Type 47;
hanging from the Associated with Placement
elbow; Other arm
of Isis and Nephthys in
placed at side;
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
Adoring text
and 5

STE

Moret
(1913)

x (B)

C/S End Type 10;
Sisters squatting
Associated with Placement
with outstretched
of Isis and Nephthys in
winged arms; Each Pyramid Text Utterances 4
hand holds a feather
and 5

STE

Moret
(1913)

x (N)

Nephthys standing
in a naos with one
C/S End Type 31;
hand in front of face; Associated with Placement
Other arm at side;
of Nephthys in Pyramid
Adoring text
Text Utterance 5

STE

Moret
(1913)

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on a
nebu sign in a with C/S End Type 3; Associated
hands on shen sign with Placement of Isis and
in front of each of Nephthys in Pyramid Text
them
Utterances 4 and 5

STE

Moret
(1913)

x (N)

Nephthys squatting
on nebu sign with
outstretched arms;
In each hand is an
ankh

C/S End Type 22;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Pyramid
Text Utterance 5

STE

Moret
(1913)

x (N)

Nephthys kneeling C/S End Type 2; Associated
with outstretched with Placement of Nephthys
winged arms
in Pyramid Text Utterance 5

CLE

Gauthier
(1913)

CLI

Gauthier
(1913)

x (B)

Sisters standing on
nb basket; Depiction
of a snakes body
with a lion's head
between them

x (B)

C/S End Type 12;
Sisters kneeling on Associated with Placement
nebu sign with
of Isis and Nephthys in
outstretched winged Pyramid Text Utterances 4
arms
and 5

CLE

Gauthier
(1913)

x (I)

C/S End Type 14;
Isis kneeling on
Associated with Placement
nebu sign with arms
of Isis in Pyramid Text
raised
Utterance 4

CLE

Gauthier
(1913)

x (N)

C/S End Type 23;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Pyramid
Text Utterance 5

CLE

Gauthier
(1913)

x (N)

Nephthys kneeling
on nebu sign with
outstreched winged
arms; Holding an
C/S End Type 40;
ankh sign in left
Associated with Placement
hand and sail in right of Nephthys in Pyramid
hand
Text Utterance 5

CLE

Gauthier
(1913)

x (I)

Isis kneeling onnebu
sign; Adoring texts

C/S End Type 13;
Associated with Placement
of Isis in Pyramid Text
Utterance 4

CTE

Gauthier
(1913)

x (B)

C/S End Type 9; Associated
Sisters squatting as with Placement of Isis and
mourners; Nephthys Nephthys in Pyramid Text
squats on nebu sign
Utterances 4 and 5

CLE

Gauthier
(1913)

x (B)

C/S End Type 49;
Associated with Placement
Sisters standing; Isis
of Isis and Nephthys in
standing with
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
winged arms
and 5

CLE

Gauthier
(1913)

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
nebu sign adoring
texts

C/S End Type 4; Associated
with Placement of Isis and
Nephthys in Pyramid Text
Utterances 4 and 5

CLE

Gauthier
(1913)

Nephthys standing

Scene Type 33
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MN

Dyn. R/NR

Prov.

OI

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

CM:
CG41053

26

NR

Deir elBahari

Coffin lid of
Thesmutpert

x

CM:
CG41054

26

NR

Deir elBahari

Inner coffin lid
of Uzarenes

x

CM:
CG41055

26

NR

Deir elBahari

Inner coffin lid
of Eskhons

CM:
CG41055

26

NR

Deir elBahari

Inner coffin lid
of Eskhons

CM:
CG41056

CM:
CG41057

CM:
CG41057

CM:
CG41058

CM:
CG41059

CM:
CG41061

CM:
CG41062

CM:
CG41062

CM:
CG41064

CM:
CG41065

CM:
CG41065

CM:
CG41066

CM:
CG41068

CM:
CG41071

26

26

26

26

26

26

25

25

26

22

22

22

24

24

NR

Deir elBahari

Coffin lid of
Unnufer

NR

Deir elBahari

Coffin lid of
Pedamun

NR

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

Inner coffin lid
of Tabethet

NR

Deir elBahari

Outer coffin lid
of Tabethet

NR

Deir elBahari

Outer coffin of
Dedetmutshepenankh

NR

Deir elBahari

Coffin lid of Hor
II

NR

Deir elBahari

Coffin lid of Hor
II

NR

NR

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

x

Inner coffin
trough of
Tashenesi

NR

Deir elBahari

Outer coffin lid
of Tashenesi

NR

Deir elBahari

Coffin lid of
Kamhor

NR

Deir elBahari

Coffin lid of
Tadeamun

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

175

BSS BA

Descript.

Ref.

x (B)

Sisters standing;
Nephthys standing
adoring texts; Isis
standing with
winged arms

C/S End Type 49;
Associated with Placement
of Isis and Nephthys in
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
and 5

CLE

Gauthier
(1913)

x (I)

Isis kneeling with C/S End Type 2; Associated
outstretched winged with Placement of Isis in
arms
Pyramid Text Utterance 4

CLE

Gauthier
(1913)

Sisters standing,
flanking Shu

C/S End Type 51

CLE

Gauthier
(1913)

Sisters depicted as
serpents near a djed
pillar

Scene Type 36

CLE

Gauthier
(1913)

x (B)

C/S End Type 12;
Sisters kneeling on Associated with Placement
nebu sign with
of Isis and Nephthys in
outstreched winged Pyramid Text Utterances 4
arms
and 5

CLE

Gauthier
(1913)

x (B)

Sisters kneeling in C/S End Type 6; Associated
adoration of texts; with Placement of Isis and
Isis has outstretched Nephthys in Pyramid Text
winged arms
Utterances 4 and 5

CLE

Gauthier
(1913)

x (N)

C/S End Type 53;
Isis squatting with Associated with Placement
one hand in front of
of Isis in Pyramid Text
face; Adoring texts
Utterance 4

CLI

Gauthier
(1913)

x (B)

C/S End Type 48;
Associated with Placement
Sisters standing with
of Isis and Nephthys in
winged arms;
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
Adoring texts
and 5

CLE

Gauthier
(1913)

x (N)

Nephthys kneeling
on nebu sign with
arms raised

C/S End Type 56;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Pyramid
Text Utterance 5

CLE

Gauthier
(1913)

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
nebu sign with hand
touching a shen sign
in front of each of
them

Scene Type 3

CLE

Gauthier
(1913)

x (N)

Nephthys standing
with winged arms,
adoring texts

C/S End Type 30;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Pyramid
Text Utterance 5

CLE

Gauthier
(1913)

x (I)

Isis kneeling on
nebu sign with
raised arms

C/S End Type 14;
Associated with Placement
of Isis in Pyramid Text
Utterance 4

CLE

Gauthier
(1913)

x (B)

Sisters squatting on
nebu sign, with
winged arms

C/S End Type 10;
Associated with Placement
of Isis and Nephthys in
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
and 5

CLE

Gauthier
(1913)

x (B)

Sisters squatting on C/S End Type 8; Associated
nebu sign,
with Placement of Isis and
adoration texts; Isis Nephthys in Pyramid Text
has arms raised up
Utterances 4 and 5

CLE

Gauthier
(1913)

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
Hunefer; (Without baboons
Sisters standing with or falcon; Sisters adoring a
a djed pillar between djed pillar; Sisters posed as
them
described in Descript.)

CTE

Gauthier
(1913)

x (B)

C/S End Type 9; Associated
Sisters squatting on with Placement of Isis and
nebu sign, both arms Nephthys in Pyramid Text
raised in adoration
Utterances 4 and 5

CTE

Gauthier
(1913)

x (N)

Nephthys squatting
on nebu sign,
adoring texts

C/S End Type 22;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Pyramid
Text Utterance 5

CTE

Gauthier
(1913)

x (N)

Nephthys standing
with winged arms,
adoring texts

C/S End Type 30;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Pyramid
Text Utterance 5

CTE

Gauthier
(1913)

x (B)

x (B)

x

Inner coffin lid
of Tashenesi

Deir elBahari

x

x

Coffin lid of
Hahet

NR

x

x

x

Coffin lid of
Pedamun

NR

x

HF

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

x
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MN

CM:
CG51001

CM:
CG51002

CM:
CG51003
CM:
CG51004 /
JE95232

CM:
CG51005

CM:
CG51006

CM:
CG51007

CM:
CG51007

CM:
CG61004 /
JE26205

CM:
CG61005 /
JE26211

CM:
CG61011/
JE26220

CM:
CG61017 /
JE26222

CM:
CG61022 /
JE26223

CM:
CG61022 /
JE26224

CM:
CG61024 /
JE26215

CM:
CG61024 /
JE26215

CM:
CG61024 /
JE26215

Dyn. R/NR

18

18

18

18

18

18

18

18

18

19

21

18

20

20

20

20

20

Prov.

OI

KV 46

Outermost
sarcophagus
trough of Yuya

KV 46

Mummy
shaped, second
outermost
sarcophagus
trough of Yuya

KV 46

Middle (third)
coffin trough of
Yuya

KV 46

Innermost
mummy shaped
(fourth) coffin of
Yuya

KV 46

Wooden coffin
trough, on sledge
of Thuyu

KV 46

Second mummy
shaped coffin
trough of Thuyu

KV 46

Third mummy
shaped coffin
trough of Thuyu

R

KV 46

Third mummy
shaped coffin
trough of Thuyu

R

Coffin Lid of Rei
and Anhapu.
Deir el- Royal Cache, 1st
Bahari
Group.

R

Coffin of
Amenophis I.
Royal Cache, 1st
Group. Reused
by Dhutnufer,
Dyn. 21

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

Deir elBahari

R

Coffin Lid of
Pedeamun and
Deir el- Sitkames. Royal
Bahari Cache, 1st Group

R

Deir elBahari

Coffin Trough of
Henutempet.
Royal Cache, 1st
Group

R

Deir elBahari

Coffin Trough of
Paheripezet.
Royal Cache, 1st
Group

R

Coffin Lid of
Paheripezet.
Deir el- Royal Cache, 1st
Bahari
Group

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

R

Inner Coffin
Trough of Queen
Nezemt. Royal
Deir elCache, 2nd
Bahari
Group

x

x

R

Inner Coffin
Trough of Queen
Nezemt. Royal
Deir elCache, 2nd
Bahari
Group

x

x

R

Inner Coffin
Trough of Queen
Nezemt. Royal
Deir elCache, 2nd
Bahari
Group

x

x

x

x

x

x

176

BSS BA

Descript.

Ref.

x (B)

C/S End Type 7; Associated
Sisters standing on with Placement of Isis and
nebu sign with arms Nephthys in Pyramid Text
raised in adoration
Utterances 4 and 5

STE

Quibell
(1908)

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
nebu sign with
C/S End Type 3; Associated
hands placed on a with Placement of Isis and
shen sign in front of Nephthys in Pyramid Text
each of them
Utterances 4 and 5

STE

Quibell
(1908)

x (B)

C/S End Type 6; Associated
with Placement of Isis and
Nephthys in Pyramid Text
Utterances 4 and 5

CTE

Quibell
(1908)

Sisters kneeling on C/S End Type 3; Associated
nebu sign, each with with Placement of Isis and
a with shen sign in Nephthys in Pyramid Text
her hand
Utterances 4 and 5

CTE

Quibell
(1908)

x (B)

Sisters standing on
nebu sign with
hands raised

C/S End Type 7; Associated
with Placement of Isis and
Nephthys in Pyramid Text
Utterances 4 and 5

CTE

Quibell
(1908)

x (B)

Sisters squatting
with arms raised in
adoration

C/S End Type 9; Associated
with Placement of Isis and
Nephthys in Pyramid Text
Utterances 4 and 5

CTE

Quibell
(1908)

x (I)

C/S End Type 15;
Isis is seated on nebu Associated with Placement
sign with arms
of Isis in Pyramid Text
raised in adoration
Utterance 4

CTE

Quibell
(1908)

x (N)

Nephthys standing

C/S End Type 23;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Pyramid
Text Utterance 5

CTE

Quibell
(1908)

x (B)

Sisters kneeling; Isis
has hands on shen
sign

Scene Type 4

CLE

Daressy
(1909)

x (N)

Nephthys kneeling
with ankh signs
passing through
arms that are raised
in adoration

C/S End Type 24;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Coffin Text
Spell 236

CLE

Daressy
(1909)

x (B)

Sisters standing
adoring emblem of
Abydos

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap.
London; (Without baboons
or falcon; Sisters adoring
some type of fetish or
emblem; Sisters posed as
described in Descript.)

CLE

Daressy
(1909)

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
nb basket

C/S End Type 4; Associated
with Placement of Isis and
Nephthys in Pyramid Text
Utterances 4 and 5

CTE

Daressy
(1909)

x (N)

Nephthys kneeling
on nebu sign

C/S End Type 19;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Pyramid
Text Utterance 5

CTE

Daressy
(1909)

x (I)

Isis kneeling on
nebu sign

C/S End Type 13;
Associated with Placement
of Isis in Pyramid Text
Utterance 4

CLE

Daressy
(1909)

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Sisters kneeling on
Vignette for Book of the
nebu sign, ankh
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
signs passing
Ani (Without baboons;
through arms raised Sisters adoring some type of
in adoration;
fetish or emblem; Sisters
Adoring Abydos
posed as described in
Emblem
Descript.)

CTI

Daressy
(1909)

x (B)

Sisters standing with
one arm extended
and holding an ankh

Scene Type 47

CTI

Daressy
(1909)

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
nebu sign, with one
arm touching a shen
sign in front of each
of them

Scene Type 3

CTI

Daressy
(1909)

x (B)

x

x

HF

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

Sisters kneeling as
mourners

Appendix 1: Coffin and Sarcophagi EXCEL Database

MN

CM:
CG61024 /
JE26215

CM:
CG61024 /
JE26215

CM:
CG61025

CM:
CG61025

CM:
CG61027/
JE26195

CM:
CG61027/
JE26195

CM:
CG61027/
JE26195

CM:
CG61027/
JE26195

CM:
CG61027/
JE26195

CM:
CG61028 /
JE26200

CM:
CG61028 /
JE26200

Dyn. R/NR

20

20

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

Prov.

OI

R

Inner Coffin
Trough of Queen
Nezemt. Royal
Deir elCache, 2nd
Bahari
Group

R

Inner Coffin
Trough of Queen
Nezemt. Royal
Deir elCache, 2nd
Bahari
Group

Deir elBahari

Outer Coffin
Trough of
Thutmosis I
(usurped by
Pinnedjem)
Royal Cache,
2nd Group

Deir elBahari

Outer Coffin
Trough of
Thutmosis I
(usurped by
Pinnedjem)
Royal Cache,
2nd Group

Deir elBahari

Outer Coffin Lid
of Masaharta.
Royal Cache,
2nd Group. Now
in Luxor
Museum of
Mummification

Deir elBahari

Outer Coffin Lid
of Masaharta.
Royal Cache,
2nd Group. Now
in Luxor
Museum of
Mummification

Deir elBahari

Outer Coffin
Trough of
Masaharta.
Royal Cache,
2nd Group. Now
in Luxor
Museum of
Mummification

R

Deir elBahari

Inner Coffin
Trough of
Masaharta.
Royal Cache,
2nd Group. Now
in Luxor
Museum of
Mummification

R

Inner Coffin
Trough of
Masaharta. Royal
Cache, 2nd
Group. Now in
Luxor Museum
Deir elof
Bahari Mummification

R

Deir elBahari

Outer Coffin Lid
of MakareMutemhet
(Maetkare).
Royal Cache,
2nd Group.

Deir elBahari

Outer Coffin
Trough of
MakareMutemhet
(Maetkare).
Royal Cache,
2nd Group.

R

R

R

R

R

R

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

177

HF

BSS BA

Descript.

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

Ref.

x (B)

Sisters standing
adoring the Abydos
Fetish

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap.
London; (Without baboons
or falcon; Sisters adoring
some type of fetish or
emblem; Sisters posed as
described in Descript.)

CTI

Daressy
(1909)

x (I)

C/S End Type 14;
Isis kneeling on
Associated with Placement
nebu sign with arms
of Isis in Pyramid Text
raised in adoration
Utterance 4

CTI

Daressy
(1909)

x (B)

Sisters kneeling with
arms touching shen
sign

Scene Type 3

CTI

Daressy
(1909)

x (I)

Isis standing with
arms raised in
adoration of the
Eastern emblem

C/S End Type 26;
Associated with Placement
of Isis in Pyramid Text
Utterance 4

CTI

Daressy
(1909)

x (B)

Sisters standing
flanking a pectoral
with a scarab; on the
right proper are
Osiris and Isis, on
left proper are
Sokaris and
Nephthys

Scene Type 31

CLE

Daressy
(1909)

x (N)

C/S End Type 32;
Nephthys standing Associated with Placement
with arms raised in of Nephthys in Coffin Text
adoration
Spell 236

CLE

Daressy
(1909)

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Sisters standing with Vignette for Book of the
arms raised in
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
adoration, adoring a Hunefer; (Without baboons
djed pillar with
or falcon; Sisters adoring
ram's horns, solar
some type of fetish or
disk and double
emblem; Sisters posed as
feathers
described in Descript.)

CTE

Daressy
(1909)

x (N)

Nephthys kneeling
on nebu sign with
wings and two
plumes

C/S End Type 42;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Pyramid
Text Utterance 5

CTE

Daressy
(1909)

x (N)

Nephthys kneeling
on nebu sign with
ankh signs passing
through arms that
are raised in
adoration

C/S End Type 45;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Coffin Text
Spell 236

CTE

Daressy
(1909)

x (B)

Squatting on nb
basket as mourners

Scene Type 23

CLE

Daressy
(1909)

x (I)

Isis kneeling on
nebu sign, with
C/S End Type 2; Associated
winged arms raised with Placement of Isis in
in adoration
Coffin Text Spell 229

CTE

Daressy
(1909)

Appendix 1: Coffin and Sarcophagi EXCEL Database

MN

CM:
CG61028 /
JE26200

CM:
CG61028 /
JE26200

CM:
CG61028 /
JE26200

CM:
CG61029 /
JE26197

CM:
CG61029 /
JE26197

CM:
CG61029 /
JE26197

CM:
CG61030 /
JE26199

CM:
CG61030 /
JE26199

CM:
CG61030 /
JE26199

CM:
CG61030 /
JE26199

CM:
CG61030 /
JE26199

CM:
CG61030 /
JE26199

CM:
CG61030 /
JE26199

Dyn. R/NR

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

R

R

R

Prov.

OI

Deir elBahari

Inner Coffin
Trough of
MakareMutemhet
(Maetkare).
Royal Cache,
2nd Group.

Deir elBahari

Inner Coffin
Trough of
MakareMutemhet
(Maetkare).
Royal Cache,
2nd Group.

Deir elBahari

Mummy Board
of MakareMutemhet
(Maetkare).
Royal Cache,
2nd Group.

Deir elBahari

Outer Coffin
Trough of
Panedjem II.
Royal Cache,
2nd Group.

R

Deir elBahari

Outer Coffin
Trough of
Panedjem II.
Royal Cache,
2nd Group.

R

Mummy Board
of of Panedjem
Deir el- II. Royal Cache,
Bahari
2nd Group.

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

Deir elBahari

Outer coffin lid
of Nesikhonsu.
Royal Cache,
2nd Group.

Deir elBahari

Outer coffin lid
of Nesikhonsu.
Royal Cache,
2nd Group.

Deir elBahari

Outer coffin lid
of Nesikhonsu.
Royal Cache,
2nd Group.

Deir elBahari

Outer coffin
trough of
Nesikhonsu.
Royal Cache,
2nd Group.

Deir elBahari

Outer coffin
trough of
Nesikhonsu.
Royal Cache,
2nd Group.

Deir elBahari

Inner coffin
trough of
Nesikhonsu.
Royal Cache,
2nd Group.

Deir elBahari

Inner coffin
trough of
Nesikhonsu.
Royal Cache,
2nd Group.

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Daressy
(1909)

x

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
nb basket, holding
ends of the mummy
bier (Isis at foot of
bier, Nephthys at
head bier)

Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 151

CTE

Daressy
(1909)

x

x (B)

Sisters kneeling and
lamenting

Scene Type 4

MBE

Daressy
(1909)

x (B)

Sisters squatting on
Closely Associated with
nebu sign; One arm Vignette for Book of the
raised in front of
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
body in adoration of
Ani (Without baboons;
an Abydos emblem; Sisters adoring some type of
Other hand on a vase fetish or emblem; Sisters
in front of each of
posed as described in
them
Descript.)

CTE

Daressy
(1909)

x

x (N)

C/S End Type 41;
Nephthys kneeling Associated with Placement
on a nb basket, with of Nephthys in Pyramid
arms raised
Text Utterance 5

CTE

Daressy
(1909)

x

x (B)

Sisters kneeling with
a scarab between
them

Scene Type 14

MBE

Daressy
(1909)

x (B)

Sisters squatting in
front of reliquary of
Osiris; One hand
raised in front of
face, other hand on
shen sign

Scene Type 15

CLE

Daressy
(1909)

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
Sisters squatting on
Ani (Without baboons;
nb basket in front of Sisters adoring some type of
emblem of Osiris,
fetish or emblem; Sisters
with arms raised in
posed as described in
adoration
Descript.)

CLE

Daressy
(1909)

x (I)

Isis kneeling on
nebu sign with
winged arms,
C/S End Type 2; Associated
holding ankh signs
with Placement of Isis in
in each hand
Pyramid Text Utterance 4

CLE

Daressy
(1909)

x (I)

Isis kneeling on nb
C/S End Type 43;
basket with an ankh Associated with Placement
sign passing through of Isis in Coffin Text Spell
each arm
229

CTE

Daressy
(1909)

x (N)

Nephthys standing
with ankh signs
passing over her
arms that are raised
in adoration

C/S End Type 35;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Coffin Text
Spell 236

CTE

Daressy
(1909)

x (B)

Sisters depicted as
serpents wearing
their names in
hieroglyphs atop
their heads

Scene Type 36

CTE

Daressy
(1909)

Nephthys squatting
on nebu sign with
raised arms that
have ankh signs
passing over them

C/S End Type 37;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Coffin Text
Spell 236

CTE

Daressy
(1909)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

178

Ref.

CTE

x

x

Descript.

x (I)

x

x

BSS BA

Isis kneeling on
nebu sign, with
C/S End Type 2; Associated
winged arms raised with Placement of Isis in
in adoration
Coffin Text Spell 229

x

x

HF

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

x (N)

x
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MN

CM:
CG61030 /
JE26199

CM:
CG61031 /
JE26198

CM:
CG61031 /
JE26198

CM:
CG61031 /
JE26198

CM:
CG61032 /
JE26196

CM:
CG61032 /
JE26196

CM:
CG61032 /
JE26196

CM:
CG61032 /
JE26196

CM:
CG61032 /
JE26196

CM:
CG61032 /
JE26196

CM:
CG61032 /
JE26196

CM:
CG61032 /
JE26196

Dyn. R/NR

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

Prov.

OI

Deir elBahari

Mummy Board
of Nesikhonsu.
Royal Cache,
2nd Group.

Deir elBahari

Outer coffin
trough of Ast-mkheb. Royal
Cache, 2nd
Group.

Deir elBahari

Outer coffin
trough of Ast-mkheb. Royal
Cache, 2nd
Group.

Deir elBahari

Mummy Board
of Ast-m-kheb.
Royal Cache,
2nd Group.

Deir elBahari

Outer coffin lid
of Taiouhert.
Royal Cachhe,
2nd Group.

Deir elBahari

Outer coffin
trough of
Taiouhert. Royal
Cachhe, 2nd
Group.

Deir elBahari

Outer coffin
trough of
Taiouhert. Royal
Cache, 2nd
Group.

Deir elBahari

Inner coffin lid
of Taiouhert.
Royal Cachhe,
2nd Group.

Deir elBahari

Inner coffin
trough of
Taiouhert. Royal
Cache, 2nd
Group.

Deir elBahari

Inner coffin
trough of
Taiouhert. Royal
Cachhe, 2nd
Group.

Deir elBahari

Inner coffin
trough of
Taiouhert. Royal
Cachhe, 2nd
Group.

Deir elBahari

Inner coffin
trough of
Taiouhert. Royal
Cachhe, 2nd
Group.
Mummy Board
of Zod-ptah-aufankh. Royal
Cache, 2nd
Group.

Coffin of
Ramesses III

CM:
CG61034 /
JE26201

21

R

Deir elBahari

CM:
CG61040 /
JE34560

20

R

Biban elMolouk

After
332
CM: JE25813 BC

NR

Unknown

Cartonnage of
Peduast

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x (B)

Sisters kneeling with
ankh signs passing
through their arms

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
Sisters standing (?) Hunefer; (Without baboons
looking at a djed
or falcon; Sisters adoring a
pillar, reminiscent of djed pillar; Sisters posed as
Osiris
described in Descript.)

CTE

Daressy
(1909)

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
nb basket as
mourners, with one
hand placed on shen
sign

Scene Type 2

MBE

Daressy
(1909)

x (I)

Isis standing with
arms upraised in
adoration, holding
ankh signs

C/S End Type 17;
Associated with Placement
of Isis in Pyramid Text
Utterance 4

CLE

Daressy
(1909)

x (B)

Sisters standing with
one arm raised
touching Osiris;
Other arm of each
holds an ankh sign

Scene Type 50

CTE

Daressy
(1909)

x (N)

C/S End Type 32;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Pyramid
Nephthys standing
Text Utterance 5 and
with hands raised in Placement of Nephthys in
adoration
Coffin Text Spell 236

CTE

Daressy
(1909)

x (I)

Isis standing on
nebu sign with arms
upraised in adoration
C/S End Type 16;
and ankh signs
Associated with Placement
passing through
of Isis in Pyramid Text
them
Utterance 4

CLE

Daressy
(1909)

x (N)

Nephthys standing
with arms upraised
in adoration

C/S End Type 32:
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Pyramid
Text Utterance 5

CTE

Daressy
(1909)

x (B)

Sisters standing (?)
adoring the atef
crown of Osiris

Scene Type 50

CTE

Daressy
(1909)

x (N)

Nephthys kneeling
on nebu sign with
arms upraised in
and ankh signs
passing through
them

C/S End Type 45;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Coffin Text
Spell 236

CTE

Daressy
(1909)

x (B)

Sisters squatting
adoring Osiris lying
on mummy bier
between them (Isis
at head of bier,
Nephthys at foot of
bier)

Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 151

CTI

Daressy
(1909)

x (B)

Sisters squatting
preseningt a vase to
Osiris

Scene Type 18

MBE

Daressy
(1909)

x (N)

Nephthys kneeling C/S End Type 2; Associated
with winged arms, with Placement of Nephthys
between two uraei in Pyramid Text Utterance 5

CLE

Daressy
(1909)

Cart.

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

179

Ref.

x (B)

x

x

Descript.

x

x

x

BSS BA

Sisters kneeling as
mourners in front of
Osiris's reliquary

x

x

HF

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

x (B)

Both sisters standing
on a boat adoring the
god Horus in a naos

Scene Type 11

MBE

Daressy
(1909)

Scene Type 48

CTE

Daressy
(1909)

Scene Type 59
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MN

Dyn. R/NR

After
332
CM: JE25813 BC

CM: JE26030

CM: JE27301

CM: JE27302

CM: JE29668

CM: JE31566

CM: JE31566

27

19

19

21

26

26

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

Prov.

Unknown

OI

Cartonnage of
Peduast

Unknown Coffn lid of Zeho

TT1

TT1

Deir elBahari

Outer Coffin on
sledge belonging
to Sennedjem

Outer Coffin on
sledge belonging
to Khonsu

Coffin of
Pedamun. Tombs
of Priests of
Amun

NR

Sarcophagus of
Potasimto, schist,
temp.
Abu Yasin Psammetikhos II

NR

Sarcophagus of
Potasimto, schist,
temp.
Abu Yasin Psammetikhos II
Anthropoid
Sarcophagus,
basalt. Around
the pyramidcomplex of Unis.
Saqqara
Thanenhebu

CM: JE35156

26

NR

CM: JE36418

12

NR

12

NR

Meir

Coffin trough of
Senebi

CM: JE60670

18

R

Thebes

Sarcophagus of
Queen

KV 20

Tuthmosis I;
Sarcophagus,
quartzite;
Originally
Sarcophagus for
Hatshepsut

KV 62

Tutankhamun;
Second Coffin

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

CM: JE42827

R

x

x

x

KV 20

18

x

x

R

CM: JE52344

x

x

x

18

R

x

Coffin trough of
Heqata
Red granite
sarcophagus
trough of
Hatshepsut

18

x

Meir

CM: JE37678
/ JE52459

CM: JE47032

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

x

x

x

x

HF

Descript.

x (B)

Both sisters standing
on a boat adoring a
mummy on a bier
between them (Isis
at head of bier,
Nephthys at foot of
bier)

x (B)

Both sisters kneeling
adoring an Apis bull
with a mummy on
its back

x (B)

Both sisters are
depicted in avian
form looking at the
mummy on a bier
(Isis at foot of bier,
Nephthys at head of
bier)

Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 17

x (B)

Sisters squatting
with arms folded
across chest;
Adoring mummy
lying on lion form
mummy bier, with
Anubis attending to
the mummy
(Nephthys at head of
bier, Isis at foot of
bier)

x (B)

Sisters standing with
arms raised and an
ankh sign passing
through one arm,
hanging from elbow;
In adoration of a
scarab-headed
mummy

x

x

x

x

180

CTE

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author

Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 151

CTE

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author

Scene Type 27

CLE

Kamstra
(1988)

STE

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author

STE

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author

STE

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author

CTE

Willems
(1996)

Scene Type 60

x (N)

Nephthys is
squatting

C/S End Type 21;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Pyramid
Text Utterance 5

x (B)

Both sisters are
squatting

Scene Type 23

Pyramid Text Utterance 4
and Utterance 5
Sisters squatting on
nebu sign with
C/S End Type 8; Associated
hands placed on
with Placement of Isis and
shen sign in front of Nephthys in Pyramid Text
both of them
Utterances 4 and 5

Pyramid Text Utterance 4
and Utterance 5

x

x

CLE

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author

Scene Type 23

x

x

Cart.

Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 151

Both sisters
squatting

x (B)

x (B)

Both sisters are
kneeling

Ref.

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author

x (B)

x

x

BSS BA

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

C/S End Type 6; Associated
with Placement of Isis and
Nephthys in Pyramid Text
Utterances 4 and 5

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
nebu sign with
C/S End Type 3; Associated
hands on shen sign with Placement of Isis and
in front of each of Nephthys in Pyramid Text
them
Utterances 4 and 5

x (I)

Isis kneeling on
nebu with winged
arms oustretched

C/S End Type 2; Associated
with Placement of Isis in
Pyramid Text Utterance 4

CTE

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author
Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author

STE

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author

STE

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author

CLE

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author

SLE

Appendix 1: Coffin and Sarcophagi EXCEL Database

MN

CM: JE60671

CM: JE60671

CM: JE72131

Dyn. R/NR

18

18

18

CM: JE72196A 22

CM: JE85911

CM: JE85917

CM:
Temporary
Number
2.5.15.1

CM:
Temporary
Number
21.11.16.12
CM:
Temporary
Number
27.9.16.7

CM: 6034

21

21

19

21

26

11

After
332
CM: Ex. 3263 BC

BM: EA18

BM: EA78

19

19

R

R

Prov.

KV 62

KV 62

OI

Tutankhamun;
Inner Coffin,
gold

Ay; Sarcophagus,
Red Granite

R

NRT III
(Tanis)

Hawk headed
cartonnage of
Shoshenq II

R

San elHagar
(Tanis)

Inner
(anthropoid)
sarcophagus lid
of Psusennes I

R

NR

NR

NR

R

NR

NR

NR

San elHagar
(Tanis)

Khokha

Thebes

x

x

Sarcophagus lid
of Psusennes I

x

x

x

x

Akhmim

Saqqara

Dra 'Abu
el-Naga

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Coffin of
Unknown

x

Red granite
anthropoid
sarcophagus of
Pahemnetjer

x

x

x

x

x

Coffin trough of
Queen Ashit

Red granite
sarcophagus lid
of Setau

x

x

x

HF

x (B)

x (I)

x

Coffin of
Nebinufer

Coffin trough of
Djedhoriufankh

x

x

Coffin-lid of
Nag' el- Zemutshepenank
Hasâya
h (woman)

Meir

x

Tutankhamun;
Inner Coffin,
gold

KV 23

R

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

BSS BA

Descript.
Sisters standing with
winged arms
encasing coffin;
Adoring texts and
the body itself

Scene Type 25

Isis kneeling on
nebu sign in
adoration of texts

C/S End Type 13;
Associated with Placement
of Isis in Pyramid Text
Utterance 4

x (B)

Sisters standing with
outstreched winged
arms

x (B)

Sisters squatting
with one hand
raised; Possible
squatting on a nb
basket

x (B)

Both sisters kneeling
with outstretched
winged arms

x (B)

Sisters squatting
with one hand in
front of face and
other hand on shen
sign placed in front
of both of them

Scene Type 17

C/S End Type 12

Scene Type 22

x (B)

x (B)

Sisters squatting
with arms crossed
over chest; Adoring
a mummy on a bier
that is attended by
Anubis (Isis at foot
of bier, Nephthys at
head of bier)

x (B)

Both sisters are
C/S End Type 48;
standing on a mat Associated with Placement
with winged arms;
of Isis and Nephthys in
Hands holding Ma'at Pyramid Text Utterances 4
feathers
and 5

Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 151

x

x

Ref.

CLE

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author

CLE

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author

STE

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author /
Ikram and
Dodson
(1998)

Cart.

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author

SLE

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author

SLE

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author

CTE

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author

CTE

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author

CLE

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author

CTE

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author

x (B)

Sisters kneeling with
one hand raised in
front of face, other
hand on lap; Sisters
C/S End Type 57;
are actual statuettes Associated with Placement
placed on lid of
of Isis and Nephthys in
coffin at head and Pyramid Text Utterances 4
foot
and 5

CLE

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author

x (B)

Photo on Museum
Website does not
show the positions
(i.e. standing,
C/S End Type 20;
squatting or
Associated with Placement
kneeling) of the
of Isis and Nephthys in
sisters in their
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
respective positions
and 5

SLE

British
Museum
Website

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
nebu sign, with one
hand in front of face
and other hand on
shen sign; In
adoration of text

SLE

British
Museum
Website

Coffin Text Spells 229 and
236

x

181

Scene Type 25

Isis is standing on
C/S End Types 56 and 57;
top of a djed pillar; Associated with Placement
Nephthys is kneeling of Isis and Nephthys in
on a nebu with arms Pyramid Text Utterances 4
raised in adoration
and 5

x

x

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

Scene Type 3

Appendix 1: Coffin and Sarcophagi EXCEL Database

MN

BM: EA1001

BM: EA6660

BM: EA6665

BM: EA6672

Dyn. R/NR

18

22

18

26

After
332
BM: EA6678 BC

BM: EA6693

BM: EA6693

BM: EA6693

27

27

27

NR

NR

NR

Prov.

Thebes

Thebes

Thebes

OI

Grandorite innersarcophagus lid
of Merymose

Coffin lid of
Denytenamun

Thebes

NR

Thebes

Inner coffin lid
of Hornedjtyitif

NR

Anthropoid
coffin lid of
sycomore fig
wood, made for a
man named
Saqqara
Itineb

NR

Anthropoid
coffin lid of
sycomore fig
wood, made for a
man named
Saqqara
Itineb

NR

Anthropoid
coffin lid of
sycomore fig
wood, made for a
man named
Saqqara
Itineb

BM: EA6705

After
332
BC

NR

Wooden coffin of
Soter, son of
Sheikh Cornelius Pollius
Abd eland Archon of
Qurna
Thebes

BM: EA12270

12

NR

Thebes

BM: EA20745

BM: EA22814

26

26

NR

NR

x

x

Coffin lid the
priestess of
Amun-Re,
Katebet

Wooden
anthropoid innercoffin of
Ankhesnefer

NR

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Rectangular
wooden coffin of
Amenhotep

Akhmim

Anthropoid
coffin of
Irethoreru

Thebes

Outer anthropoid
coffin of
Seshepenmehyt

x

x

x

x

x

HF

BSS BA

Descript.

x

x

x

182

Ref.

x (B)

Isis is standing with
arms raised between
two vertical columns
of inscriptions;
Nephthys is kneeling
on nebu sign with
both arms raised in
adoration

C/S End Type 17;
Associated with Placement
of Isis in Pyramid Text
Utterance 4; C/S End Type
19; Associated with
Placement of Nephthys in
Pyramid Text Utterance 5

SLE

British
Museum
Website

x (B)

Sisters standing with
winged arms, one
hand holds a Ma'at
feather, Between
them is a figure of
Osiris

Scene Type 25

CLE

British
Museum
Website

x (B)

Sisters standing on a
mat with hands
raised in front of
body; In adoration
of a strip of text
between them

Scene Type 9

CLE

Ikram and
Dodson
(1998)

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap.
Sisters standing on a London; (Without baboons
mat with winged
or falcon; Sisters adoring
outstretched arms,
some type of fetish or
embracing emblem emblem; Sisters posed as
of Osiris of Abydos.
described in Descript.)

CLE

British
Museum
Website

x (B)

Sisters standing with
one arm raised in
adoration of the
funeray texts

Scene Type 46

CLE

British
Museum
Website

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
mat with both arms
in front of body with
hands on shen sign
with winged figure
of Nut in the middle

Scene Type 12

CLE

British
Museum
Website

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Sisters squatting as
Vignette for Book of the
mourners, with one Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
hand raised in front
Ani (Without baboons;
of face, other hand Sisters adoring some type of
on knee, adoring the fetish or emblem; Sisters
emblem of Osiris of
posed as described in
Abydos
Descript.)

CLE

British
Museum
Website

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Sisters squatting
Dead Spell 16; See Pap.
with one hand raised London; (Without baboons
in front of face,
or falcon; Sisters adoring
other hand on knee,
some type of fetish or
adoring emblem of
emblem; Sisters posed as
Osiris of Abydos
described in Descript.)

CLE

British
Museum
Website

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
mat, with one arm
raised and other
hand holding vase;
In adoration of
mummy on bier (Isis
at head of bier,
Nephthys at foot of
bier)

Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 151

CTE

British
Museum
Website

Coffin Text Spells 229 and
236

CTE

British
Museum
Website

x (B)

Sisters standing with
winged arms; Isis
holds ankh signs in
C/S End Type 48;
hand and can be
Associated with Placement
asumed that
of Isis and Nephthys in
Nephthys did as
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
well; Adoring texts
and 5

CLE

British
Museum
Website

x (B)

Sisters standing with
arms at sides;
Looking out of the
coffin

CTI

British
Museum
Website

x

x

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

Scene Type 8

Appendix 1: Coffin and Sarcophagi EXCEL Database

MN

BM: EA22940

BM: EA22941

BM:
EA29776

Dyn. R/NR

26

21

26

BM:
EA29776

26

BM:
EA29776

After
332
BC

After
332
BM: EA29777 BC

BM: EA30720

BM: EA30840

BM: EA30841

BM:
EA48001

BM:
EA48001

BM:
EA48001

22

12

12

19

19

19

After
332
BM: EA52949 BC

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

Prov.

Thebes

Deir elBahari

OI

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

Base and lid of
the anthropoid
wooden coffin of
Besenmut

Wooden coffin
trough of
Amenemipet

Akhmim

Wooden coffin
lid bearing the
name Djeho

Akhmim

Wooden coffin
lid bearing the
name Djeho

Akhmim

Cartonnage
belonging to
Djeho

x

x

Thebes

Deir elBersha

Inner? coffin for
a mummy of a
priest named
Nesperennub

x

Rectangular
wooden outercoffin of Sen

Thebes

Wooden
anthropoid outercoffin lid of
Henutmehyt

Thebes

Wooden
anthropoid outercoffin lid of
Henutmehyt

Thebes

Wooden
anthropoid innercoffin lid of
Henutmehyt

Kharga

x

x

x

x

x

Anthropoid
wooden coffin of
Harsinakht

x

x

x

x

Rectangular
wooden innercoffin of Gua

Deir elBersha

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Wooden
anthropoid innercoffin of
Akhmim
Padikhonsiin

x

x

x

x

x

x

BSS BA

Descript.

Ref.

x (B)

Sisters squatting
with winged arms;
Isis (on base) squats
C/S End Type 10;
on a nebu sign;
Associated with Placement
Nephthys squats on
of Isis and Nephthys in
a mat; Both in
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
adoration of text
and 5

CLE

British
Museum
Website

x (B)

Sisters squatting
with one hand on
Closely Associated with
vase, and one hand
Vignette for Book of the
raised in adoration Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
of emblem of Osiris
Ani (Without baboons;
of Abydos that has Sisters adoring some type of
cartouche of Osiris fetish or emblem; Sisters
integrated into
posed as described in
emblem
Descript.)

CTI

British
Museum
Website

x (B)

Sisters standing with
one arm raised with
hand in front of face,
and other arm at
side, adoring
mummy on bier (Isis
at head of bier,
Nephthys at foot of
bier); Canopic jars
underneath bier

Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 151

CLE

British
Museum
Website

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
mat with one hand
raised in front of
face; Adoring texts

Scene Type 3

CLE

British
Museum
Website

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
mat with one hand
raised in front of
face, other hand
placed on lap

Scene Type 42

Cart.

British
Museum
Website

x (B)

Sisters kneeling with
one hand raised in
front of face;
Adoring mummy on
bier (Isis at head of
bier, Nephthys at
foot of bier)

Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 151

CLE

British
Museum
Website

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
Sisters standing on Hunefer; (Without baboons
mat, with
or falcon; Sisters adoring
outstretched winged
some type of fetish or
arms; Adoring
emblem; Sisters posed as
Abydos Fetish
described in Descript.)

CLE

British
Museum
Website

CTE

British
Museum
Website

x

Special Text for Deir elBersha Area; Closely
Associated with Placement
of Isis and Nephthys in
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
and 5

x

Special Text for Deir elBersha Area; Closely
Associated with Placement
of Isis and Nephthys in
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
and 5

CTI

British
Museum
Website

Scene Type 8

CLE

British
Museum
Website

x

x (B)

Sisters standing on
nebu sign, with arms
at sides, looking at
texts

x

x (B)

Isis standing on
nebu sign with both
arms raised; Ankh
C/S End Type 16;
signs pass through Associated with Placement
both arms and hang
of Isis in Pyramid Text
from her elbows
Utterance 4

CLE

British
Museum
Website

x

x (B)

Sisters standing on
mat with arms raised
adoring texts

Scene Type 9

CLE

British
Museum
Website

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
mat adoring mummy
on bier attended by
Anubis, (Nephthys
at head of bier, Isis
at foot of bier)

Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 151

CLE

British
Museum
Website

x

x

x

HF

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

x

x

x

183

Appendix 1: Coffin and Sarcophagi EXCEL Database

MN

BM: EA52951

LM: D1

LM: D8

LM: D9

LM: D10

LM: D12

LM: D39

LM: D40

LM: E3864

LM: E10479

LM: E10779A

LM: E10779A

LM: E11297

Dyn. R/NR

18

20

30

30

30

30

30

After
332
BC

21

After
332
BC

12

12

19

NR

R

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

Prov.

OI

Thebes

Sycamore fig
wood anthropoid
coffin

Thebes

Unknown

Sarcophagus lid
of the Djedhor

Sarcophagus
trough of
Djedhor

Unknown

Sarcophagus
trough of Hor

Sarcophagus lid
Unknown
of Iymhétep

Sarcophagus of
Tenthapy

Coffin lid of
Tisicratès

NR

Unknown

NR

Coffin bottom of
Unknown
Imenempiet

NR

NR

Cartonnage of
Unknown Tacheretpaankh

Deir elBersha

x

x

Sarcophagus
trough of
Ramesses III

Unknown

Unknown

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

Exterior coffin
trough of Sopi

NR

Deir elBersha

Exterior coffin
trough of Sopi

NR

Tuna elGebel

Sarcophagus lid
of Nachouiou

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Sisters depicted in
avian form, in
adoration of text and
the god Amun-Re in
x
avian form

Scene Type 54

CTE

British
Museum
Website

STE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

SLE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

STI

Personally
Studied in
Museum

STI

Personally
Studied in
Museum

x (B)

x (B)

Sisters standing with
ankh-djed-was
scepter in between
each of their hands

Scene Type 53

SLE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

x (B)

Sisters standing
holding an ankh-djedwas scepter between
their hands; Sisters
looking at ba of the
deceased

Scene Type 53

SLE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

x (B)

Sisters looking at ba
of deceased in form
of a bird; Isis holds a
sail in her hands
while Nephthys
holds an ankh-djedwas scepter in her
hands

Scene Type 57

CLE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

x (B)

Sisters standing with
arms at sides
looking at a
cartouche of Osiris

Scene Type 8

CLE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
mat, with one arm
raised in front of
face other hand
placed in lap;
Adoring the mummy
who is placed on a
bier (Isis at head of
bier, Nephthys at
foot of bier)

Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 151

Cart.

Personally
Studied in
Museum

x

Special Text for Deir elBersha Area; Closely
Associated with Placement
of Isis and Nephthys in
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
and 5

CTE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

x

Special Text for Deir elBersha Area; Closely
Associated with Placement
of Isis and Nephthys in
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
and 5

CTI

Personally
Studied in
Museum

SLE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
nebu sign with
outsretched winged
C/S End Type 12;
arms; Isis looking at Associated with Placement
Anubis Standard;
of Isis and Nephthys in
Nephthys looking at Pyramid Text Utterances 4
text
and 5

Scene Type 2

Sisters kneeling with
one arm touching a
shen located in front
of each of them

x

x

Sisters kneeling on
nb basket, with one
hand on shen sign

Ref.

x (B)

x

x

x

Descript.

Sisters kneeling on
nebu signs with
outstretched winged
arms; Isis looking at
C/S End Type 12;
an Anubis Standard; Associated with Placement
Nephthys looking at
of Isis and Nephthys in
a Wedjat Eye
Pyramid Text Utterances 4
Standard
and 5

x

x

BSS BA

x (B)

x (B)

x

x

HF

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

x

x

184

x (I)

Scene Type 3

Isis squatting on
C/S End Type 15;
nebu sign with both Associated with Placement
arms raised in
of Isis in Pyramid Text
adoration
Utterance 4

Appendix 1: Coffin and Sarcophagi EXCEL Database

MN

LM: E11297

LM: E11936

LM: E13027

LM: E13027

LM: E13029

LM: E13034

LM: E13035

LM: E14543

LM: E20165

LM: N2570

LM: N2570

LM: N2579

Dyn. R/NR

19

12

21

21

21

21

21

18

21

21

21

25

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

Prov.

OI

Tuna elGebel

Sarcophagus
trough of
Nachouiou

Asyut

Unknown

Unknown

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

x

Coffin of Nakhti

Exterior coffin
lid of
Tanethéréret

x

x

Exterior coffin
trough of
Tanethéréret

Inner coffin lld
Unknown of Panebmontou

Inner coffin lid
of Tanethéréret
(Part of LM:
Unknown
E13027)

Mummy Board
of Tanethéréret
(Part of LM:
E13027, and LM:
Unknown
E13034)

Inner coffin
Unknown trough of Paser

x

x

x

x

Unknown

Coffin lid of
Padiouf

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Descript.
Nephthys squatting
on a nebu sign;
Arms are raised in
adoration

x

x

x

x

x

185

C/S End Type 21;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Pyramid
Text Utterance 5

Ref.

STE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

Coffin Text Spells 229 and
236

CTE

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author

x (B)

Sisters squatting on
nebu sign with one
hand raised in front
of face, other hand
on shen sign;
Adoring an Abydos
Fetish

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
Ani (Without baboons;
Sisters adoring some type of
fetish or emblem; Sisters
posed as described in
Descript.)

CLE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap.
London; (Without baboons
Sisters standing with or falcon; Sisters adoring
armsraised in
some type of fetish or
adoration of Abydos emblem; Sisters posed as
Fetish
described in Descript.)

CTE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

x (B)

Sisters squatting on
nebu sign, with one
hand raised in front
of face and other
hand on shen sign

CLE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Sisters squatting
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
with one hand on
Ani (Without baboons;
shen sign and other Sisters adoring some type of
hand raised in front fetish or emblem; Sisters
of face, adoring
posed as described in
emblem of Abydos
Descript.)

CLE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
Ani (Without baboons;
Sisters squatting (?) Sisters adoring some type of
adoring emblem of
fetish or emblem; Sisters
Abydos, with one
posed as described in
hand in front of face
Descript.)

MBE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

x (B)

Sisters standing on
nb basket, with arms
raised in adoration;
Top half of
Nephthys's body is
on the lid, and her
C/S End Type 18;
bottom half is on Associated with Placement
trough; Isis is
of Isis and Nephthys in
completely depicted Coffin Text Spell 229 and
on trough
Spell 236

CLE/CTE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

x (B)

Sisters squatting on
mats with one hand
on shen sign on top
of a vase and other
hand raised in front
of face

Scene Type 20

MBE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

x (B)

Sisters squatting on
nb basket, with one
hand on shen sign
and the other hand in
front of face

Scene Type 17

CTE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

x (B)

Sisters standing on
mat, with arms
raised in adoration
and ankh signs
going over the arms

CTE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
Hunefer; (Without baboons
Sisters standing,
or falcon; Sisters adoring
holding two items in
some type of fetish or
their hands; Before emblem; Sisters posed as
an emblem of Osiris
described in Descript.)

CLE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

x (N)

x

x

x

BSS BA

x

x

x

x

Inner coffin
Unknown trough of Paser

x

x

Cemetery
west of
Gournet
Coffin lid and
Mourai trough of Madja

Mummy Board
of Paser
(Belongs inside
Unknown LM: N2581)

x

HF

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

Scene Type 20

Scene Type 27

Appendix 1: Coffin and Sarcophagi EXCEL Database

MN

LM: N2581

LM: N2617

LM: N2626

Dyn. R/NR

21

26

26

NR

NR

NR

Prov.

OI

Outer coffin
Unknown trough of Paser

Cartonnage of
the mummy
Djedkhonsouioue
Unknown
fânkh

Unknown

Coffin lid of
Oudjaénès

LM: N2626

26

NR

Unknown

Coffin lid of
Oudjaénès

LM: N2626

26

NR

Unknown

Coffin trough of
Oudjaénès

LM: N2626

LM: N2631

FM: E.1.1823

BKM:
08.480.1a-b

BKM:
08.480.1a-b

BKM:
08.480.1a-b

BKM:
08.480.2a-c

26

21

20

21

21

21

21

Unknown

NR

Outer coffin lid
Unknown of Tamoutnéferet

R

R

R

NR

Thebes

Thebes

Thebes

Thebes

Thebes

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

186

HF

BSS BA

Descript.

Ref.

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
Sisters standing on Hunefer; (Without baboons
same nebu sign with or falcon; Sisters adoring
a djed pillar.
some type of fetish or
Emblem of Osiris
emblem; Sisters posed as
between them
described in Descript.)

CTE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Sisters standing with Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
outstretched winged Hunefer; (Without baboons
arms that cover the or falcon; Sisters adoring
central part of the
some type of fetish or
coffin, adoring an
emblem; Sisters posed as
emblem of Osiris
described in Descript.)

Cart.

Personally
Studied in
Museum

x (B)

Sisters standing with
outstretched winged
arms; One hand of
each sister holding a
Ma'at feather, in
between the wings is
the udjat eye that is
on a nb basket

CLE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

x (B)

Sisters squatting on
nebu sign with
C/S End Type 10;
outstretched winged Associated with Placement
arms; Both hands of
of Isis and Nephthys in
each sister is holding Pyramid Text Utterances 4
a Ma'at feather
and 5

CLE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

CTE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

x (B)

Sisters standing
make up the upper
Closely Associated with
half of a tyt sign;
Vignette for Book of the
One hand raised in
Dead Spell 16; See Pap.
adoration, other
London; (Without baboons
hand placed at the
or falcon; Sisters adoring
side; Adoring an
some type of fetish or
emblem of Osiris of emblem; Sisters posed as
Abydos
described in Descript.)

CTE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

x (B)

Sisters standing with
arms at sides,
looking at funerary
texts

Scene Type 8

CLE

Personally
Studied in
Museum

x (B)

Sisters standing on
nebu sign, with
outstretched arms to
embrace the
deceased King

Scene Type 6

SLE

Fitzwilliam
Museum
Website

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Sisters squatting on
Vignette for Book of the
nebu sign, with one Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
hand on a shen sign,
Ani (Without baboons;
other hand raised in Sisters adoring some type of
front of face; In
fetish or emblem; Sisters
front of the emblem
posed as described in
of Osiris
Descript.)

SLE

Brooklyn
Museum
Website

x (N)

Nephthys standing
with arms raised in
C/S End Type 32;
adoration; The Four Associated with Placement
Sons of Horus are of Nephthys in Coffin Text
also with her
Spell 236

SLE

Brooklyn
Museum
Website

x (I)

Isis depicted
"standing" in the
form of the tyt
symbol with human
arms; On the head of
the coffin the tyt
symbol has arms
raised in adoration
as well as an
emblem of the West
in front of and
C/S End Type 36;
behind it; On the
Associated with Placement
foot of the coffin the
of Isis in Pyramid Text
tyt symbol has arms Utterance 4 and Coffin Text
raised in adoration
Spell 229

STE

Brooklyn
Museum
Website

x (B)

Sisters squatting on
a mat; One hand is
raised in front of
face and other hand
is on a shen symbol

CLE

Brooklyn
Museum
Website

x (B)

x

Outer
sarcophagus
trough of the
Royal Prince,
Count of Thebes,
Pa-seba-khai-enipet

Coffin lid of
Pasebakhaemipet

x

x

x

Sarcophagus lid
of Ramesses III

Outer
sarcophagus lid
of the Royal
Prince, Count of
Thebes, Pa-sebakhai-en-ipet
Outer
sarcophagus lid
of the Royal
Prince, Count of
Thebes, Pa-sebakhai-en-ipet

x

x

Coffin trough of
Oudjaénès

NR

R

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

Sisters kneeling,
with hands placed
on a shen sign

Scene Type 39

Scene Type 3

Scene Type 22
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MN

Dyn. R/NR

Prov.

OI

BKM:
08.480.2a-c

21

NR

Thebes

Coffin lid of
Pasebakhaemipet

BKM:
08.480.2a-c

21

NR

Thebes

Mummy Board
of
Pasebakhaemipet

BKM: 37.15E

18

NR

BKM:
37.1521Ea-c

26

NR

BKM:
52.127a-b

11

R

MMA:
12.181.300a,b

18

NR

Saqqara

Anthropoid
coffin of
Thothirdes

Asasif

Lid of Rishi
Coffin

NR

Asasif

Coffin trough of
Teti

MMA: 15.2.2

13

NR

Meir

Coffin trough of
Khnumnakht

MMA:
22.3.1a,b

After
332
BC

MMA:
25.3.183a,b

MMA:
25.3.183a,b

MMA:
25.3.183a,b

21

21

21

21

R

R

R

R

x

x

x

x

x

x

Asasif

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

Deir elBahari

Outer coffin lid
of Henettawy

Inner coffin lid
of Henettawy

Inner coffin lid
of Henettawy

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Descript.

x

x

187

Ref.

x (B)

CTI

Brooklyn
Museum
Website

x (B)

Sisters squatting
with one hand raised
in front of face

Scene Type 22

MBE

Brooklyn
Museum
Website

x (B)

Sisters squatting
with hands raised in
adoration

C/S End Type 9; Associated
with Placement of Isis and
Nephthys in Pyramid Text
Utterances 4 and 5

STE

Brooklyn
Museum
Website

x (B)

Sisters standing with
one hand raised in
front of face, other
hand at their side; A
mummy on a bier is
between them, with
a bird hoovering
over the mummy
(Nephthys at head of
bier, Isis at foot of
bier)

Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 151

CLE

Brooklyn
Museum
Website

Coffin Text Spells 229 and
236

CTE

Brooklyn
Museum
Website

Sisters kneeling on
nb basket sign with
arms raised in
adoration of text

CLE

Metropolitan
Museum of
Art Website

Sisters standing with
arms raised in
adoration; Isis
standing on a pillar
like object
underneath two
udjat eyes;
C/S End Type 1; Associated
Nephthys standing with Placement of Isis and
underneath a
Nephthys in Pyramid Text
painting of Anubis
Utterances 4 and 5

CTE

Metropolitan
Museum of
Art Website

* Image of goddess
on the coffin
Coffin Text Spells 229 and
headboard is not Isis
236

CTE

Metropolitan
Museum of
Art Website

x (B)

Sisters standing in
adoration of muumy
on bier; (Isis at head
of bier, Nephthys at
foot of bier)

Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 182

SLE

Metropolitan
Museum of
Art Website

x (B)

Sisters squatting
with one hand in
front of face and
other hand on top of
shen sign above a
vase; Adoring text

Scene Type 22

CLE

Metropolitan
Museum of
Art Website

x (B)

Sisters standing in
front of Osiris with
winged arms; They
raise one hand in
adoration and sound
their sistrum

Scene Type 25

CLE

Metropolitan
Museum of
Art Website

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Sisters squatting on
Dead Spell 16; See Pap.
mat with hands
London; (Without baboons
raised in adoration
or falcon; Sisters adoring
of Osiris emblem (a
some type of fetish or
scepter flanked by
emblem; Sisters posed as
winged udjat eyes)
described in Descript.)

CLE

Metropolitan
Museum of
Art Website

x (B)

Sisters squatting on
nebu sign, with one
arm raised in front
of face and other
hand on shen sign;
Adoring text,
mourning
Henettawy's death

CLE

Metropolitan
Museum of
Art Website

x (B)

x

x

x

BSS BA

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
Sisters standing with Hunefer; (Without baboons
arms raised in
or falcon; Sisters adoring
adoration of
some type of fetish or
Emblem of Osiris of emblem; Sisters posed as
Abydos
described in Descript.)

x (B)

x

x

HF

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Inner coffin lid
of Henettawy

x

x

x

Sarcophagus lid
of Payuhor

x

x

Coffin of
Unknown Princess Mayet

18

MMA:
25.3.182a,b

x

Sarcophagus of
Kamwese, called
Unknown for short Kami

MMA:
12.181.302a,b

NR

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

Scene Type 2

Scene Type 20
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MN

MMA:
26.3.2a,b

Dyn. R/NR

21

NR

Prov.

Asasif

OI

Inner coffin lid
of Iotefamun

MMA: 26.3.3

21

NR

Asasif

Innermost coffin
lid of Iotefamun

MMA: 26.3.3

21

NR

Asasif

Innermost coffin
lid of Iotefamun

NR

Deir elBahari

Inner coffin lid
of the singer of
Amun,
Anresenmes

Inner coffin lid
of the singer of
Amun,
Anresenmes

MMA:
26.3.4a,b

21

MMA:
26.3.4a,b

21

NR

Deir elBahari

MMA:
26.3.9a,b

11

NR

Deir elBahari

Outer coffin
trough of the
child Myt

MMA:
30.3.23a,b

21

NR

Deir elBahari

Outer coffin lid
of the Singer of
Amun Nany

MMA:
30.3.24a,b

21

MMA:
30.3.24a,b

21

MMA:
32.3.427a,b

13

MMA:
32.3.428a,b

MMA:
86.1.1a

MMA:
86.1.1a

MMA:
86.1.2b

13

19

19

19

NR

Deir elBahari

Inner coffin lid
of the singer
Amun Nany

NR

Deir elBahari

Inner coffin lid
of the singer
Amun Nany

NR

Asasif

Coffin trough of
Hekaib-Hapy

Asasif

Coffin trough of
Entemaemsaf

NR

NR

Deir elMedina

Outer coffin lid
of Khonsu

NR

Deir elMedina

Outer coffin lid
of Khonsu

NR

Deir elMedina

Inner coffin lid
of Khonsu

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Descript.

CLE

Metropolitan
Museum of
Art Website

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap.
London; (Without baboons
Sisters standing with or falcon; Sisters adoring
outstrechted winged
some type of fetish or
arms, adoring
emblem; Sisters posed as
emblem of Osiris
described in Descript.)

CLE

Metropolitan
Museum of
Art Website

x (B)

Sisters squatting (?)
with one hand in
front of face

CLE

Metropolitan
Museum of
Art Website

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Sisters sitting in a
Vignette for Book of the
"mummified" form Dead Spell 1; See Pap. Of
on solar barque; This Kerasher; (Without naos
scene is part of a over Osiris; Sisters posed as
pectoral
described in Descript.)

CLE

Metropolitan
Museum of
Art Website

x (B)

Sisters squatting on
nebu sign with one
hand raised in front
of face; Adoring text

Scene Type 22

CLE

Metropolitan
Museum of
Art Website

Coffin Text Spells 229 and
236

CTE

Metropolitan
Museum of
Art Website

Scene Type 20

CLE

Metropolitan
Museum of
Art Website

CLE

Metropolitan
Museum of
Art Website

CLE

Metropolitan
Museum of
Art Website

CTE

Metropolitan
Museum of
Art Website

x (B)

C/S End Type 1; Associated
Sisters standing with with Placement of Isis and
arms raised in
Nephthys in Coffin Text
adoration
Spell 229 and Spell 236

CTE

Metropolitan
Museum of
Art Website

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Sisters kneeling with Dead Spell 151 (Without
hands on shen sign mummy bier in between);
in front of them; In
See Pap. Of Ani and
adoration of text
Muthetepti

x

x

CLE

Metropolitan
Museum of
Art Website

x (N)

C/S End Type 22;
Nephthys squatting Associated with Placement
(?) with hands raised of Nephthys in Pyramid
in adoration
Text Utterance 5

CLE

Metropolitan
Museum of
Art Website

x (B)

Sisters sitting in
mummified form
with ankh sign on
top of their knees; In
adoration of texts

x

x

?

x

CLE

Metropolitan
Museum of
Art Website

x

188

Scene Type 23

x (B)

Sisters squatting on
nebu sign, with one
arm raised in front
of face and other on
shen sign; Adoring
text

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Sisters squatting on
Vignette for Book of the
nebu sign with one Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
hand raised in front
Ani (Without baboons;
of face, other hand Sisters adoring some type of
on shen sign; In
fetish or emblem; Sisters
adoration of an
posed as described in
Osiris emblem
Descript.)

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
Ani (Without baboons;
Sisters squatting Sisters adoring some type of
with arms raised in
fetish or emblem; Sisters
adoration of an
posed as described in
Abydos Fetish
Descript.)

Associated with Pyramid
Text Utterances 4 and 5

x

Ref.

x (B)

x

x

x

BSS BA

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Sisters squatting
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
with one hand in
Ani (Without baboons;
front of face and Sisters adoring some type of
other hand on shen
fetish or emblem; Sisters
sign; Adoring an
posed as described in
Abydos Fetish
Descript.)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

HF

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

Scene Type 5

Appendix 1: Coffin and Sarcophagi EXCEL Database

MN

MMA:
O.C.800

MFA:
04.2058

MFA:
04.278.1

MFA:
04.278.1

MFA: 23.729

MFA: 23.729

MFA:
72.4837a

MFA: 94.321

MFA:
95.1407b

NMS:
1907.346 + AC

NMS:
A.1907.569B

NMS:
A.1907.569B

NMS:
A.1907.569B

NMS:
A.1907.569B

Dyn. R/NR

27

12

18

18

25

25

22

15

25

22

21

21

21

21

Prov.

OI

NR

Unknown

Outer coffin
trough of the
Priest Hor

NR

Beni
Hasan

Coffin trough of
the Lady of the
House Neby

Thebes

Sarcophagus of
Queen
Hatshepsut, recut
for her father,
Thutmose I

Thebes

Sarcophagus of
Queen
Hatshepsut, recut
for her father,
Thutmose I

R

R

R

Nuri,
Nubia

Sarcophagus of
King Aspelta

R

Nuri,
Nubia

Sarcophagus of
King Aspelta

Unknown

Coffin lid of
Ankhpefhor

Thebes

Coffin lid of
Namenkhamen

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

Deir elBahari

Inner coffin of
Nesmutaatneru

Thebes

MummyCartonnage of
Nehemsumut

Thebes

Coffin lid of the
Lady
Tjentweretheqau

Thebes

Coffin lid of the
Lady
Tjentweretheqau

Thebes

Coffin lid of the
Lady
Tjentweretheqau

Thebes

Coffin lid of the
Lady
Tjentweretheqau

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Descript.
Sisters standing in
adoration of mummy
on bier that is
between them (Isis
at head, Nephthys at
foot)

x

x

x

189

Ref.

CTE

Metropolitan
Museum of
Art Website

CTE

Museum of
Fine Arts,
Boston
Website

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on C/S End Type 3; Associated
nebu sign with
with Placement of Isis and
hands on shen sign; Nephthys in Pyramid Text
In adoration of texts
Utterances 4 and 5

STE

Museum of
Fine Arts,
Boston
Website

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on C/S End Type 3; Associated
nebu sign with
with Placement of Isis and
hands on shen sign; Nephthys in Pyramid Text
In adoration of texts
Utterances 4 and 5

STI

Ikram and
Dodson
(1998)

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
nebu sign with
hands on shen sign; C/S End Type 3; Associated
Looking at
with Placement of Isis and
mummified form of Nephthys in Pyramid Text
Osiris
Utterances 4 and 5

STE

Museum of
Fine Arts,
Boston
Website

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on C/S End Type 3; Associated
nebu sign with
with Placement of Isis and
hands on shen sign; Nephthys in Pyramid Text
In adoration of texts
Utterances 4 and 5

STI

Museum of
Fine Arts,
Boston
Website

x (B)

Sisters squatting in
adoration of a
scepter with a scarab
on top of it

CLE

Museum of
Fine Arts,
Boston
Website

x (I)

Isis kneeling with C/S End Type 2; Associated
outstreched winged with Placement of Isis in
arms
Pyramid Text Utterance 4

CLE

Museum of
Fine Arts,
Boston
Website

x (B)

Sisters standing in
adoration of text and
mummy on bier
(Nephthys at head,
Isis at foot)

CLE

Museum of
Fine Arts,
Boston
Website

x (B)

Sisters standing on
mat with outstreched
winged arms
(holding an ankh
sign), that are
overlapping across
the center of the
register, concealing
part of the text

Cart.

National
Museums
Scotland
(2010)

x (B)

Sisters kneeling with
outstretched winged
arms; Between them
are mirror images of
Osiris

Scene Type 10

CLE

National
Museums
Scotland
(2010)

x (B)

Sisters standing
flanking an Osiris
Fetish

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap.
London; (Without baboons
or falcon; Sisters adoring
some type of fetish or
emblem; Sisters posed as
described in Descript.)

CLE

National
Museums
Scotland
(2010)

x (B)

Sisters standing
flanking Osiris who
is holding a heqa
sceptre

Scene Type 50

CLE

National
Museums
Scotland
(2010)

x (B)

Sisters kneeling as
mourners in
adoration of a hawk
with a sun-disc on
its head

Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16

CLE

National
Museums
Scotland
(2010)

x (B)

x

x

x

BSS BA

Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 151

Coffin Text Spells 229 and
236

x

x

HF

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

Scene Type 21

Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 151

Scene Type 25
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MN

NMS:
A.1907.569B
NMS:
A.1907.692 A
(lid) +
A.1907.692
(trough)

NMS:
A.1908.288

NMS:
A.1910.97
NMS:
A.1979.203 A
(lid) +
A.1979.203
(trough)

MNB: No. 56
Inv. 525

MNB: No. 56
Inv. 525

MNB: No. 57
Inv. 526

MNB: No. 57
Inv. 526

MNB: No. 58
Inv. 532

MNB: No. 61
Inv. 528

MNB: No. 61
Inv. 528

Dyn. R/NR

21

27

After
332
BC

26

12

21

21

21

21

23

26

26

NR

Prov.

Thebes

OI

Coffin lid of the
Lady
Tjentweretheqau

Coffin of
Djedhor

NR

Akhmim

NR

Coffin lid of
Unknown Paamunnesutawy

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

Meir

Meir

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

Coffin lid of
Irthorru

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Thebes

Coffin trough of
Hori

Thebes

Coffin lid of the
lady Sha-amunem-se

Thebes

Coffin lid of
Harsiese

Thebes

Coffin lid of
Harsiese

x

x

x

Descript.

x (N)

Nephthys squatting
on nebu sign with
arms raised in air
with ankh signs
passing through
them

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
nebu signs, looking
towards the head of
the deceased

x (B)

Sisters kneeling with
one hand placed on
shen sign; In
adoration of texts

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
Sisters standing with Hunefer; (Without baboons
hands raised to face; or falcon; Sisters adoring a
In adoration of a
djed pillar; Sisters posed as
djed pillar
described in Descript.)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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C/S End Type 37;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Coffin Text
Spell 236

Scene Type 38

Scene Type 3

Special Text for Meir Area;
Closely Associated with
Placement of Isis and
Nephthys in Pyramid Text
Utterances 4 and 5

x

Coffin trough of
Hori

BSS BA

x

x

Thebes Coffin lid of Hori

Thebes

x

x

Coffin of
Khnumhotep

Thebes Coffin lid of Hori

x

HF

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Sisters squatting
Vignette for Book of the
with one hand in
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
front of face, other
Ani (Without baboons;
hand on shen sign in Sisters adoring some type of
front of each of
fetish or emblem; Sisters
them; Adoring an
posed as described in
Abydos Fetish
Descript.)

x (N)

C/S End Type 34;
Nephthys standing Associated with Placement
between two sets of of Nephthys in Coffin Text
text
Spell 236

x (I)

Sisters squatting on
nebu signs;
Nephthys squatting
on nebu sign, with
outstreched winged
arms; Isis squatting
on nebu sign
between two djed
signs and two tyt
signs; Isis hasarms
C/S End Type 11;
raised in adoration Associated with Placement
with an ankh sign
of Isis and Nephthys in
passing through one Pyramid Text Utterances 4
arm
and 5

x (B)

Sisters standing; Isis
on right proper side
of the coffin interior
embracing the
emblem of Abydos
while Nephthys is
on left proper
embracing the
Abydos emblem

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
Hunefer; (Without baboons
or falcon; Sisters adoring
Sisters standing
some type of fetish or
adoring the Abydos emblem; Sisters posed as
fetish
described in Descript.)

x (I)

Isis standing on
C/S End Type 50;
nebu sign with
Associated with Placement
winged arms;
of Isis in Pyramid Text
Surrounded by texts
Utterance 4

x (N)

Nephthys squatting
on nebu sign with
outstretched winged
arms, holding a
C/S End Type 54:
Ma'at feather in one Associated with Placement
hand; Surrounded by of Nephthys in Pyramid
texts
Text Utterance 5

Scene Type 35

Ref.

CLE

National
Museums
Scotland
(2010)

CLE

National
Museums
Scotland
(2010)

CLE

National
Museums
Scotland
(2010)

CLE

National
Museums
Scotland
(2010)

CTE

National
Museums
Scotland
(2010)

CLE

Museu
Nacional
Brazil
(1990)

CLE

Museu
Nacional
Brazil
(1990)

CTE

Museu
Nacional
Brazil
(1990)

CTI

Museu
Nacional
Brazil
(1990)

CLE

Museu
Nacional
Brazil
(1990)

CLE

Museu
Nacional
Brazil
(1990)

CLE

Museu
Nacional
Brazil
(1990)
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MN

TMP: Images
10643 and
10644

TMP: Images
14679 and
14683

TMP: Images
15538 and
15543

TMP: Images
15455 and
16172

TMP: Images
15424 and
15427

TMP: Image
15608

TMP: Image
16143

TMP: Image
16141

TMP: Image
14696

No Number
(A)

Dyn. R/NR

18

18

18

19

19

19

19

19

20

20

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

No Number
(B)

18

NR

No Number
(C)

6

R

Prov.

KV 34

OI

Sarcophagus
trough of
Thutmose III

KV 35

Sarcophagus
trough of
Amenhotep II

KV 43

Sarcophagus
trough of
Thutmose IV

KV 16

Sarcophagus
trough of
Ramesses I

KV 8

KV 47

Sarcophagus lid
of Siptah

KV 47

KV 47

Sarcophagus
trough of Siptah

KV 14

x

x

x

x

Sarcophagus lid
of Merenptah

Sarcophagus lid
of Siptah

KV 14

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

Outer
Sarcophagus lid
of Setnakhte

Outer
Sarcophagus lid
of Setnakhte

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

R

KV 62

Sarcophagus
trough of
Tutankhamun

x

x

x

x

x

18

x

x

Sarcophagus of
King Teti

No Number
(D)

x

x

Saqqara

KV 62

x

x

x

R

x

x

x

18

x

x

Saqqara

No Number
(D)

x

x

Sarcophagus
trough of
unknown

Sarcophagus
trough of
Tutankhamun

x

x

HF

BSS BA

Descript.

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
nebu sign with
hands on shen sign C/S End Type 3; Associated
placed in front of
with Placement of Isis and
each of them; In
Nephthys in Pyramid Text
adoration of texts
Utterances 4 and 5

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
nebu sign with
hands on shen sign C/S End Type 3; Associated
placed in front of
with Placement of Isis and
each of them; In
Nephthys in Pyramid Text
adoration of texts
Utterances 4 and 5

x (B)

C/S End Type 1; Associated
Sisters standing with with Placement of Isis and
arms raised in
Nephthys in Pyramid Text
adoration of texts
Utterances 4 and 5

x (B)

Sisters squatting on
C/S End Type 10;
nebu sign with
Associated with Placement
outsretched winged
of Isis and Nephthys in
arms; In adoration of Pyramid Text Utterances 4
texts
and 5

x (B)

Sisters squatting on
nebu sign; Nephthys
has arms raised in
C/S End Type 11;
adoration; Isis has Associated with Placement
outstretched winged
of Isis and Nephthys in
arms; Both are in Pyramid Text Utterances 4
adoration of texts
and 5

x (B)

Sisters standing on
nebu sign with
hands raised in front
of their bodies; They
are touching an
image of the king

x (B)

Sisters kneeling with
one hand raised in
front of their face
and the other hand
placed on shen sign
placed in front of
each of them; In
adoration of the
cartouches of Siptah

x (N)

x

x

191

Scene Type 7

Scene Type 1

Nephthys standing
with outstretched C/S End Type 2; Associated
winged arms; In with Placement of Nephthys
adoration of texts in Pyramid Text Utterance 5

Ref.

STE

Theban
Mapping
Project
Online

STE

Theban
Mapping
Project
Online

STE

Theban
Mapping
Project
Online

STE

Theban
Mapping
Project
Online

SLE

Theban
Mapping
Project
Online

SLE

Theban
Mapping
Project
Online

SLE

Theban
Mapping
Project
Online

STE

Theban
Mapping
Project
Online

x (B)

Sisters kneeling with
one hand raised in
front of face and
other hand on shen
sign placed in front
of each of them; In
adoration of the
cartouches of
Setnakhte

Scene Type 1

SLE

Theban
Mapping
Project
Online

x (B)

Ssters standing on a
nebu sign with
hands raised in front
of their bodies;
Touching a figure of
the king

Scene Type 7

SLE

Atiya
(2006)

x (B)

Sisters squatting
with arms raised in
adoration; Nephthys
squatting on nebu
sign; Isis squatting C/S End Type 9; Associated
on a mat above
with Placement of Isis and
images of the tyt and Nephthys in Pyramid Text
djed signs
Utterances 4 and 5

STE

Studied by
Author in
tomb in
Saqqara

STI

Lekov
(2004)

Pyramid Text Utterance 4
(Isis) and Utterance 5
(Nephthys)

x

x

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

x

x (B)

Sisters standing with
outstreched winged
arms

x

x (B)

Sisters standing with
outstreched winged
arms, adoring texts

C/S End Type 48

STE

Scene Type 25

STE

The Griffith
Institute
Howard
Carter
Archives
The Griffith
Institute
Howard
Carter
Archives
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MN

No Number
(E)

No Number
(E)

No Number
(F)

MAREM:
E.1011

MAREM:
E.1015

MAREM:
E.1015

MAREM:
E.1015

CMA:
1914.716.a-b

MET:
CGT10101b
(Cat. 2236)

MET:
CGT10102a
(Cat. 2237)

MET:
CGT10102b
(Cat. 2237)

MET:
CGT10102b
(Cat. 2237)

MET:
CGT10102b
(Cat. 2237)

Dyn. R/NR

18

18

19

26

26

26

26

12

22

22

22

22

22

R

R

Prov.

OI

KV 62

Tutankhamun;
First Outermost
Wooden
Anthropoid
Coffin

KV 62

Tutankhamun;
First Outermost
Wooden
Anthropoid
Coffin

NR

Sarcophagus on
sledge of
Unknown
Unknown

NR

Coffin trough of
Unknown Paeftauauiset

Sarcophagus lid
of Tes-bastetperet

NR

Unknown

NR

Sarcophagus lid
of Tes-bastetUnknown
peret

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

x

x

x

x

x

x

Thebes

Thebes

Inner
sarcophagus lid
of Butehamon

Thebes

Inner
sarcophagus
trough of
Butehamon

Thebes

Inner
sarcophagus
trough of
Butehamon

Thebes

Inner
sarcophagus
trough of
Butehamon

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Coffin trough of
Senbi

Outer
sarcophagus
trough of
Butehamon

x

x

Sarcophagus lid
of Tes-bastetUnknown
peret

Meir

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Descript.

x

x

x
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Ref.

CLE

The Griffith
Institute
Howard
Carter
Archives

CLE

The Griffith
Institute
Howard
Carter
Archives

x (B)

Both sisters are
C/S End Type 7; Associated
standing on a nebu with Placement of Isis and
with arms raised in Nephthys in Pyramid Text
adoration
Utterances 4 and 5

STE

Studied in
Cairo
Museum by
Author

x (I)

Nephthtys squatting
C/S End Type 54:
on nebu sign with Associated with Placement
winged arms; Text of Nephthys in Coffint Text
surrounds her
Spell 236

CTE

Lise
(1979)

x (B)

Sisters standing with
one hand holding
red and blue
bandages, the other
arm is at their side;
In adoration of
mummy liying on
the bier (Nephthys at
head of bier, Isis at
foot of bier)

SLE

Lise
(1979)

x (I)

Isis standing with
outstreched winged
C/S End Type 50;
arms, holding a
Associated with Placement
Ma'at feather in each
of Isis in Pyramid Text
hand
Utterance 4

SLE

Lise
(1979)

C/S End Type 22;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Pyramid
Text Utterance 5

SLE

Lise
(1979)

Special Text for Meir Area;
Closely Associated with
Placement of Isis and
Nephthys in Pyramid Text
Utterances 4 and 5

CTE

Berman
(1999)

x (B)

Sisters standing on
Closely Associated with
nebu sign, with one Vignette for Book of the
hand raised in front Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
of face and the other Hunefer; (Without baboons
hand placed on the
or falcon; Sisters adoring
djed pillar in front
some type of fetish or
of them that they are emblem; Sisters posed as
adoring
described in Descript.)

STI

Niwinski
(2004)

x (B)

Sisters squatting on
nebu sign, with one
hand raised in front
of face; In adoration
of texts

Scene Type 19

SLE

Niwinski
(2004)

x (B)

Sisters standing with
arms raised in
adoration of a
winged scarab; In
between them is an
image of Geb and
Nut

Scene Type 58

STE

Niwinski
(2004)

x (N)

Nephthys standing;
C/S End Type 23;
What she is in
Associated with Placement
adoration of is no
of Nephthys in Pyramid
longer on the coffin
Text Utterance 5

STE

Niwinski
(2004)

x (B)

Sisters squatting on
a mat, with one hand
raised and the other
hand on a hawk
headed standard
with crown

STE

Niwinski
(2004)

x (B)

Sisters standing with
winged arms
enclasping the body
of the king

x (I)

Isis kneling with
outstretched winged C/S End Type 2; Associated
arms in adoration of with Placement of Isis in
texts
Pyramid Text Utterance 4

x (N)

x

x

BSS BA

Nephthys squatting
on nebu sign with
arms raised in
adoration; Vertical
lines of text
surround her

x

x

x

HF

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

Scene Type 25

Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 151

Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16
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MN

MET:
CGT10104a
(Cat. 2226)

MET:
CGT10105
(Cat. 2226)

MET:
CGT10106a
(Cat.2238)

MET:
CGT10106a
(Cat.2238)

MET:
CGT10106b
(Cat.2238)

MET:
CGT10107
(Cat.2238)

MET:
CGT10108
(Suppl. 7715)

MET:
CGT10108
(Suppl. 7715)

MET: 2237

Dyn. R/NR

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

21

NAMA:
After
2007.12.1.A- 332
C
BC

NAMA:
2007.12.2.A

After
332
BC

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

Prov.

OI

Thebes

Inner
sarcophagus lid
of
Tabakenkhonsu

Thebes

Mummy Board
of
Tabakenkhonsu

Thebes

Inner
sarcophagus lid
of Khonsumose

Thebes

Inner
sarcophagus lid
of Khonsumose

Thebes

Inner
sarcophagus
trough of
Khonsumose

Thebes

Mummy Board
of Khonsumose

Thebes

Thebes

Thebes

Outer
sarcophagus lid
of Pahoreniset

Outer
sarcophagus lid
of Pahoreniset

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Outer coffin
trough of MeretUnknown
it-es

x

x

x

Coffin trough of
Butehamun

Inner coffin lid
Unknown of Meret-it-es

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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HF

BSS BA

Descript.

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

Ref.

x (B)

Sisters standing with
outstreched winged
arms, each
protecting an image
of the ba of the
deceased

Scene Type 25

SLE

Niwinski
(2004)

x (B)

Sisters standing with
outstreched winged
arms, each
protecting an image
of the ba of the
deceased

Scene Type 25

MBE

Niwinski
(2004)

x (B)

Sisters squatting on
nebu sign with one
hand raised in front
of face

Scene Type 19

SLE

Niwinski
(2004)

x (N)

Nephthys squatting
with arms raised and
ankh sign passing
C/S End Type 34;
through each arm Associated with Placement
and hanging from of Nephthys in Coffin Text
each elbow
Spell 236

SLE

Niwinski
(2004)

x (N)

Nephthys squatting
on nebu sign with
arms raised and an
ankh sign passing
thorugh one of her
arms

C/S End Type 37;
Associated with Placement
of Nephthys in Pyramid
Text Utterance 5

STE

Niwinski
(2004)

x (B)

Sisters squatting on
nebu sign with
hands raised in
adoration of text

Scene Type 19

MBE

Niwinski
(2004)

x (B)

Sisters squatting on
mat, with one hand
Closely Associated with
raised in front of
Vignette for Book of the
their face and the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
other hand touching
Ani (Without baboons;
a shen sign in the Sisters adoring some type of
middle of them; In
fetish or emblem; Sisters
adoration of a shm
posed as described in
emblem
Descript.)

SLE

Niwinski
(2004)

x (B)

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Sisters squatting on Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
a mat, with one hand
Ani (Without baboons;
raised in front of Sisters adoring some type of
their face and the
fetish or emblem; Sisters
other hand on the
posed as described in
Abydos emblem
Descript.)

SLE

Niwinski
(2004)

CTE

Scala
Archives
Website
(2014)

CTE

The NelsonAtkins
Museum of
Art Website

CLE

The NelsonAtkins
Museum of
Art Website

x (B)

Sisters standing with
arms raised in
adoration of a
winged scarab;
Between the two
sisters is an image of
Geb and Nut
Sisters kneeling on a
nebu signs with
arms raised in
adoration; Nephthys
adoring a
mummiform djed
pillar of Osiris with
a crown; Isis adoring
Abydos Fetish with
two lions at the
bottom of it; There
is also a scarab in a
red sun with rays
between the sisters

x (B)

Sisters kneeling with
one hand raised in
front of face, other
hand is at their side;
A mummy bier is
between them
(Nephthys at head of
bier, Isis at foot of
bier)

x (B)

Scene Type 58

Scene Type 56

Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 151
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MN

NAMA:
2007.12.2.B

NAMA:
2007.12.4.B

RMO: AM 4a

RMO: AM 4a

RMO: AMM
5-e

RMO: AMM
5-e

RMO: AMM
16

MCCM:
1999.1.17 AC

Dyn. R/NR

After
332
BC

After
332
BC

26

26

25

25

21

21

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

Prov.

OI

IoR NoR IoL NoL IoF NoH IoH NoF BSSF BSFB BSH Hiero. Knel. Sit. Sq. St.

Inner coffin
trough of MeretUnknown
it-es

Unknown

Saqqara

Saqqara

Unknown

Unknown

Cartonnage of
Meret-it-es

Sarcophagus lid
of
Wahibreemachet

Sarcophagus lid
of
Wahibreemachet

Coffin lid of
Peftjaoeneith

Coffin lid of
Peftjaoeneith

Thebes

Coffin lid of the
priest
Amunhotpe

Thebes

Coffin lid of
Tanakhtnettahat
(Chantress of
Amun)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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HF

BSS BA

Descript.

CLE/CLI/CTE
PT Spell, CT Spell, BD /CTI/SLE/SLI/
Vignette, Scene Type, or STE/STI/MBE/
C/S End Type Assoc.
Cart.

x (B)

Sisters standing on a
mat with one hand at
their side and other
hand raised in
adoration of a
mummifom djed
pillar of Osiris with
crown

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
nebu sign with one
hand raised in front
of face and the other
hand placed in their
lap; In adoration of
texts

x (B)

Sisters standing with
outstreched winged
arms in front of their
body; One hand
holds a Maat
feather; They are in
adoration of text

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
nebu sign with both
arms touching a
shen sign; They are
in adoration of texts
that are between
them

x (B)

Sisters kneeling with
one hand on a shen
sign; Other arm
placed at their side;
Between them is a
winged figure of the
goddess Nut

Scene Type 12

x (B)

Sisters kneeling on
nebu sign; Hands
placed on shen sign
placed in front of
each them; They are
adoring texts

x (B)

Sisters squatting on
a mat, with one hand
raised in front of
their face and the
other hand on a vase
placed in front of
each of them; Both
are in adoration of
texts between them

x (B)

Sisters standing with
arms; Between them
are offering tables
and an Abydos
Fetish

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 16; See Pap. of
Hunefer; (Without baboons
or falcon; Sisters adoring a
djed pillar; Sisters posed as
described in Descript.)

Ref.

CTE

The NelsonAtkins
Museum of
Art Website

Cart.

The NelsonAtkins
Museum of
Art Website

SLE

The
Rijksmuseu
m van
Oudheden
Website

SLE

The
Rijksmuseu
m van
Oudheden
Website

CLE

The
Rijksmuseu
m van
Oudheden
Website

Closely Associated with
Vignette for Book of the
Dead Spell 151 (Without
mummy bier in between);
See Pap. of Ani and
Muthetepti

CLE

The
Rijksmuseu
m van
Oudheden
Website

Scene Type 24

CLE

Ikram and
Dodson
(1998)

CLE

Emory
University:
Michael C.
Carlos
Museum
Online

Scene Type 42

Scene Type 39

Scene Type 3

Scene Type 30

Appendix 2: Coffin/Sarcophagus (C/S) End Types and Scene Type Descriptions
Coffin/Sarcophagus (C/S) End Types
C/S End Type 1: Both sisters standing with arms raised
C/S End Type 2: Isis or Nephthys kneeling with winged arms
C/S End Type 3: Both sisters kneeling on a nebu sign with hands placed on a shen sign
C/S End Type 4: Both sisters kneeling on a nebu sign or nb basket (in adoration of text)
C/S End Type 5: Both sisters kneeling with arms raised
C/S End Type 6: Both sisters kneeling as mourners
C/S End Type 7: Both sisters standing on a nebu sign with arms or hands raised
C/S End Type 8: Both sisters squatting (on a nebu sign) with hands placed on a shen sign
C/S End Type 9: Both sisters squatting with hand(s) or arm(s) raised in adoration
C/S End Type 10: Both sisters squatting (on a nebu sign) with outstretched winged arms
C/S End Type 11: Both sisters squatting on a nebu sign
C/S End Type 12: Both sisters kneeling (on a nebu sign) with outstretched winged arms
C/S End Type 13: Isis kneeling on a nebu sign
C/S End Type 14: Isis kneeling on a nebu sign with arms raised in adoration
C/S End Type 15: Isis squatting on a nebu sign with both arms raised in adoration
C/S End Type 16: Isis standing on a nebu sign with both arms raised in adoration
C/S End Type 17: Isis standing with arms raised in adoration
C/S End Type 18: Both sisters standing on a nb basket with arms raised in adoration
C/S End Type 19: Nephthys is kneeling on a nebu sign
C/S End Type 20: Unknown Position of Sisters
C/S End Type 21: Nephthys squatting on a nebu sign
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C/S End Type 22: Nephthys squatting (on a nebu) sign with hands / arms raised in
adoration or outstretched
C/S End Type 23: Nephthys standing
C/S End Type 24: Nephthys kneeling with ankh signs passing through arms
C/S End Type 25: Both sisters standing in a naos
C/S End Type 26: Isis standing with arms raised in adoration of the Eastern Emblem
C/S End Type 27: Isis squatting on a nebu sign
C/S End Type 28: Isis standing as a tree goddess
C/S End Type 29: Isis kneeling in front of Osiris with hands on a shen sign
C/S End Type 30: Nephthys standing with winged arms
C/S End Type 31: Nephthys standing in a naos
C/S End Type 32: Nephthys standing with hand(s) or arm(s) raised in adoration
C/S End Type 33: Nephthys standing behind a male deity
C/S End Type 34: Nephthys standing between text
C/S End Type 35: Nephthys standing with ankh signs passing over arms
C/S End Type 36: Isis standing in the form of a tyt sign
C/S End Type 37: Nephthys squatting (on nebu sign) with ankh sign passing through
arm(s)
C/S End Type 38: Nephthys squatting on a mat
C/S End Type 39: Nephthys kneeling with raised arms
C/S End Type 40: Nephthys kneeling on a nebu sign with outstretched winged arms
C/S End Type 41: Nephthys kneeling on a nb basket with arms raised
C/S End Type 42: Nephthys kneeling on a nebu sign with wings and two plumes
C/S End Type 43: Isis squatting on a nb basket with ankh signs passing through arms
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C/S End Type 44: Isis squatting on a nebu sign with outstretched winged arms
C/S End Type 45: Nephthys kneeling (on nebu sign) with ankh sign passing through
arm(s)
C/S End Type 46: Nephthys squatting in adoration of the imy-wt symbol
C/S End Type 47: Both sisters standing (in a naos) with one arm or hand raised in front of
face with a colored strip (red and white or red and blue) hanging from elbow
C/S End Type 48: Both sisters standing with winged arms
C/S End Type 49: Both sisters standing; Each sisters’ image is different
C/S End Type 50: Isis standing (on a nebu sign) with winged arms
C/S End Type 51: Both sisters standing on head of coffin, flanking the god Shu
C/S End Type 52: Nephthys standing with winged arms with one arm raised and a red
and blue cloth hanging from elbow
C/S End Type 53: Isis squatting with hand raised in front of face
C/S End Type 54: Nephthys squatting on a nebu sign with winged arms
C/S End Type 55: Isis kneeling on a nebu sign with both hands placed on a shen sign in
front of her
C/S End Type 56: Nephthys is kneeling on a nebu sign with arms raised
C/S End Type 57: Both sisters kneeling with one hand raised in front of face, other hand
on lap
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Scene Types
Scene Type 1: Both sisters are kneeling with one hand raised in front of face with other
hand on a shen sign placed in front of them; Adoring the cartouche of the king
Scene Type 2: Both sisters kneeling on nb basket (with arms raised or on a shen sign)
Scene Type 3: Both sisters kneeling (on a nebu sign or mat), with hand(s) or arm(s)
touching a shen sign in front of each of them
Scene Type 4: Both sisters kneeling
Scene Type 5: Both sisters sitting in a mummified form
Scene Type 6: Both sisters standing on a nebu sign with outstretched arms flanking the
deceased king
Scene Type 7: Both sisters standing on a nebu sign with hands raised in front of bodies
Scene Type 8: Both sisters standing (on a nebu sign) with arms at sides
Scene Type 9: Both sisters standing on a mat with arms raised
Scene Type 10: Both sisters kneeling (on a mat) with outstretched winged arms
Scene Type 11: Both sisters kneeling in front of Osiris’s reliquary
Scene Type 12: Both sisters kneeling with hand(s) or arm(s) on shen sign; In between
them is a winged figure of Nut
Scene Type 13: Both sisters kneeling in adoration of the god Heh
Scene Type 14: Both sisters kneeling with a scarab between them
Scene Type 15: Both sisters squatting in front of Osiris’s reliquary
Scene Type 16: Both sisters squatting with a genie in between them
Scene Type 17: Both sisters squatting on a nb basket with hand(s) in front of face
Scene Type 18: Both sisters squatting in adoration of a figure of Osiris in between them
Scene Type 19: Both sisters squatting on a nebu sign (with hand(s) / arm(s) raised) in
adoration of text
Scene Type 20: Both sisters squatting (on a nebu sign) with one arm/hand raised in front
of face and the other hand on a shen sign adoring texts
!
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Scene Type 21: Both sisters squatting in adoration of a scepter
Scene Type 22: Both sisters squatting with one hand in front of face (and the other hand
on a shen sign)
Scene Type 23: Both sisters squatting (on a nb basket) as mourners
Scene Type 24: Both sisters squatting on a mat with one hand raised in front of face and
the other hand on a vase in front of each of them
Scene Type 25: Both sisters standing (sometimes on a mat) with winged arms protecting
something
Scene Type 26: Both sisters standing aiding/protecting the deceased
Scene Type 27: Both sisters standing with ankh signs passing through arms
Scene Type 28: Both sisters standing with one hand in front of face the other at their side,
in adoration of another deity
Scene Type 30: Both sisters standing on a nebu sign in adoration of an offering table
placed before them
Scene Type 31: Both sisters standing flanking a pectoral with a scarab in the middle of it
Scene Type 32: Both sisters standing offering incense to Osiris
Scene Type 33: Both sisters standing on a nb basket with a lion-headed snake placed
between them
Scene Type 34: Both sisters standing with arms raised in adoration of a winged scarab
Scene Type 35: Both sisters standing on the inner trough of the coffin embracing an
Abydos emblem
Scene Type 36: Both sisters depicted as a type of serpent
Scene Type 37: Both sisters kneeling on a nebu sign with hand(s) raised in front of face
Scene Type 38: Both sisters kneeling on a nebu sign, looking towards the head of the
deceased
Scene Type 39: Both sisters are standing with winged arms; In one hand is a Ma’at
feather
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Scene Type 40: Both sisters kneeling with winged arms; Between them is a standard of
honor with the Four Sons of Horus on it
Scene Type 41: Both sisters kneeling; Between them is a sun disc with rays landing on an
akhet sign
Scene Type 42: Both sisters kneeling with one had in front of face and the other hand
placed in their lap
Scene Type 43: Both sisters squatting on a nebu sign with ankh signs passing through
arms
Scene Type 44: Both sisters standing with a solar disc between them
Scene Type 45: Both sisters are standing adoring a squatting god that has a sun disc with
and udjat eye
Scene Type 46: Both sisters standing with arm(s) raised in adoration of texts
Scene Type 47: Both sisters standing with one arm extended holding an ankh sign
Scene Type: 48: Both sisters kneeling with ankh signs passing through arms
Scene Type 49: Both sisters squatting on a nebu sign with a serpent headed god between
them
Scene Type 50: Both sisters standing in adoration of a figure of Osiris in between them
Scene Type 51: Both sisters standing presenting onions
Scene Type 52: Both sisters squatting before a hawk-headed seated deity
Scene Type 53: Both sisters standing holding an ankh-djed-was scepter
Scene Type 54: Both sisters depicted in avian form
Scene Type 55: Both sisters kneeling flanking the body of the deceased
Scene Type 56: Both sisters kneeling on nebu sign with arms raised in adoration;
Nephthys adoring mummified djed pillar of Osiris and Isis adores an Abydos Fetish
Scene Type 57: Both sisters standing looking at the ba of the deceased; Isis holds a sail
while Nephthys holds and ankh-djed-was scepter
Scene Type 58: Both sisters standing with arms raised in adoration (of a winged scarab);
Adoring Geb and Nut
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Scene Type 59: Both sisters on a boat adoring something between them that is not a
mummy on a bier
Scene Type 60: Both sisters adoring an Apis bull with a mummy on its back
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